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Abstract

Wildlife managers and conservationists need data about the status and trends in popula¬

tions of animal or plant species to make informed decisions about their management. To

obtain reliable estimates, survey design and data collection should be coordinated under a

monitoring strategy. Efficient survey design is often difficult because survey design is fixed

at the start of the monitoring programme when there is little information about species

distribution.

A design-based sampling strategy is proposed that allows the survey design to change

through time. A predictive map of expected abundance, obtained from one survey, is

used to influence future survey design. A proportion of the sample is selected using

simple random sampling, and the rest selected by sampling with inclusion probability

proportional to predicted abundance (-rrps). When the total number of individuals in the

population is of interest, the sample is selected independently of previous survey samples,

and unconditional inclusion probabilities are estimated. To estimate the change in the

population through time, part of the sample from the previous survey is maintained and

the covariance between estimators of the population total from different surveys is required.

Analytic estimators of covariance do not use all the sampled data. This motivated the

development of a bootstrap variance estimator. An extension for estimating covariances

using all of the sampled data is proposed.

Simulation indicates that the strategies give more precise estimates of the population total

and change in the population total through time than standard design-based methods. Key

issues are the proportion of the sample selected using nps in each survey and the accuracy

of the predictive map of expected abundance. The basic strategies are developed, and

tested, on populations of motile individuals, using plot sampling. The estimation of the

abundance of forest elephants motivates an application to distance sampling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The management of wildlife populations becomes increasingly important as human needs

put greater pressure on the natural resources of the world. To be effective, wildlife man¬

agers and conservationists need information about the status and trends in populations of

animal or plant species. For a particular species this information may be simple descriptive

summaries of the population, for example a parameter of interest may be the population

total — the number of individuals in a pre-determined area at a particular point in time
— or the change in the population total through time. These parameters may be useful

for setting levels of sustainable offtake, to decide whether intervention is required to stop a

species decline into extinction, or to contribute to international assessments of the status

of species, as is the case with the 1UCN Red List of Threatened Species (Hilton-Taylor,

2000). Alternatively more detailed information about the relationships between species

abundance and past management decisions or environmental changes may be required.

Possible examples might be the increase in population density with altitude, or with a

decline in grazing pressure.

The information required by the wildlife manager is obtained by collecting data about
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1. Introduction

the study species in a particular area, for example a reserve. Except under the unusual

circumstances in which all individuals in the population are known, it is not possible to

observe every individual in the population, or to fully survey the whole area. Instead, at

any time a survey of the area is carried out in which only a sample of the population is

observed. The survey region is partitioned into a large number of contiguous units. A

sample of these units is visited and the number of individuals observed within each unit

recorded. In this thesis it is assumed that all the individuals that are present within a

unit are observed, i.e. the detection probability is assumed to be one. There could be

many circumstances in which this would not be true, and there is a large literature and

range of strategies for coping with this, see Seber (1986) and Seber (1992) for overviews of
these strategies and Borchers et al. (2002) for the development of a framework into which

these strategies fall. The counts, together with additional information about the area, if

available, are used to estimate the parameters of interest.

There are two different approaches to parameter estimation. In the first approach, model-

based inference, parameter estimates and estimates of their precision depend partly on

the observed data but also on an assumed model of the sampled population. This could

be a model of the spatial distribution, if the population total is the focus, or for trend

estimation a model of how the population total changes through time. To some extent

it is possible to check the assumptions underlying this model, but the choice of model is

sometimes seen as arbitrary, especially in circumstances where there is some controversy,

when different models may be used to present different arguments. In the second approach,

design-based inference, parameter estimates and their associated estimates of precision are

derived solely from the probability that each unit was included in the sample. Hence once

the survey has been designed, the method of calculating estimates of precision is relatively

fixed. When dealing with controversial issues this can be considered desirable as there is

little scope for arriving at different results depending on the choice of model.

In a design-based framework, units to be included in the sample are selected according to

a probabilistic sampling scheme. A simple and commonly used scheme is simple random

2



1.1 Problem Statement

sampling in which each unit has an equal chance of being included in the final sample. The

precision of estimates of the population total and of the change in the population total can

be improved by implementing an unequal probability scheme in which the probability of

including a particular unit in the sample (the inclusion probability) is positively correlated
with the number of individuals in that unit, the observed count. Clearly at the start of

the survey these counts are unknown but other auxiliary variables describing habitat,

topography, and human factors for the survey region, may be available. If species density

is thought to be related to these variables then they can be used as proxies for the observed

counts to determine the inclusion probabilities. Stratified sampling is one such sampling

scheme.

Because data collection for a survey is usually expensive, surveys are often planned to

address several questions simultaneously, which implies that they are expected to estimate

several parameters of interest. Some parameters can be estimated from a single survey,

such as the population total at a particular time, whilst others will require data from

several surveys, for example the change in the population total through time. In practice

a survey may be commissioned each time an estimate of the population total is required.

A set of these surveys may then be used post hoc to estimate the change in the population

total through time. However, unless the surveys have been designed with this aim in mind,

it is generally the case that there is little consistency between the surveys. For example

the area covered may differ from one survey to the next, or the sampling strategies may

differ. In such circumstances, there are difficulties in combining estimates from successive

surveys, or in comparing estimates between surveys.

Alternatively the wildlife manager may realise that a series of surveys is required to answer

both short-term and long-term questions and that the survey design and data collection

need to be coordinated through time under a monitoring strategy. The monitoring strategy

would consist of defining the parameters to be estimated, choosing a sampling scheme

for all the surveys, which is often fixed in advance of data collection, and determining

the appropriate estimators for the parameters and their precision. Although this strategy

3



1. Introduction

ensures that there is consistency between the surveys, it may be inefficient in the sense that

parameters are estimated with low precision. By using an appropriate unequal probability

sampling scheme greater precision could be obtained. Auxiliary variables, such as habitat

and topography, are often available before the monitoring strategy is implemented but

the relationship between these variables and species density is often unknown. Hence an

appropriate set of inclusion probabilities cannot be chosen and so the sampling scheme

will remain simple and inefficient.

Through time the relationship between species density and other variables can become

better understood by analysing data from successive surveys. For example predictive

maps of species density or habitat suitability can be derived from the observed counts and

the auxiliary variables available for the survey region. However if the sampling design is

predetermined at the start of a series of surveys then a large proportion of the resources

may be spent sampling areas which are known to have none of the study species. This is

not only an inefficient use of resources but can also be very demoralising for the survey

teams who might spend a large amount of time not seeing any individuals of the species

they are surveying. For certain species, knowledge of the biology or ecology may be

inadequate and it becomes important to observe as many individuals as possible during

the survey so that basic data may be recorded.

Within the design-based literature, strategies such as adaptive sampling (Thompson &
Seber 1996) use data collected from early on in a survey to determine which other units

should be included in that particular survey. The motivation behind these strategies is

to increase the number of individuals of the study species that were observed, and is

particularly relevant for species that occur in clusters. However there has not been much

development of sampling strategies that allow data from a previous survey to change the

sampling scheme for future surveys so that parameter estimation is more efficient whilst

ensuring long-term consistency for trend estimation.

4



1.2 Aim of the thesis

1.2 Aim of the thesis

This thesis investigates the extent to which it is possible to develop an adaptive design-

based monitoring strategy through time. The aim of the adaptation is to increase the

efficiency of parameters to be estimated within each survey, usually the population total,

and to ensure long-term consistency so that parameters requiring data from several sur¬

veys, such as change in population total through time, are also estimated as precisely as

possible. A further aim is to increase the number of individuals of the species observed

compared with a non-adaptive strategy. The adaptation is based on the predictive maps

of species density, which use the observed counts from past surveys and auxiliary vari¬

ables over the survey region. These predictions help determine the inclusion probabilities

required for the sampling design. Although the population total and change in popula¬

tion total are estimated within a design-based framework, the predictive maps of species

density can be obtained within a model-based framework.

1.3 Thesis outline

The first two chapters provide background information. Chapter 2 gives the setting for

the thesis. The objectives of a generic single-species monitoring programme axe defined

and a notation introduced to describe both data and survey methods. Given the survey

methodology we describe how the data obtained from a complete census of the area could

be used to define parameters that would meet the objectives of the monitoring programme.

This enables some key concepts to be described in preparation for understanding how data

from only a sample of the survey region can be used to estimate these parameters. These

ideas about sample survey design, how they can incorporate auxiliary information and

how they are used in monitoring strategies through time are described in Chapter 3. The

last section in this chapter describes the thesis problem in detail.

Chapters 4 and 5 give the basic building blocks of an adaptive, or combined sampling,

5



1. Introduction

strategy. In these two chapters we explore how we can use information from an initial

survey to improve survey design and hence estimation in a second survey. The general

strategy of adaptation is based on sampling with inclusion probabilities proportional to

species density or habitat suitability, which is estimated from the data collected in the first

survey. In Chapter 4, the aim is to estimate the population total as precisely as possible.

In Chapter 5 the general principle is maintained but the emphasis now is to estimate the

change in the population total from one survey to another. This is a new application of the

two-phase sampling strategy which is well known in standard survey sampling literature.

The methods described in the two previous chapters are applied to a simulated population

in Chapter 6. A ten-year monitoring programme is implemented and various monitoring

strategies are compared. This raises issues about how the beliefs about the population

being surveyed will determine the monitoring strategy and how maps of species density

are obtained once data from more than one survey are available.

In Chapter 7 a case study is examined. Data on elephant dung from a forest reserve in

Central Africa have been collected using distance sampling. In addition there is informa¬

tion on human activities. One survey has been carried out and these data are used to

suggest a potential second survey design. We discuss how the strategies in this thesis can

be applied to line transect data.

The estimation strategy described in Chapter 5 is well known, but traditional design-

based estimators do not use all the observed data to estimate the covariance between

the estimators of the two population totals, required for estimating change through time.

Bootstrapping was proposed as an alternative estimation strategy. The combined sam¬

pling strategies we propose incorporate unequal probability sampling designs. Current

bootstrapping methods for estimating the variance of an estimator obtained from data
from unequal probability samples are limited. This motivated the work in Chapter 8

where a new bootstrapping method for unequal probability sampling is developed. This

is extended to suggest a potential strategy for estimating the covariance between two

population totals using all the observed data.

6



1.3 Thesis outline

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by discussing the proposed strategies for use in an adaptive

design-based monitoring programme and describing its limitations. Further work is also

suggested to extend the methods in a number of directions.

7



Chapter 2

Wildlife Population Monitoring

Managers of wildlife populations require information about a species for many different

reasons. Although their motivations may be different, the information required is often

relatively similar and can be summarised as a set of objectives that cover a wide range

of scenarios. For a particular species and environment, a monitoring programme can be

designed to meet these objectives. This programme will consist of a series of surveys

through time. The data collected and how they are used to meet the objectives of the

programme will depend on the chosen survey method. In practice there are many survey

methods each with its own assumptions about the population and with issues still to be

solved. In this thesis we concentrate on the issues surrounding only one survey method,

plot sampling.

In this chapter the setting for the thesis is given. Section 2.1 describes the objectives of

a generic single-species monitoring programme. These objectives are related to a number

of scenarios that a wildlife manager may face. A notational framework for the basic

survey methodology, plot sampling, and the data available before and after the survey are

described in section 2.2 and a 'generic' simulated population is introduced. Assuming each

survey is a census of the survey region section 2.3 describes how the survey data can be

used to meet the objectives of the monitoring programme. This introduces the concept of

9



2. Wildlife Population Monitoring

a realised population and the superpopulation. We conclude this chapter, in section 2.4,

by describing the type of populations and monitoring programmes that are considered in

this thesis.

2.1 Monitoring of wildlife populations

A general set of objectives for a single-species monitoring programme over some pre-

specified area, the survey region, are

1. Status: From one survey

(a) To estimate the population or sub-population total

(b) To describe the distribution of the species over the survey region

2. Trends: From a series of surveys through time:

(a) To describe long-term trends or changes in the population, or sub-population,

totals through time

(b) To describe the change in the distribution of the species over the survey region

through time.

In many cases these objectives will arise naturally from a general management strategy

of a particular species, especially when little is known at the start of the management

strategy. To illustrate this and how different motivations for monitoring can still lead

to the same four generic objectives, the case of Gunther's Gecko (Phelsuma guntheri) is

described. This was one of three motivating examples for the work in this thesis. Further

details can be found in Burn and Underwood (2001).

Gunther's Gecko is a species of reptile found only on Round Island, an uninhabitated island

that lies 22.5 km north east of Cap Malheureux on the Mauritius mainland. This island has

an area of 151 ha and rises to a height of 280m. In 1957 the island was designated a nature

10



2.1 Monitoring of wildlife populations

reserve. At that time it was overrun by rabbits and goats which had been introduced in the

nineteenth century leading to severe degradation of the island's vegetation. A programme

of eradication of the goats and rabbits was completed in 1986 (Merton et cil., 1989). The
island now is the only relatively large island in the Mascarenes free of introduced mammals

and of major woody weeds. It is the only known breeding ground in the Indian Ocean for

the Round Island petrel (Pterodroma arminjoniana), and an important breeding station

for the red-tailed tropic bird (Phaethon rubricauda), white-tailed tropic bird (Phaethon

lepturus) and the wedge-tailed shearwater (Puffinus padificus). It is inhabited by eight or
more species of native reptiles endemic to the Mascarene Islands, four or five of which occur

only on Round Island (the reason for the uncertainty is that one species, the Burrowing

Boa, may be extinct). The main aim of the Round Island management plan (Merton et al.,

1989) is to restore the vegetation of the island. Main activities include extending soil cover,

planting seedlings of native species and the elimination of undesirable introduced plants.

There are three main reasons for monitoring Gunther's Gecko. In fact these reasons are

also true for the other endemic reptile species on the island. However as each species has

a separate biology and behaviour it is not practical to develop one monitoring programme

for all species, so we focus on only one. Firstly Gunther's Gecko is endemic to Round

Island. For a species which occurs nowhere else it is obviously important to assess its

status, and estimate the total population (Obj. 1(a)). This assessment must be made

repeatedly over time to provide early warning of any impending crisis in the population

that may require some intervention. These repeated assessments will provide a series of

population totals and so enable trends in the population through time to be observed

(Obj. 2(a)). If there are signs of a consistent downward trend then further investiga¬

tion will probably be required to understand the causes of these changes. In addition

these assessments contribute to international classifications such as the IUCN Red List of

Threatened Species1 (P. guntheri is currently classified as Endangered) and the CITES2
'This categorises taxa on their relative risk of extinction. Those at high risk of global extinction are

classified as Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable (Hilton-Taylor, 2000).
2for further explanation of the CITES appendix see section 7.1
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2. Wildlife Population Monitoring

Appendices (P. guntheri is currently on Appendix 2). These classifications are based on

previous estimates of population size, which do not have estimates of precision attached

to them and have been difficult to repeat. It is important to classify the species correctly

so that if they are considered under threat, conservation action can be targeted towards

them and more funding may become available to do this.

Secondly, as the restoration of Round Island continues, the habitats provided for the rep¬

tiles by the evolving patterns of vegetation are also changing. An important indicator of

the success of the restoration is the quality of these habitats for the reptiles. Monitor¬

ing changes in the distribution of the species over the island and in relation to specific

management practices (Obj. 1(b), 2(b)), provides a measure of the overall impact of the

restoration programme. Maps of the species distribution (Obj. 1(b)) can be a helpful aid
in decision making. For example, to identify high density areas that can then be avoided

when new management strategies, that are not directed at P. guntheri, are implemented.

Furthermore by studying how the distribution has changed (Obj. 2(b)) lessons can also

be learnt about which habitats or management practices the species prefers.

A third reason for monitoring the population is that the idea of translocating some in¬

dividuals to another island has been mooted. If successful, translocation would provide

greater security for the long-term survival of the species. A necessary prerequisite for the

management of translocation is that reliable population estimates (Obj. 1(a)) are avail¬
able. Selection of the individuals to be translocated requires a knowledge of the species

distribution (Obj. 1(b)). The gene pool of the translocated population should be as di¬
verse as possible, so P. guntheri should be taken from all parts of the island. However in

very low density areas the population may be vulnerable to disturbance and these areas

can be identified and left alone.

Three types of study have been described here which we call Types I, II and III. A Type

I study is a "snapshot" of the population at one particular instant in time. This provides

data for objectives Obj. 1(a) and Obj. 1(b). A Type II study describes how the population

total changes through time; the simplest scenario is to complete a number of snapshots

12



2.1 Monitoring of wildlife populations

(Type I studies) at different times using a repeatable and consistent method. This is the

core of a monitoring programme and provides data for all four objectives. A Type III study

is a more detailed investigation into the population, usually initiated because the Type

II study has indicated a problem. These types of study may be of a more experimental

nature to understand how the species responds to particular interventions.

In the case of Round Island a monitoring strategy for Gunther's Gecko would consist of

developing a Type I study that allows absolute population estimates of the species to

be obtained and recorded, together with relevant information on location, habitat and

climatic information using repeatable methodology. Although the biology of P. guntheri
is well known, from studies of captive bred populations in Jersey Zoo, little is known about

its behaviour in the wild. This is partly because it is a crepuscular species, and it spends

a lot of its time in the depths of Latania palm trees. So that a suitable survey method

for the Type I study can be proposed and tested, a greater understanding of the species

ecology is required. These are detailed studies, which although have a different motivation

to our standard definition could also be defined as Type III studies.

Once the basic Type I study has been identified and implemented the Type II study can

start. This is a a series of Type I studies through time. Type III studies will be employed

if the data from the Type II study indicates that there are problems. Ideally the Type II

studies should be as informative as possible to indicate the possible direction of a Type

III study. If the Type II study indicates that there is a decline in the population total,

the maps of changing species distribution (Obj. 1(b), 2(b)) may indicate whether species

decline is occurring over the whole of Round Island, or in particular habitats or places

where there is habitat change. In the case of Round Island, habitat information must be

collected at each survey because of the rapid change in vegetation.

Although the monitoring programme attempts to improve understanding about the re¬

lationship between management practices and population density, the monitoring studies

that we consider are not designed to specifically compare the effectiveness of different man¬

agement practices. This requires experimental design type procedures. Similarly we do

13



2. Wildlife Population Monitoring

not attempt to consider how a programme of adaptive management could be monitored.

Under adaptive management several management strategies are implemented at the same

time on different parts of the population, usually defined by geography, with the oppor¬

tunity to always adapt the management further when particular strategies are clearly not

working. Further adaptations continue through time as strategies are refined, more is

learnt about the species, and management objectives shift. The monitoring programme

is the method of feedback for the wildlife manager, and therefore experimental design

type procedures need to be employed, so that comparisons between various management

strategies can be made. This can become extremely complex when there are rapid changes

to management strategies, and it can be very difficult to obtain long-term trends in the

population and separate out effects due to the whole combination ofmanagement decisions

implemented.

The core of most monitoring programmes is the Type II study. In many cases estimates of

relative abundance rather than absolute abundance are used to monitor trends in abun¬

dance as is the case with the original studies carried out on Round Island. However to

assess change in abundance using relative abundance an important assumption is that the

relationship between abundance and relative abundance remains constant through time.

Against a background of rapid habitat change, this assumption is unlikely and so little

about trends in abundance can be deduced.

An important point about the Round Island example, that is also true of many other

studies, is that although Type III studies are to be implemented before the monitoring

programme is initiated, these studies are mainly to help determine the appropriate type of

survey design. There will still be many questions unanswered when the first survey is run
- in particular how to choose the most efficient design, for the survey method chosen. The

initial survey design will therefore be simple. Through time, when a number of surveys

have been completed, information about how the survey could be designed more efficiently

becomes available. For example the maps of species density (Obj. 1(b), 2(b)) will indicate
whether most sampling effort has occurred in areas of very low density. Ideally this
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2.2 The surveys

information could be used to adapt survey design so that more efficient estimates of the

population total are obtained, whilst still enabling comparison with early surveys so that

estimates of trend can be made.

In any fieldwork, it is important to keep the observers motivated. Observers participate

partly because of an interest in the species. There is little more demoralising than spending

many hours in the field, under difficult conditions, only to return without having seen any

individuals of the study species. Seeing more individuals will add to the general knowledge

of the observers about the species. This is especially important in cases, such as Round

Island, where the monitoring programme is an integral part of capacity building, the

training of local staff and the principle method by which they are able to observe P.

guntheri. So although not a specific objective of a monitoring programme, it is important

to try to design a set of surveys that will enable observers to see many individuals of the

study species.

The issues raised here for Round Island are true for many other populations that are to be

monitored. Within this thesis we consider the set of objectives outlined above as the key

reasons for implementing a single-species monitoring programme. Given these objectives

and the study species, a survey method must be selected.

2.2 The surveys

A monitoring programme will consist of a series of surveys taken at regular intervals

through time. For the length of the monitoring programme we will assume, in this thesis,

that the area over which the surveys are taken is fixed. We call this the survey region.

Borchers et al. (2002) describe three sources of randomness in a survey. These are due to:

1. population processes such as movement, birth, death, dispersal; represented by a

state model
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2. Wildlife Population Monitoring

2. imperfect and unequal detection of individuals; represented by an observation model;

3. the survey design, that is which areas of the survey region are to be sampled; repre¬

sented by the sampling process

The objectives, defined in the previous section, imply that it is the number of individuals

within a pre-defined population that is of interest, rather than the number within a survey

region. However defining this population can be difficult. For P. guntheri, the survey

region is Round Island and the population of interest is the entire population of P. guntheri

on the island. As there is a very clear boundary to the area, the Indian Ocean, which

the species cannot cross without human intervention, the population of interest is always

contained within the survey region and so the objectives are clearly defined for either the

population or the survey region.

In many cases the survey region will not contain all individuals of the population of

interest all of the time. Most survey regions do not have clear boundaries caused either by

nature — for example rivers or mountains — or by humans — for example urban areas or

fences. When populations are motile, individuals may move in and out of a fixed survey

region. Particular problems occur when the species is migratory and only passes through

the survey region for a period of time. For example, to monitor the population of forest

elephant (Loxodonta africana cyclotis ), as described in Chapter 7, estimates of the number
of elephants within various national parks or protected areas are required. Elephants move

in and out of these protected areas on a daily basis, and in addition they migrate many

hundreds of miles within the course of a year (Blake et al., 2001). An understanding of

the population processes, or state model, is important when interpreting an estimate of

the population total, or change in the population total through time. Observed changes

in the population total may be due to different proportions of the population being in the

survey region at the time of the surveys. This is sometimes called process error.

To reduce the effect of process error, so that comparisons between surveys can be made,

surveys need to be run at the same point in the population process, so that the same
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proportion of the population is in the survey region. For example, forest elephants tend to

migrate towards sources of trees in fruit so surveys could be taken at a time when the trees

are in fruit each year. Whenever the timing of the surveys occurs, concomitant variables,

such as the number of fruiting trees, should be recorded and further work, such as a Type

III study, may be required to obtain a better understanding of the process error.

In many cases the population is expected to drift, expand or contract its range over the

course of a monitoring programme; indeed this may be the very reason for its initiation.

In these cases it is wise, if practical, to make the survey region large enough to include

the drift or expansion. At the start of the monitoring programme the areas in which the

species is known not to occur may then be sampled extensively rather than intensively.

The population is then retained within the survey region for a long period of time and

process error is reduced.

In each survey the population total is to be estimated; this is also known as abundance

estimation. There are many different methods of estimating animal abundance; see Seber

(1986, 1992) and Schwarz and Seber (1999) for an overview of many of these methods.

Except under unusual conditions a census of the population cannot be undertaken so

that randomness due to survey design is inherent in estimating abundance. The different

methods of estimating animal abundance vary in how they deal with the sources of vari¬

ability that are described by the state model and the observation model. The observation

model describes the probability of detecting an individual of the species. Methods such as

distance sampling (Buckland et al., 2001) or mark-recapture (Otis et al, 1978) are often
used to estimate abundance when the probability of detection is less than one. A frame¬

work within which different strategies for dealing with imperfect detection (probability of

detection less than one) and unequal detection (not all individuals have the same prob¬

ability of being detected) is given by Borchers et al. (2002). Within this thesis the issue

of varying detection probabilities is ignored, by assuming an observation model in which

the probability of detection is always one; all animals within a sampled area are detected.
This does not mean that the methods developed in this thesis cannot be applied to cases
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when detection is less than one. In the case study, in Chapter 7, the methods are applied

to a problem in which the survey method employed is distance sampling.

In addition to describing how the population changes through time the state model also

describes how the species is distributed over the survey region at a particular point in

time, for example at the time of a survey. Because of habitat variability and species

dispersal, the species will not be evenly spread over the area. Hence sampling some areas

of the survey region will give a greater estimate of the population total than others. The

interaction between heterogeneity in the species density over the survey region and the

survey design is the focus of this thesis.

The survey design problem is to determine which parts of the survey region are to be sam¬

pled. Let the survey region be divided into a finite set of units, also known as quadrats or

plots. In survey t, vW units are selected using some scheme and the number of individuals

within each of the units is recorded. As the observation model assumes perfect detection,

this is recorded accurately. The size of the units is chosen for practical reasons, and is

often the largest size possible that guarantees perfect detectability.

In some cases the finite set of units correspond to naturally occurring physical entities

within the survey region, for example a set of lakes. A survey will consist of sampling a

number of lakes and making a complete count of the study species within these lakes. With

respect to the forest elephant monitoring, each national park or protected area within a

region could be considered a unit, and initial sampling is to select the set of national parks

to be sampled in any one survey. In this case a hierarchical sampling strategy is required,

as a census of each national park cannot be taken.

The form of sampling above, in which the survey region is partitioned into a number of

discrete units, is the most commonly used within standard survey sampling work. The set

of units is called a list frame. An alternative approach is to consider the survey region as a

continuous two-dimensional region in which a number of points will be sampled. The total
number of points in the survey region is infinite. This approach is often used for sampling
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2.2 The surveys

soil, climatic processes, and geological resources but we do not consider it further here.

Data about the survey region will often be available from a number of different sources.

This information can be categorised a.s:

1. Physical characteristics such as elevation, aspect and slope may be provided by

digital elevation maps (??, Ops). These characteristics will remain fixed through

time;

2. Habitat types based on some habitat or suitability classification. For example river

habitat surveys, National Land Cover data, or the proportion of various vegetation

types. These classifications may be obtained from aerial photography interpretation

(Land Cover of Scotland), ground surveys, for example the National Habitat Survey
of Grampian Region as used by Buckland and Elston (1993), satellite imagery (U.S.
National Land Cover Data). The vegetation greenness, measured by the Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) from remote sensing is also of use (Khaemba
and Stein, 2000; ??, Ops; Buckland and Elston, 1993). In general much of this
information will change very slowly through time, unless there is some form of human

intervention, such as forestry logging concessions, or fire;

3. Human influences such as the distance to transport networks, roads and rivers, or

human habitation (Khaemba and Stein, 2000). In Chapter 7, variables such as the

degree of protection are used, for example the frequency of patrols or the distance to

a park boundary. Alternatively management practices such as grazing, or removal

of alien species may be recorded. For this information there will be variability both

through the survey region and through time,

4. Climatic variables such as rainfall or temperature. In many cases this information

is likely to be a set of summary statistics that corresponds to the survey region as a

whole rather than changing over the survey region unless the area is very large. For

example if surveys are annual, then useful summary statistics may be the annual

rainfall, the start date of the rains etc. This information will mainly assist in the
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2. Wildlife Population Monitoring

understanding of changes in the population total through time.

Hence for a survey at time t, for t — 1 the survey region A is divided into N

quadrats, or units, indexed i = 1 We call the set of these N units U. The

location of each quadrat is defined by its midpoint. This location may be defined in terms

of latitude and longitude, or using some other positional system. Let h = (In,... ,Ul)'
represent the vector denoting the location of unit i. Typically L = 2, although L = 1 if

a linear system such as a river is being sampled or L — 3 if depth is also of importance,

for example both the position in the ocean and the depth at that point is required. The

units remain the same from one survey to another, hence unit i has the same location

for all surveys t = 1,... ,T. Let yf* be the number of observed individuals in unit i at the
time of survey t. Additional information about the survey region is also summarised at

quadrat level. Let xfj represent the jth auxiliary variable for the ith unit in A at time t
for j = 1,,Q. Hence at time t the information available about unit i before the survey

is carried out is xYp = ... ,x\q, hi, ■ ■ ■, Ul)'■ The issue is how can these data, the x{
for the survey region and the data yf' for a sample of units, be used to meet the

objectives of the monitoring programme.

As an example we describe a simulated population P that is used in chapter 6 to test out

the monitoring strategies developed in this thesis, and as a basis for discussion in earlier

chapters. This set of data contains some generic features of the type of data we consider

typical of the surveys we have described. The methods used to generate these data are

described in Appendix B.

The survey region is assumed to be rectangular and is partitioned into N = 1296 units (a

grid of 36 x 36 units). There are data for four auxiliary variables, x1,..., £4, available at the
start of the monitoring programme and these remain fixed through time. These are shown

in figure 2.1. Of these four auxiliary variables, three are continuous variables and one

is a categorical variable, (habitat 4). Of the continuous variables, one changes relatively

slowly over the survey region (variable 1) whereas others change rapidly (variables 2 and

3). Figure 2.2 shows the counts for survey 1 and figure 2.3 the counts y- ,... , y-10'
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Figure 2.2: A spatial realisation of population P. Number of individuals in each unit in survey
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2.3 Data requirements and analysis methods under a census

We call the data for figure 2.2 a spatial realisation of the population and the data from

figure 2.3 a spatio-temporal realisation of the population.

As statisticians, it is often convenient to think of the yf as being generated by some

unknown random process and to try to represent this process by some form of model; this is

the state model of Borchers et al. (2002). Regression-type models such as generalised linear

models (GLMs; McCullagh and Nelder (1989)) or generalised additive models (GAMs;
Hastie and Tibshirani (1990)) are often used to model count data of wildlife populations.

These models do not describe the processes that generate the data, for example birth-

death processes of individuals, or dispersal patterns. Rather they provide an empirical

description of pattern and do not allow inferences about the underlying process. In its

very general form an assumed model ( is

£cK(t)l = varC[TW] = of2 cov^.Y^] = aff (2.1)

This type of model is often called the (quadrat) superpopulation model (QSM). For the
realised population shown in figure 2.2 the correlation in the yf* can be modelled by an

autocovariance function so that of 'p > 0 or by the the trend, as discussed in more
detail in section 2.3.1. As an operational definition, which we expand upon later, we define

a population where we model cov{Y^\ Y^t+1^) to be large as sessile and a population where

cov(Y^t\Y^t+1^) is close to zero as motile3.

2.3 Data requirements and analysis methods under a census

Given the survey method described in the previous section, a sample, s^1' = (i\,... ,«„(«>),
of nW units will be visited in survey t. The counts from these units and the auxiliary

data, possibly from all N units, are used to estimate the parameters of interest. If =

N for all t then a census of the area has been carried out so = U and the entire

spatio-temporal realisation of quadrat data is available to calculate these parameters. In
3This is different to the biological definition of motile and sessile populations as, using our definition, a

species with small home ranges will be defined as sessile.
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Figure 2.3: A spatio-temporal realisation for population P. The colour coding is as figure 2.2
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2.3 Data requirements and analysis methods under a census

practice < N and so only a portion of the spatio-temporal realisation is available

for estimating these parameters. The focus of this thesis is how only a proportion of the

spatio-temporal realisation can be used for parameter estimation. Current methods are

described in Chapter 3. In this section, the parameters, and how they can be calculated

from data obtained from a series of census surveys, are described for both a motile and a

sessile population.

The following notation, which is relatively standard for survey sampling (Sarndal et al.,

1992), is used throughout this thesis. Let ^2 yP = yi as the sum of yp for all units
s(*)

N

in the set so that if — U then yf' = jc yg
u i=1

2.3.1 One survey

Obj. 1(a): To estimate the population, or sub-population total

Obj. 1(b): To describe the distribution of the species over the survey region

The wildlife manager is interested in the number of individuals in the population. This is

t^> and is calculated as

T®-X>!" (2.2)
u

A sub-population may be defined by geographic area or habitat type, or alternatively by

characteristics of the individuals itself, such as sex or age. Given the data collected, only

sub-population totals based on characteristics of the N units, rather than characteristics

of the individuals, can be calculated. For example, if xg = 1 if unit i is forest, and xg = 0
otherwise, the total number of individuals found within a forest is

Txi = yit)xij = ]£ 2/^where sg = [k : xfj = i} (2.3)
U sit]-X3

The smallest sub-population contains just one unit. A map of the area showing the

location of each unit and the number of individuals within each unit, for example figure
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2.2, provides a description of the species distribution over the survey region. Summing

over several of these units provides various sub-population totals as shown in equation 2.3.

In addition to sub-population totals, for various habitat categories, the wildlife manager

may also want summary statistics about yf^ in relation to continuous auxiliary variables.
For example the rate of change in yf* with altitude Xn may be of interest so that we

propose a simple model

yf] =B^ + B^x^ + (2.4)

=x[^B^where — (Bq \ b[^)' and =

( i T« \1 xil

1 w
V 1 xiN /

B(t) can be calculated using ordinary least squares so that

B{t) =(xg)'xg))-1xg)'tfg) (2.5)

B[^ describes the rate of change in y*p with altitude for the realised population. As
the survey is a census, the population parameter B^ is calculated exactly, in the same

way that the sub-population totals describe one particular aspect of the scatter in the

yjj. Not every yf* will fall on the line B^ + B^xf^ but the general pattern observed
is described. More complex models for the realised population can also be proposed and

their parameters estimated.

For some populations, these descriptions of the spatial realisation of the population are

of interest. This is not always the case. For example in some species, individuals are

very motile, so that they can cover a large part of the survey region in a small period of

time, compared to the interval between surveys. Then the spatial realisation at time t + e,

where e is a small number much less than 1, the interval between surveys, will be very

different to the spatial realisation at time t even if = r^t+€\ Then a map of the realised

distribution will become rapidly out-of-date and unuseful. Instead the average of several

realisations for different e will give an indication of high and low density areas. This is
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the from a QSM where the QSM is assumed to hold for the random variables

and T.(t+e) . As stated above the QSM is an assumed model that provides an empirical

description of the pattern in the yf\ Using a GLM or a GAM the auxiliary data can be
used to estimate the . As the data are count data, a log-link function is typically used

so that

E[Y' t]} = y{p =exp /j(i)(4i})j (2-6)
where the ) may be a linear or smooth function of the jth auxiliary variable. In its

simplest form, and the (lj are estimated, unlike the description of the
realised population in which parameters are known under a census. In this simplest form

a GLM is most appropriate but for more complex functions, such as smoothing splines

(Silverman, 1985) a GAM would allow greater flexibility in the form of the functional

relationship between the auxiliary variables and Y^\ If the model assumes that the Y^
follow a Poisson distribution, then var[Y^} = p!f\ cov(Yi^t\YJ-t^) = 0 and likelihood
methods can be used to fit the model. In practice the Poisson assumption often does not

hold and var[Y^} > this is called overdispersion. Depending on the beliefs of the
modeller/wildlife manager about the species being monitored, the overdispersion can be
dealt with using one of two strategies.

In the first strategy, it is assumed that overdispersion is caused by /x-^ being inadequately

modelled, because data for the appropriate auxiliary variables are not available. In this

case a thin-plate spline of latitude and longitude is added to the model. This becomes

a proxy for the unobserved auxiliary variables, that are assumed to change continuously

over the survey region.

Alternatively the /if1 can be assumed to be adequately modelled, but the assumption
about the variance is wrong. A common strategy then is to use quasi-likelihood meth¬

ods (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989; Wedderburn, 1974). Rather than an explicit form for
the distribution of the observations, these methods require the relationship between the

variance of the observations and their mean to be specified. In a quasi-Poisson model
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var[Y^] = blip and b is estimated from the data. This approach is often used when
individuals are thought to associate with each other, for example offspring are found close

to their parents, so that even in a relatively homogeneous environment, individuals tend

to cluster.

In addition to overdispersion, a further problem may be that the assumption that the

autocovariance is zero, cov(Yp\Y^) = 0, does not seem to hold once the model has been
fitted. Again if the modeller or wildlife manager believes that the pp are inadequate,
fitting a thin-plate regression spline of latitude and longitude may alleviate this problem.

If however the pp are thought to be adequately modelled, then the alternative is to fit
more complex models in which the autocovariance is non-zero. This assumption might

be considered appropriate if individuals are thought to occur in clusters and the clusters

are large compared to the size of the quadrats. A difficulty with this approach is that we

cannot model positive autocovariance under the Poisson assumption (Besag, 1974).

In many cases a combination of these different processes may seem appropriate. When

data from only one survey are available it is difficult to separate out spatial trend, change

in pp over the survey region, and the effect of autocovariance. When data from several

surveys are available then it becomes more possible to separate out these effects if it is

assumed that spatial trend remains constant over time.

As well as beliefs about the population, the use of the pp also determines how the QSM
is specified. This is especially true when the survey is not a census of U but only a sample

of U as discussed in section 3.5. In general even under a census survey, if we believe that a

population is highly motile, then it is the map of the pp rather than the yP that is of use
to the wildlife manager as the yP will quickly become out-of date. As stated before, this
assumes that the QSM, holds for the random variables Y^ and Yp+^ where e < 1.
In a similar manner, if sub-population totals of a motile population are to be calculated,

it is debatable whether the sum of the relevant yP will provide the manager with useful
information. To a certain extent it depends on whether the individuals are confined to

a particular area defined as the sub-population, in which case the yP are adequate, or
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whether the individuals can move freely in and out of the sub-population region, in which

case the sum of the ji'p may be of more use, as this represents the expected number of
individuals in the sub-region. Although we could similarly argue this point for the total

number of individuals in the total population so that Arather than ^ yf^ is used,
u u

we will assume that tA) is the focus of the survey.

2.3.2 Several surveys

Through time

Obj. 2(a): To describe long-term trends or changes in the population, or sub-population,
totals

Obj. 2(b): To describe the change in the distribution of the species over the survey region

Once data from several surveys are available, estimates of change in the population or

sub-population total will be of interest. As with the population total, of direct interest is

the change in the realised population through time. With data from two surveys, at times

t and t', an estimate of change in the population total <5A 'A is calculated as

=r«> - T«-> = £<„}'> - yf>) (2.7)
u

In a similar manner, a change in sub-population totals can be calculated as

(t) _ (f)
uXl ' X\ ' X\

=£»!'M?-EW
u u

=X>S"-X>f> (2.8)
s(0 ,(«')°xi Sxi

Unless the covariate ' for all i € U, equation 2.8 cannot be reduced in a similar

way to the final form of equation 2.7 as the units in Sx} may not be the same as those
(t'\

in Sxi • A map of the change in species distribution however is the map of the individual
unit differences yf* — yf ^.
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If data from several, say T, surveys are available, a description of the trend in the popu¬

lation through time can be obtained. In its simplest form, this is a summary of the linear

component of the trend in the population totals so that if

=Vo + Vi t

the linear component, 771, can be estimated using least squares to be

24 T
"'°r(r + i)(r-i)X>-r-')r'" <2-9'

Parameters other than the linear trend component or a description of the trend may also
be required.

Even if — 0 the distribution of the species over the survey region, the yf\ may

change through time. A map of the realised population in each survey shows the change,
for example figure 2.3. To summarise all changes on one map, a simple summary statistic,

for example 77*1, can be calculated for each unit i £ U where

(7) . ,

Vi =ViO + mit

and Tin is estimated using equation 2.9.

For a motile population, an understanding of the QSM through time may be of interest. In

its simplest form, it might be assumed that pf* = rlp[°\ so that auxiliary variables and
the relationship between the auxiliary variables and pf^ are assumed constant through
time and the key parameter of interest is r. Note that in many monitoring programmes

it is r that is of interest rather that 771. Assuming a model of this form, with a constant

relationship between auxiliary variables and pf^ through time, makes it easier to deter¬
mine whether cor(yf\y^) can be modelled by the mean pf1 or by an autocovariance
function cov(Y^ ,Y^), as for the former, the location of high density areas should re¬
main relatively constant through time, whereas for the latter it will change. Similarly the

modeller might wish that the autocovariance function cov{Y^t\Y^t is high for species in
which individuals are sessile, long-lived and offspring are dispersed close to their parents,
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compared to species in which individuals can cover a large part of the survey region in

a small period of time, or are short-lived and offspring are not necessarily found close to

their parents. This corresponds to our working definition of motile and sessile species.

Alternatively, the modeller may believe that there is drift in the population through time,

so that nf' is not changing at the same rate over the whole survey region. This might be
represented by the xfj or the changing through time. In these cases maps that show
how changes through time will be of interest.

2.4 Summary

A monitoring programme consists of multiple objectives which means that different pa¬

rameters need to be calculated from the survey data. These parameters will also vary

depending on whether the population is assumed to be motile or sessile, also defined in

this chapter. For some objectives, parameters summarise the realised population, notably

the total number of individuals in the population at time t, and the change in

from survey t' to survey t, 5^'^. For other objectives, those relating to the spatial dis¬

tribution of the species, the parameters of interest for a motile species are based on the

assumed superpopulation model, whereas for a sessile species, parameters are based on

the realised population.

In this chapter we described the data required to meet all four objectives of a monitoring

programme for motile and sessile species. In this thesis our focus is on the design of a

monitoring programme for a single motile species. We will also assume that individuals

do not naturally associate with each other. Hence we can assume a very simple QSM in

which cov(Yi , ') = 0 and if there is evidence of overdispersion this is due to the lack
of appropriate auxiliary variables which can be dealt with by adding a thin-plate spline of

latitude and longitude to the model. In addition the main parameters of interest will be

the population total, t^\ and the change in the population total through time, 8^'^.
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2. Wildlife Population Monitoring

We assume that the monitoring programme is a Type II study, consisting of a series of plot

sampling surveys. Although plot sampling is generally not the recommended strategy for

motile populations, because it can be difficult to achieve perfect detectability, the survey

design issues explored in this thesis still apply when detection is imperfect. However

except for the case study in Chapter 7 we assume perfect detectability so that this source

of randomness is removed.

In a monitoring programme the resources to visit all units in the survey region in each

survey will be vast and hence only a sample of units can be visited. The key survey

design issue that we address in this thesis is how the choice of sample units, determined

by the sampling process, can cope with heterogeneity in species density over the survey

region, represented by the state model, so as to provide precise estimators of the various

parameters of interest in the monitoring programme.
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Chapter 3

Current Sampling Methods

To implement a monitoring programme using plot sampling, the statistician needs to de¬

termine the sampling scheme by which units are selected from U and the appropriate

estimator for each parameter of interest. If the sampling fraction / = = 1 then there

is no sample selection problem and the estimators are as defined in the previous chap¬

ter. Generally the sampling fraction is small (less than 0.25) and the choice of sampling

scheme, the sampling fraction and the estimator all influence the precision of the estimated

parameter.

In a monitoring programme each survey consists of a design stage, a data collection stage

and an estimation stage. The design stage of a survey determines the sampling scheme

that is used to select a sample and uses this scheme to draw a sample of size In the

data collection stage the units are visited and the yf1 observed and recorded. Generally the
data collection stage occurs after the design stage once all nW units have been selected,

although for adaptive sampling strategies (Thompson and Seber, 1996) and some two-

phase sampling strategies this is not the case. The estimation stage refers to the period of

obtaining estimates from the collected data. The appropriate estimation method depends

on the design stage of the survey, in particular the scheme used to select the sample. A

sampling strategy is defined as the combination of the choice of sample design and the
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3. Current Sampling Methods

method of estimation for a particular parameter. We will define a monitoring strategy as

the set of sampling strategies through time that are required to provide estimators for all

parameters required by the monitoring programme.

The method of selecting the sample can be probabilistic or purposive. In section 3.1

the basic principles of probabilistic sampling schemes are introduced. If a probabilistic

sampling scheme is selected then estimators and their precision can be estimated using a

design-based or model-based strategy. Section 3.2 compares design-based and model-based

estimation strategies and explains why for the two parameters, rW and a design-

based strategy is employed in this thesis. For a general probabilistic sampling strategy

the estimators for and its variance are described in section 3.3 and sampling strategies

and estimators that improve the precision of this estimator using auxiliary variables are

described. The estimate of 5^ can be calculated merely by taking the estimates of

and and finding the difference. In some circumstances more precise estimates can be

obtained by retaining some units from one survey to another. Section 3.4 describes these

circumstances and some commonly used sampling strategies. These sampling strategies

are generally fixed at the start of the monitoring programme. However when little is

known about the species at the start of the programme, these designs may be inefficient.

Adaptive sampling strategies allow the sampling strategy to change as more is learnt about

the population. Section 3.6 describes the adaptive sampling strategies that are currently

available to the practitioner. These strategies are few and within a design-based framework

focus mainly on adaptation within one survey, rather than between surveys. Although

the focus of the monitoring programme is to obtain estimates of totals and changes in

total through time, which we do using design-based estimators, parameters describing the

species distribution are also of interest. We briefly describe in section 3.5 how these can be

estimated; in particular for a motile population, which requires a model-based approach.

Section 3.7 describes the shortcomings of the current methods for designing a monitoring

programme, and sets out in detail the problem that this thesis investigates.
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3.1 Survey sampling; the design stage

3.1 Survey sampling; the design stage

Given a finite population of units U = (1,... ,i,..., N), a sample s QU of n units must

be selected1. A sampling scheme defines how the sample is selected for a particular survey.

Units can be selected using a purposive scheme, which may for example be based on

accessibility. For example Walsh and White (1999) suggests monitoring forest elephants

by using recce ("Reconnaissance") samples. Transects follow the path of 'least resistance',

usually trails and paths, within the forest from some, possibly randomly located, point.

An alternative method of 'purposive' sampling is one in which a set of units that are

'representative' of the survey region are selected. This representativeness is based on the

opinion of an individual selecting the samples and can lead to conscious or unconscious

bias which cannot be measured

Alternatively a probabilistic sample selection scheme may be employed. This form of

sampling scheme is commonly used within survey sampling and the general principle is

that any particular set of units, s, has a specified probability of being the selected sample.

A more formal definition is that a probability sample, is a sample s that is realised under

the four conditions described below as given by Sarndal et al. (1992, pp 8):

1. The finite set of all possible samples S = {si,...,%} that can be obtained using

the sample selection scheme can be defined;

2. Every possible sample Sk S <S for k = 1,...,M has a known probability of selection

P(sfc);

3. Every unit in the population has a non-zero probability of being selected;

4. One sample is selected using a random mechanism under which each possible s

receives exactly the probability p(s).
1In this section we ignore the superscript t that denotes the period in which the survey was taken, as

the results hold true for all surveys t = 1,... ,T
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3. Current Sampling Methods

The function p(.) is defined as the sampling design so that p(s) is the probability of se¬

lecting sample s. Different sample selection schemes can lead to the same sampling design

p(.). For a given sampling design p(.), the sample s is the outcome of a random variable

S whose probability distribution is defined by the sampling design p(.):

Pr(S = s) =p(s) for any s E S

Because p(s) is a probability distribution

p(s) >0, Vs E S and y p(s) = 1
seS

Given a particular sampling design p(.), the probability that an individual unit is included
in the sample, 7q, can be defined. Let the random variable Ii denote the inclusion of a

particular unit i in a sample where

{1 if i E s0 otherwise

so that E[Ii) =0Pr(Ii = 0) + 1Pr(Ii = 1) = iti

where in conventional survey sampling notation i E s denotes that the unit i is in the

sample s and, for future reference, s 3 i denotes the samples that contain the unit i. The

probability that unit i will be included in a sample, 7r,, is obtained from the design by

iti =Pr(i e s) = Pr(Ii — 1) = y]p(s)
sBi

In a similar manner the joint inclusion probability

7tij =Pr(ikj G S) = Pr(lilj = 1) = y p(s)
sBi&j

and we note that 7= itji and itu = Pr(lf = 1) = Pr(Ii =? 1) = m

There are two different types of sampling scheme. In a with-replacement scheme the

sample s may contain the same unit more than once. The effective sample size v is the

number of unique units in the sample and in a with-replacement scheme v < n. The
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3.2 Design-based and Model-based Estimators

inclusion probabilities ni represent the probability that unit i is included at least once in

s. In a without-replacement sampling scheme i/ = nas any unit can only occur once in s.

Under the sample selection strategy of simple random sampling without replacement,

which we denote srswor, the sample design p{.) is such that each possible sample has the

same probability of being selected. Given the size of the sample n

P{,)=Z)
and so the inclusion probabilities are of the form

«-£*>-«/CD-Ssbi x / \ /

and

^ , {N-2\,{N\ n(n-l)*"US/w=U-2HJ=S<^T)
3.2 Design-based and Model-based Estimators

Suppose the population total r = Ylu 2d to estimated. As only a sample has been
taken, only an estimate of the parameter, f, can be obtained. For a particular estimator

of r, different 'samples' will give different estimates of a parameter; so f is a random

variable. The variation in f can be attributed to one of two sources which distinguish

the two approaches to estimation. Working in a design-based framework, the variation

is considered to come only from the sampling design p(.). That is, for the same spatial

realisation, different estimates are obtained by taking a different sample of units s. In a

model-based framework, randomness arises because the y are generated from a random

variable Y. For the same sample of units s, a different estimate of r would be obtained

under two different spatial realisations, as the y would be different.

Desirable properties of an estimator are that it is unbiased and has low variance. These

properties can be summarised using the mean-square error which is the sum of the variance
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3. Current Sampling Methods

and the squared bias of an estimator. An estimator, f, of the population total, r, is design-

unbiased if the expectation over all possible sample sets generated by the design p(.) is

the population total, r, for that particular set of data j/^

Ep[f] =E[f\y\ = t (3.1)

and so the design-based mean-square error is

MSEp(f)=E[(f-t)2\y\. (3.2)

For example if a sample is selected using srswor, a common estimator of the population

total is

fp =— = Nys. (3.3)
S

Using the inclusion probabilities defined in the previous section, the expectation over all

possible samples is

N
EP\T\ =—Ep

L U

n
u

N v ^
=— y.ym
n ^

=> Ep[f] = yi = t so it is design-unbiased
V

In a model-based framework, the estimator t is a model-unbiased estimate of r if the

expectation over all realisations of an assumed model £ is the expected total for that

model so that for a specific model,

Ei[f]=E^[r\s} = J2^ <3-4)
u

and the model-based mean-square error is

MSE(\T] =E[(T - r)2|s] (3.5)
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3.2 Design-based and Model-based Estimators

The model can be the QSM, £, described in section 2.2. To illustrate this approach, assume

a simple QSM model ( of the form

E^Yi] =a var^Yi) = a2 (3.6)

As it is the total of the realised population that is of interest, we use the prediction

approach first described by Royall (1970) so that the estimator is of the form

r = ^2yi + Y^yi (3-7)
S Sc

where sc are the units that are not sampled and the & are predicted from (.

In this case & = a and a best linear unbiased predictor of a is d = ys. The estimated

population total f is therefore

-R =nys + (N - n)ys = Ny

the same as that under the design-based framework. Taking expectations over realisations

gives

Ec[f|s] =NEQ[ys]

S S

=> E^[t|s] =Na — E[Yi] = E^[t] so it is model-unbiased
u

The advantages and disadvantages of a model-based vs a design-based framework have
been discussed at great length in the literature, see for example Brus and de Gruijter

(1997); Cassel et al. (1977); Hansen et al. (1983); Sarndal (1978); Smith (1976); Thompson

(2002); Thompson and Seber (1996). The most compelling argument for using a design-
based rather than a model-based framework for estimation of parameters of the realised

population is the potential for obtaining unbiased estimates without needing to make
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3. Current Sampling Methods

any assumptions about the population. Given the sample design there is, in a design-

based framework, little question about the appropriate estimators to be used. Another

advantage is that the strategy requires a probabilistic sampling selection scheme so that

human selection biases do not play a part in choosing the sample. The main advantages

of a model-based framework are that auxiliary information can be easily included in the

estimators, and that for an assumed state model, the efficiency of an estimator can be

calculated for different sets of sample units so that an optimal sample can be specified;

an optimal sample is one that maximises the precision of the estimator under an assumed

state model. However model-based estimates will depend on the assumptions about the

population. If poor assumptions are made, estimators can be biased and imprecise. For

many wildlife populations, there is not enough information about a species to provide

a consensus on the appropriate population model and interested groups out to support

one view or another could with equally justifiable reasoning propose very different models

leading to very different estimates. In particular they may lead to very different estimates

of precision. Hence the design-based framework in which these population assumptions

do not matter is appealing.

In this thesis we will therefore concentrate on estimating the parameters t^\ 5^ within

a design-based framework. For maps of the spatial distribution of the species over the

survey region we need to use a model-based approach, as for motile populations it is the

rather than the yf* of the realised population which are required.

3.3 Estimating r

For any sampling design p(.), in which 7r; is the probability that unit i is included in the

sample s, an unbiased estimator of r, is the Horvitz-Thompson estimator2(Horvitz and

2Most of the estimators in this section are found in many textbooks. However in this section some are

derived for completeness, so that work in future chapters has a solid base.
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3.3 Estimating r

Thompson, 1952)

_ U>_
2—1 7Xi
2=1

(3.8)

where s„ is the set of v unique units in s. It is simple to show that this estimate is

design-unbiased as

E[T] =E £ E E-*
L U 1

E^tf*] =E =r

The variance of this estimator is

var(f) =E[(t — E[t]) ] = E[f ] — E[t£12

=E - ?>

var

=EE 2/1
u u ni7r> u u

=EE^-EEww
c/ [/ ^

(f) =EE yw

u u

u u
IXnftin3

(3.9)

Provided that 7Tjj > 0 for all i,j £ U an unbiased estimate of this variance is

varfjriT) —EEf2UiVj ( ftij ftiftj \
=EE»j

i i

ftiftj ftij
(3.10)

This is unbiased as

E[varHT{f)\ -EE£fel"Tfta
ViVj I ftij ftiftj

ftiftj
and E[Iij] — iti: (3.11)

u u

If for the proposed sampling strategy v = n for all possible samples, that is a without

replacement sampling scheme with all possible samples having the same fixed sample size,

so that sv = s, the variance can be rewritten as

2

(f) =5EEfa**-*«)(£■£var

u u

Vi Vj
fti ft i

(3.12)
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3. Current Sampling Methods

This reformulation was proposed by Yates and Grundy (1953) and Sen (1973) and an

estimator for this is

(»■«)

Using the same argument as given in equation 3.11 this is an unbiased estimator of var(r).
This estimator is more robust than that proposed by Horvitz-Thompson, equation 3.10. In

particular under many sampling designs, Ay = 7Ty — itiirj < 0 Vz, j, so that the Sen-Yates-
Grundy variance estimator, votsyg{t), is guaranteed to be non-negative. In contrast

the Horvitz-Thompson estimator can be negative even when this condition holds. Unless

stated the Sen-Yates-Grundy variance estimator will be used throughout this thesis. If an

srswor design is employed, the estimator of r, the variance and variance estimator3 are

t —— Ui = Ny (3-14)
n z—'

n) -yuf
= S(N- n)sl ^

=N(N-n)Y,(m-y.)* = N(N~ n) 2
w

n n - 1 n s v '

where for a set of units s of size ns, so that when s — U, ns = N

and Ss = ~y«)2

Under srswor if there is a large amount of heterogeneity in the yi, that is if S^ is large, the
precision of f will be poor as the values of var(f) and var(f), in equations 3.12 and 3.13,

will be large. Inspection of the variance estimators, equations 3.10 and 3.13, shows that

if yi oc 7Ti then var(f) — var(f) = 0. The yi are unknown at the design stage but if the i/,

are correlated to known auxiliary variables, such as habitat xtl say, a sampling strategy

in which inclusion probabilities are a function of the xn would lead to a reduction in

var(f) compared to simple random sampling. Stratified random sampling and sampling

with inclusion probability proportional to size are some of the common strategies that

3In this case varHrir) = varsYo{r)
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3.3 Estimating t

are employed within survey sampling. Many sampling texts such as Cochran (1977) and

Thompson (2002) describe these and other strategies in detail.

Stratified random sampling, which we denote strs, allows information about several auxil¬

iary variables to be incorporated into the sampling design, by defining a number of strata.

The aim is for there to be little variability in the yt within a stratum but large between-

stratum variability. Hence units with similar values of a set of auxiliary variables, that

are assumed to be correlated with yi, are in the same stratum. For example if auxiliary

variable xn in figure 2.1 was thought to be related to then two strata, one for each

value that Xn takes, would be defined. If auxiliary variable xt\ and xn were considered

important, additional strata for high and low values of xn within the two strata defined by

xn may be defined. Alternatively geographical strata may be suggested so that the survey

region is divided, for example, into four strata created by splitting the survey region into

four quarters. Such stratification however rarely leads to low within stratum variance and

high between stratum variance.

When sampling with inclusion probability proportional to size, which we denote Ttps, the

sample design allocates units which are expected to have high values of yi a high inclusion

probability, 7q, and units with a low value of yi a low 7q, the ideal is that yi oc 7q so

that var(f) = 0. As the value of yt is unknown the inclusion probabilities are instead

based on the value of an auxiliary variable, z say. This we denote npz and if cor(yi,Zi)
is positive, units with large values of Zi will have a large inclusion probability and units

with a small value of Zi will have a small inclusion probability. If more than one auxiliary

variable is considered correlated to yi it can be difficult to formulate an appropriate set

of inclusion probabilities. The ttps strategy is more commonly used for practical reasons,

for example each unit is a lake and the variable of interest is the total number of fish

in a region. Then large lakes have a greater probability of being selected than small

lakes. When there are multiple response variables, for example there are several study

species being monitored, it can be difficult to implement one nps sampling design that

estimates the total number of individuals of each species precisely. The nps strategy
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3. Current Sampling Methods

does have potential for single variable surveys (Stehman and Overton, 1994) such as the

single-species monitoring programmes we describe.

In practice, particularly when little is known about the study species, there is uncertainty

as to which variables are correlated with the yi. Therefore choosing an efficient sampling

scheme can be difficult. If many variables are thought to be important, it can be difficult

to incorporate them all effectively into the sample design. For example suppose all the

habitat variables in figure 2.1 are considered correlated with yi. One strategy is to derive

a new variable x,5 that is a function of the four auxiliary variables. Then strs can be

implemented by defining strata to be sets of units that take a particular range of x*5 values

or itpxs can be implemented by sampling with iti proportional to x^. The difficulty here

is defining an appropriate function for x,5. Alternatively for each of the four auxiliary

variables two strata can be defined, relating to high and low values of each variable. By

taking all possible combinations of these two strata for each of four auxiliary variables the

survey region is partitioned into a total of 16 = 24 strata. The difficulty here is that 16 is

a relatively large number of strata - each having on average 80 units, although some may

be very small. To allow variance estimation, a minimum sample size of 32 units, two from

each stratum, would need to be taken; large strata will then be poorly sampled unless the

total sample size is large. If some of these auxiliary variables are in fact not correlated

with the yi, then this degree of stratification is unnecessary, and so that it would be better

to change the stratification for future surveys. However as we describe in section 3.6, this

is not always easy to do.

Instead of using the auxiliary information in the design process to reduce the variance, a

simple sample design, such as srswor, can be implemented and the auxiliary information

incorporated into the estimator. These are called model-assisted strategies and are de¬

scribed in detail in Sarndal et al. (1992). A common form of estimator is the generalised

regression estimator (GREG), as proposed by Cassel et al. (1976) such that

(3.17)
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where the iji are estimated using a model that describes the relationship between the

realised population and the auxiliary data, for example equation 2.4. One possible ap¬

proximation of the variance is to use the residuals e* where

e; =Vi ~ Vi (3.18)

so that equations 3.12 and 3.13 become

varMA(f) =\EE^ - (J - (3-19)z
U U \Ki

(^im) (v.-S-)2 (3-2°)
ij / \ i 3 *

These estimators are approximately design unbiased, so even under a poorly specified

model, for example if an important auxiliary variable is not available, the estimators

should remain approximately unbiased. If the variability in the ^ is smaller than in
the which we would generally expect to be the case, the precision of f is increased,

compared to the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. By fitting weighted models (weights equal

to 7Ti) then in general varMA{T) < var(f).

The model describes the relationship between the auxiliary variables and the realised

population, rather than the underlying state model, hence they are more akin to the

models described in equation 2.4. For example a simple model might be of the form

yt =B0 + Bixn + ei var(yi) = <x2 (3-21)

As shown in equation 2.5, b_ = (£?o,f?i) can be calculated using ordinary least squares
when data from all N units are available. As only a sample has been taken, these parame¬

ters are now estimated. If IIS is a diagonal matrix with values 7rt for i £ s, b_ is estimated

as

b =(x,8nsxs)-1x;nsys (3.22)

If 7ti = n/N for all i then J2ei/ni = 0 else f°r unequal inclusion probabilities
S S

is non-zero. If xn is a categorical variable then the model-assisted strategy is a form
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of post-stratification. The regression estimator methods can be extended so that general

parametric regression models (Wu and Sitter, 2001) and local polynomial regression models

(Breidt and Opsomer, 2000) can be fitted.

The advantage of the model-assisted method is that simple sample design strategies such as

srswor can be implemented and the heterogeneity in the m is dealt with in the estimation

stage so that the precision of the estimators is greater than under the Horvitz-Thompson

estimator. However in many cases, using a sample design such as srswor can mean that

fieldworkers spend a large proportion of their time visiting areas in which species abun¬

dance is very low and observing very few individuals of the study species. In addition,

although design-robust, the precision of the estimates will change depending on the model

assumed.

3.4 Estimating 5^'^

If the change in the realised population from survey t! to survey t is

=T(t) _ r(t')

we can estimate this change and its associated variance to be

=f (t) _ f(?)

var(S^ ) =var(f^) + var(f^ ^) — 2cov(f^t\f^t')

varffl1 ) =var(f^) + var(f^ ') — 2cov(f^\ ^)

For any sampling scheme the covariance between the two estimators is

cov(f«,f(0) =E
,.WrWE^§-E
7U

yi J

J*')

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

- E E iM"Jt) E Jtn>

FEW *'
u u

Ct,f)
ij

- 1 (3.27)
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where n^'1 ^ is the probability that unit i is included in sample ) and unit j is included
in sample s®. If for survey t the sample, s^\ is selected independently of the sample

from survey t!, then 7r-j = itf and so the covariance is zero. If however so
it' t) (t')that the sample is retained from one survey to another, then 7rb ' = 7rb . If observations

on the same unit are correlated between surveys so that cor{yf\yf I then

var(5^ '^) = var(f^) + var(r^) — 2p{t~t' \Jvar(f(*'))var(fW) (3.28)

Hence as p increases so varffi1''^) decreases and the precision of <5^ will be improved if

sample locations are retained from one survey to another.

If abundance estimation is also an aim of the monitoring programme, then a poor design

in the initial survey can lead to poor precision of the abundance estimates in each survey

when the original sample is retained for future surveys. If a new sample is taken in survey

t, efficiency of both 5^'^ and f^ is improved by using a more efficient sampling strategy

than that used at time t!.

We can compare the relative increase in the precision of <Wfrom using a more efficient

sampling strategy at time t to retaining the units from the sample at time t'. Suppose that

var(f^) = var(fW) if If a different sampling strategy is employed in survey

t assume that the two strategies are independent of each other so that cov{fW,f(0) = 0.

Using this new strategy at time t let var{fW) = evar(f(*')) where e is a constant such
that if e > 1 the precision of is less than the precision of fW. Hence using a new

sampling strategy will be more efficient than retaining the sample ' if

2(1 /~''l)>l + e

\t—f'\ 1 — e

Even if there is only a small correlation in the yf^ between surveys, say p^~l' = 0.25,
a new sampling strategy would need to increase precision by 50%, in the example given

here, to give as precise an estimate of 5^''^ as would be obtained by retaining the sample
from time t' to time t.
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Many monitoring programmes would consider the precision of fW to be as important as

the precision of 5^ Often a compromise design is implemented so that both parameters

can be estimated as precisely as possible. The principle of these designs is that the sample

s® consists of retaining a subset, or 'panel', of m < n units from this sub-sample is

denoted Sm' = A 'panel' of n — m new units are selected from Sc this sub-sample

is denoted s^_m. These designs were first proposed by Jessen (1942), where a farm survey

in 1941 retained 450 of the 900 farms surveyed in 1940 and selected an additional 450

farms from those that were not surveyed in 1940. More complex designs for surveys of

more than two years have been proposed and common names for this type of design are

'panel studies' or designs where we 'sample with partial replacement'. These designs have

been relatively well known in the area of survey sampling for many years and Duncan

and Kalton (1987) and Binder and Hidiroglou (1988) provide a general review of these

sampling designs and appropriate estimators. However they have only recently been used

in environmental and ecological sampling. Skalski (1990) suggested using these types of

designs in environmental modelling and Urquhart et al. (1993) have implemented these

methods to the large Environmental Mapping and Assessment Programme (EMAP) in

the USA (Overton et al., 1990). There is little evidence that these designs have been used

for wildlife population assessment. One example is in the assessment of the Arroyo toad

(Atkinson et al., 2003).

There are many variants of these designs, but the general idea is based on sets or 'panels'

of units that appear in the same surveys. Common strategies are illustrated in Box 3.1. In

a serially alternating design, panels are included in every kth survey (in Box 3.1 k = 3). In
a rotating panel design r panels are included in the sample and in each survey, one panel

leaves the design and one panel enters the design. In Box 3.1 we show this design where

r — 3. Hence after r —1 = 2 surveys, each panel remains in the sample for 3 surveys. More

complex designs are a combination of these two strategies, such as the combined panel

shown here in which a panel remains in the sample for r = 3 surveys, is removed for k = 2

surveys and then returns to the sample for another r = 3 surveys. Augmented survey

designs also have a panel of units that occur in every survey and Urquhart and Kincaid
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Box 3.1: Different rotating panel designs

Survey

Strategy Panel 123 4 5678

1 XXX

Serially 2 XXX

Alternating 3 X X

1 X

Rotating 2 X X

Panel 3 XXX

4 XXX

5 XXX

6 XXX

1 X XXX

Combined 2 XX XXX

Panel 3 XXX XXX

4 XXX XX

5 XXX X

1 X

New= Never 2 X

Revisit 3 X

4 X

1 XXX X xxxx

Augmented 2 X

+ New 3 X

4 X ...

Sentinel 1 XXX

sites 2 XXX X xxxx
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(1999) detail other designs. The units in panel I, spi, can be selected using any sampling

design, but generally they are selected using srswor from the units that do not belong to

panels1,1. As the sampling strategy is determined at the start of the monitoring

programme, the selection of all the panels for T surveys can be completed before data

collection for the first survey has started.

Estimation of r® or can be within a design-based or model-assisted framework. In

a design-based framework, is generally calculated using equation 3.24. Estimating

the covariance cow(f t^ )) is difficult because part of the sample is overlapping. In

practice the covariance is usually estimated from the data of the matched sample, Sm,

(Holmes and Skinner, 2000). This will generally overestimate the covariance, which may

lead to negative variance estimates. We note that Berger (2003b) has recently developed

a variance estimator that incorporates all of the data from Sm and !m.

In the case of model-assisted estimation of 6^ ,l\ if all units are selected by srswor, the

general principle is to assume that

(«') , («)y\ =«o + c*iy\

and to use the units in Sm to estimate the parameters op and aq using least squares.

Hence f^ ' is of the form

f(<,) +Ai(r(t) -fW)
where fW y® and y\

sm Sm

Sarndal et al. (1992) provide a more general form of estimator when units within a panel

are selected using unequal probability schemes. This requires the use of estimators from

two-phase sampling, also known as double sampling, to calculate the estimators. Yates

(1950) and Patterson (1950) extended the basic method to monitoring programmes with

more than two surveys. For many survey designs, for example the rotating panel design,

there will be units at time t which were sampled in several previous surveys (in the rotating

panel design some units would have occurred in survey t — 1 and survey t — 2), hence all this
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information can be used to provide improved estimates of and 6^ ,l\ More recently,

elementary estimators and modified regression estimators such as those described by Fuller

and Rao (2001) have been developed. The motivation for many of these estimators is the

monthly data collected from the Canadian Labour Force Survey, (Dufour et al., 1998) a

rotating panel design where k — 6 and n=53,500 households.

A feature of ecological and environmental sampling is the spatial autocorrelation between

units cor(yf\y^). Urquhart et at. (1993) compared the effectiveness of different panel
designs on the precision of f^ and linear trend, Tft, using a model-assisted components of

variance approach for populations with varying levels of spatial and temporal correlation

between units and surveys respectively. They found that the serially alternating design,

rather than the rotating panel design generally gave greater precision. Augmentation was

generally only of use in the first few years of a study before panels had occurred twice in

the monitoring programme.

An alternative form of sampling design through time is of sentinel sites, as used in many

large-scale programmes that monitor epidemics such as AIDS (Chin and Mann, 1989) .

Every r years, a cross-sectional study, similar to a Type I study, is performed to estimate

the prevalence of AIDs at that particular time. Between these studies, groups of patients

which are easily accessible, such as blood donors, are sampled. These groups are known as

sentinel sites. The sentinel sites do not have to be the most at-risk groups in the population;

in fact a range of groups with different risk factors is more informative. These are followed
as in a Type II study, and used to indicate areas where risks are increasing. The last

design in Box 3.1 represents this strategy. In years 1, 4 and 7, estimates of abundance are

obtained (panel 1) and in intervening years only the sentinel sites (panel 2) are sampled.
Indices from the sentinel sites might need to be calibrated with the information obtained

from the cross-sectional estimates of prevalence. This strategy has not, to my knowledge,

been applied to wildlife populations although in some circumstances it may be applicable.

For example on Round Island, it may be that the resources for a large scale Type I study
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can only take place every few years2. In these years a detailed estimate of the population

could be carried out. In the intervening years some small sub-populations or sub-regions,

such as gullies or areas where particular management practices have been put into place,

could be monitored and may indicate if there are particular problems. These are then

calibrated with the results from the detailed population estimate.

The strategies described here retain part of the sample from previous surveys so that 5^
is precisely estimated, if cor(yf\yf ') is large and positive. In addition, by allowing part
of the sample to change from one survey to another, and by using observed data from

previous surveys the estimate of should increase in efficiency through time.

We started this section by describing how we might wish to change the survey design to

obtain more precise estimates of t^\ based on information gained from previous surveys.

However, the strategies described here do not change the design based on the observed data

from previous surveys. Rather, they use the data from the previous surveys to improve

the estimators. Generally panels are selected using a strategy such as srswor so that

s^1),..., can be selected before the data collection stage of the first survey begins.

3.5 Obtaining maps of species distributions, at one time and

through time

For motile populations, parameters of a QSM such as p'p can provide a useful represen¬
tation of species density and how species density changes through time, as described in

section 2.3. For example Khaemba and Stein (2000) uses observed counts from nine sur¬

veys and data on 12 auxiliary variables describing habitat and distances from roads, rivers

and park boundaries to model the spatial distribution of elephants in a Kenyan wildlife

reserve.

2For example a team of experts have visited the island every seventh year since 1975, and there are

usually more resources available at the time of these visits
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For a motile population, it is unlikely that a map of the realised population is required.

If it is however, then geostatistical methods such as kriging (Cressie, 1991, pp 151-183),
can be useful in estimating the for unobserved units. Borchers et al. (2002) suggest
that fitting a thin-plate spline of latitude and longitude, when individuals are thought to

occur in clusters, provides a prediction surface for the realised distribution as it does not

matter whether correlation in the is due to trend or autocorrelation. This is a slightly

different approach from kriging in that with a spline fit yf1 is obtained for all units in U,
even those for which yf was observed.

Estimation of parameters of the QSM falls within a model-based framework. One ad¬

vantage of this framework, as previously stated, is that for a specified form of the linear

predictor, for example one of the form
Q

j=o

it is (theoretically) possible to choose the set of units that will maximise the precision

of (3j or some function of these estimators. These methods have their basis in re¬

sponse surface designs. For example under a standard regression model with one auxiliary

variable, Xn,

yi =Po + 0\xn + ei

and using differentiation and standard least squares theory we can show that the precision

of 0i is maximised when the sample s contains the units with the most extreme values

of xn- When the form of the model is not known exactly, for example some terms in the

model are smoothing splines, or when the model contains several auxiliary variables, the

optimal set of units cannot be (easily) specified. A general principle might be that for any

auxiliary variable Xij for which there is uncertainty about its functional form in the linear
predictor, the sample must provide a good range and spread of values to give flexibility in

determining the functional form.

Our interest is in using for prediction, so we would want to select the sample s that

minimises the prediction error. When the functional form is known it may be possible to
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specify a simple optimality criterion. However the functional form is often unknown. A

heuristic choice of sample may start by selecting units close to maximum and minimum

values of the auxiliary variables within the survey region so that the predicted values are

not extrapolated from the model. Similarly we would wish to ensure that areas of high

variability in are sampled. As the relationship between jJp and several auxiliary
variables is often unknown, a sample that provides good coverage of the X-space could be

useful.

In spatial sampling, a systematic sampling design, which we denote sys, in which units in

are spaced out in a regular grid over the survey region, has been shown to be effective

for estimating and individual yf^ values when the are spatially correlated (Matern,
1986). Bellhouse and Rao (1975) shows that in a design-based framework, systematic

sampling is an efficient sampling strategy for estimating when the yf^ are assumed to
be generated by a QSM in which cov{Y^,Y^) > 0. By spacing the units as far apart
as possible, the yf^ values will be as uncorrelated as possible. If there is spatial trend
in the survey region, spreading the units out should give the greatest coverage of the

range of the yf\ In the survey region, many auxiliary variables will also exhibit spatial
autocorrelation. Hence a systematic sample, provides good spatial spread and hence good

coverage of the X-space which may be useful for minimising the prediction error of fif'. In
particular if a thin-plate spline of latitude and longitude is included in the model selecting

units close to the edge of the survey region would ensure that there are not large areas of

extrapolation. To some extent a systematic sample ensures that these units are selected.

A disadvantage of systematic sampling is that autocorrelation cannot easily be estimated,

as units are not close together.

A difficulty with systematic sampling is that there is usually only one random start so

that an unbiased estimate of the variance of f cannot be obtained. One strategy is to have

more than one random start. Alternatively Wolter (1985) suggests a number of variance
estimators. Many practitioners assume that the ordering of units is similar to that from

srswor and use the srswor variance estimator, varsrs(f) (Stehman and Overton, 1994).
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This is a reasonable assumption as long as there is no periodicity in the survey region

that is aligned with the grid. For example if the survey region is a forest all the sampled

units might occur on the edge of forest tracks, where species density is consistently low.

In this case vorvs(f) will be an underestimate of the true variance. If however the grid
is not aligned with periodicity in the yf\ then vafsrs{f) will tend to overestimate the
true variance unless individuals are randomly distributed throughout the survey region

(Strindberg, 2001). As there is often a trend in the species distribution over the survey

region, the use of varsrs(f) is not a correct estimate of varsys(f).

3.6 Adaptive strategies

In section 3.4 there is no clear framework for changing the sampling design through time

as more is learnt about the distribution of the species over the survey region; instead

improvements in efficiency are obtained by using model-assisted estimators. Although

the wildlife manager gains from this information by obtaining more precise parameter

estimates, the fieldworker perceives no direct benefit, as areas in which it is known that

there will be few sightings of the study species must still be visited. Adaptive cluster

sampling (Thompson and Seber, 1996) is a sampling strategy that enables fieldworkers to

adapt their sample design whilst in the field so that they can observe more individuals of

the study species. This falls into the first type of adaptive design we describe in which

adaptation occurs within the data collection component of one survey. We also describe

strategies where the sample design adapts from one survey to another, based on changing

priorities or past observations.

3.6.1 Adapting the sampling strategy within a survey

At time t, a sample Si of n\ units is taken and the data y observed3. The information

from these data is used to select, using some adding rule, a second phase sample S2 of

3In this section we do not include the superscript as everything relates to one survey only
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n2 units. In total there are G > 1 phases and the final sample consists of n units where,

depending on the strategy, n is fixed at the start of the survey or is unknown until no

more units meet the criteria for sampling additional units. The data (y^,...,^ ) and
relevant inclusion probabilities are used to obtain an estimate of f.

Adaptive allocation, proposed by Francis (1984) and a Jolly and Hampton (1990), is a

strategy in which the sample size is fixed in advance. We describe here the strategy of

Francis (1984). A sample si of size n\ is selected based on some prior stratification of
H strata and the data for these units collected. Using these data, the remaining units

are allocated sequentially to strata in such a way that the reduction in within-stratum

variances is maximised. Suppose that in stratum h there are Nh units of which n\h are
H

initially sampled so that ^ n\h = n\. Let
h= l

.—, Nh(Nh - nh) 2var{rh) = sh

where is the variance of the sampled data. Then the reduction in var{jh) by sampling
an extra unit from this stratum is estimated to be

N2
R[v°r<f*)1

R\fiar{fh)\ is calculated for all h = 1,..., H strata. The (1 + X)h=i nih)th unit is sampled
from stratum h* where

R[var(fh*)] =max(R[vaf(fh)]) for h = 1,..., H.

R[var(fh*)] is now recalculated so that

N2

=K + l)(nJ + 2)S»-
The next unit is again allocated to the stratum with the maximum R\var{jh)] and so on.

Once all the remaining units have been allocated, the second phase of data collection can

begin. Francis (1984), Brown (1999) and Thompson and Seber (1996) have all shown that
this strategy gives negatively biased estimates, and that the similar approach of Jolly and
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Hampton (1990) is also biased. In the case of Jolly and Hampton (1990), it is possible to

estimate this bias and if n\, is a large proportion of n the bias will be small.

The adaptive designs described in Thompson and Seber (1996) are strategies with no fixed
final sample size. Instead, an initial sample of ni units is taken using, for example, srswor

and the data for these n\ units collected. If iji > C, where C is some pre-defined number,

the units in the 'neighbourhood' of i are added to the sample. If for any of these units,

j say, yj > C then the units in the neighbourhood of j are added to the sample. Units
continue being added to the sample until the neighbourhood of all units where yi > C have

been sampled. The neighbourhood is defined before data collection begins. Under plot

sampling the neighbourhood of unit i is often defined as the four units that share an edge

with unit i. Other neighbourhoods can be defined, the key being that they are symmetric

so that if unit j is in the neighbourhood of unit i, unit i will also be in the neighbourhood

of unit j. The final sample will consist of three sets of units:

1. the units where yi > C\

2. the units for which yi < C and i £ sp

3. the units for which yt < C and i & s\.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the adaptive sampling process where in figure 3.1(a) an initial sample
of ni = 15 units are taken. Those units that meet the criterion yi > C = 3 are shaded pink,

those that do not are shaded dark green. In figure 3.1(b) the units in the neighbourhood

of the pink units from si are added to the sample. Those that meet the criterion are

shaded pink and those that do not are shaded light green. Figure 3.1(c) shows the final

sample when the neighbourhood of all units that meet the criterion have been sampled.

In total 30 units have been sampled. Figure 3.1(d) illustrates the final sample that would

be obtained if the criterion C = 2 rather than 3.

The estimator of r works by defining networks. Each network is a set of units such that if

any one of these units is included in the initial sample, si, all other units in the network
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would also be selected. In figure 3.1(c) a network is either a set of contiguous pink units

(set 1), a single green unit, one that did not meet the criterion either in the initial sample

(set 2, dark green) or in later samples (set 3, light green). Inclusion probabilities can be

defined for the networks in which at least one unit was included in sj. That is the units in

the first two sets described above, shaded pink or dark green. An unbiased estimate of f

is obtained by using an adaption of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator for these networks.

The adaptive cluster sampling strategy described above was originally designed for sam¬

pling rare and clustered populations. In these circumstances the fieldworker will often

spend a lot of time in the field not seeing any individuals. As the species is clustered, once

some individuals have been observed, others are often seen in the surrounding area. As

most fieldworkers are interested in the species, they will want to observe these additional

individuals. Hence a sampling scheme that incorporates this type of searching matches

the behaviour of the fieldworker, and for rare species, it allows data on more individuals

in the population to be obtained.

In practice this sampling strategy can be hard to implement. The choice of C is crucial

for determining whether there is a feast (a never-ending number of units for which yi > C)
or a famine (there are no units for which yi > C). Given this it can be difficult to plan
how much fieldwork there will be. Salehi and Seber (1997) suggest a two-part strategy in
which the survey region is divided into primary sampling units, PSUs. In the first stage,

only some, nps, of these PSUs are selected. In the second stage, standard adaptive cluster

sampling is applied to each of the selected PSUs. By confining clusters to remain within

a PSU, a limit on the final sample size is obtained as the maximum number of units that
Tips

can be sampled is nt where rii is the number of units in the ith PSU. Christman and
i=1

Lan (2001) suggests an adaptive strategy that has a stopping rule, so that units are added
until I[Vi > C] > £• Pollard and Buckland (1997) and Pollard et al. (2002) suggest

a fixed effort adaptive sampling strategy for distance sampling surveys in which greater

adaptation of the original sample design occurs at the start of the survey when a large

proportion of resources are still available, compared to at the end of the survey.
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Figure 3.1: An adaptive sampling design for C = 3. (a) An initial sample of n i = 15 units are

selected. The units for which yt > 3 are shown in pink. Those where //, < 3 are shown in dark

green, (b) The neighbourhood of the units for which yi > 3 are sampled. Pink units have yi > 3
and light green units have y, < 3 (c) The final sample (d) The final sample from using an adaptive

strategy with C = 2.
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The efficiency of adaptive cluster sampling compared to srswor or other strategies depends

on the population being sampled. In general the greater the variability in the yi within

the networks the more efficient adaptive cluster sampling compared to srswor (Thompson,

2002). In simulation studies Christman (2000) shows that stratified sampling in which one

stratum contains almost all the rare elements will do better than adaptive cluster sampling,

although this is only useful when the high density areas are known; after a first survey this

may be possible in the second survey. Systematic sampling also performed better than

adaptive cluster sampling. One reason for the lack of efficiency is that some units, those

for which yi < C and i £ si are not included in the estimate of abundance.

An implicit assumption seems to be that the remain constant over the whole period

in which the survey is carried out. It is not clear as to the consequences of breaking this

assumption, for example in highly motile species, in particular if there are large intervals

between the various phases of the survey.

3.6.2 Adapting the sampling strategy between surveys

The principle idea is that the sampling strategy at time t + 1 is adapted based on what is

learnt from previous surveys at time 1,... ,t. An informal process by which this happens

is the pilot study in which methods are tested out in a small survey. The Type I study is

then adapted based on lessons learnt from the pilot. In many cases these lessons relate to

survey design as well as issues to do with data collection, but there is no formal process

and in general the pilot study is not considered part of the monitoring programme. We

consider here more formal methods for changing the sampling design within the course of

the monitoring programme.

The main work in this area is by Overton and Stehman (1996) in which they provide
a strategy for redefining the strata part way through a monitoring programme. Their

motivation is that, in a long-term monitoring programme with multiple objectives, the

sample can become out-of-date. This may occur if there have been habitat changes, so
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that what was wetland is now agricultural land, or because the importance of various

objectives of the monitoring programme may change through time. The restructuring

depends on calculating Nh,h', the number of units in the old stratum h that occur in the
new stratum h'. The cross-stratum Uh,h' is the set of these Nh,h' units. In this cross-

stratum the set of units Sh,h' of C N^h' units were in the original sample. Using
principles of post-stratification, the number of units in the final sample from each of the

new strata nh>, and the number of units n*hh, that are needed from each of the cross-

strata, are calculated so that J2h=i nh,h' — nh' The new sample s*h h, from cross-stratum

Uh,h' is created by removing n*h h, — n^' units from or increased by adding an extra

n*h h, — rih^i units from Uh,h' — Sh,h' to Sh,h' using an appropriate sampling scheme.

This restructuring allows for comparability between surveys that occur before and after

the restructuring, but the process cannot be repeated many times within the course of a

monitoring programme. Unless samples are originally selected using srswor within strata,

the sampling to reduce or increase the relevant cross-stratum sample can be complicated.

The work was motivated by the EMAP project (Overton et ol., 1990) which has multi¬

ple aims, based on many different indicators of environmental health. Equal probability

designs, or at most simple stratification are favoured because of the difficulty of finding

inclusion probabilities that are correlated with so many different indicators. They sug¬

gest that the precision of estimators should be improved using model-assisted methods

appropriate to each separate indicator rather than by the design process.

Within wildlife population monitoring, Haines and Pollock (1998) describe a scheme that

uses the yf^ to inform the sample design at time This scheme was developed for
estimating the number of occupied bald eagle nests. At time t+1 a sample of locations at

which occupied eagle nests was observed at time t are revisited, and in addition a sample
of previously unvisited sites in the survey region is also visited. The list of locations

where nests are already present is then updated for the following survey. This is a dual-

frame strategy, the two frames being the incomplete list of locations at which nests were

previously observed and an area frame which defines the survey region as a set of units.
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It is assumed that for all units visited in the area frame, the number of nests is recorded

accurately. Interest is in estimating the total r(t+1', rather than the change in the total

through time and an adaptation of the screening estimator first developed by Hartley

(1962) is used.

3.6.3 Model-based adaptive methods

If estimation is set in a model-based rather than a design-based framework it is often

possible to find an optimal sampling design, where optimality is based on some criterion.

For example the optimal sampling design may be one that gives the most precise estimator

of a parameter or may minimise the mean-square prediction error. Zacks (1969) showed
that in general the optimal sampling strategy is adaptive.

Chao and Thompson (2001) propose a two-phase adaptive sampling strategy to estimate r

under an assumed population model. A first-phase sample is selected using sys. Using the

observed data from this first-phase sample, a second-phase sample is selected to minimise

the mean-square prediction error of r. This is not a probability sample but an optimal

choice of sample locations. Data from both samples are used to estimate r.

Within environmental monitoring there has been much work on finding model-based de¬

signs that add, remove, or change monitoring stations, units, to improve the precision of

a required parameter of the future realised population, or of the stochastic process itself.

These strategies learn through time using past survey data to develop models of the en¬

vironmental process. Sampson and Guttorp (1992) and Zidek et al. (2000) use temporal
information to estimate spatial covariances, that are assumed static in time. Wikle and

Royle (1999) consider a dynamic design which accounts for non-separable spatial and

temporal correlation, to estimate parameters of the realised population at time t, within a

Bayesian context. Their strategy is equivalent to that of Huang and Cressie (1996) if the

spatial and temporal correlation are separable. New locations are selected that minimise

the maximum prediction variance.
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The development of these type of methods within environmental monitoring rather than

wildlife monitoring may be because once monitoring stations are in place many observa¬

tions can be collected from that location with little increased effort. Changes to envi¬

ronmental monitoring networks also occur once a large amount of data is also available,

whereas the adaptations in the wildlife monitoring schemes we require are after only one

survey and there is a large amount of effort required to collect data even from the same

location.

3.7 Discussion

The aim of this chapter was to describe current sampling strategies that can be imple¬

mented in a monitoring programme of a single motile species. The key objectives of the

monitoring programme are to obtain precise and unbiased estimates of the total number

of individuals in the survey region at the time of the survey, t'*', and the change in the
number of individuals in the survey region through time,SIn this thesis we consider

only design-based estimators of these parameters.

At the start of the monitoring programme we assume that little is known about the study

species, in particular about its spatial distribution over the survey region. Hence a simple

survey design, such as simple random sampling without replacement (srswor) may be

implemented. This can give imprecise estimates of r® because of the variability in the

samples as large areas of the survey region may not selected in any particular survey.

One strategy to ensure more even coverage of the survey region is to use a systematic

(sys) sample design, although we have noted that variance estimation is difficult and so in

practice the variance of fW is estimated assuming srswor so that there is no observable
increase in precision.

Auxiliary variables may be available and if we understood how these variables are related
to the spatial distribution it would be possible to use a survey design such as stratification

(strs) or sampling with inclusion probability proportional to size (nps) as described in
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section 3.3. If well specified, these sampling strategies could improve the precision of

compared with implementing srswor. However the relationship between the auxiliary

variables and the species distribution is often unknown, or if there are several variables

that are thought to be related to the species distribution it can be difficult to incorporate

all of these variables into the sample design. An alternative sampling strategy is to use

a simple sample design, such as srswor, and incorporate auxiliary information into the

estimate of f using a model-assisted estimator. These estimators can give more precise

estimates of than a fully design-based estimate of

To obtain an estimate of 5^''^, as well as t'^, a common sample design is that of the

rotating panel design in which a sub-sample in each survey is retained from one survey to

another and the rest of the sample is selected from units not previously sampled. In general

these different sub-samples are selected using srswor. If units are correlated through time

then the precision of 5^ will decrease compared to selecting a completely new sample in

each survey using the same sample design. In addition by using model-assisted estimators,

that use the observed counts from past surveys, the precision of the estimates of 5^''^ and

fW may be improved further. These model-assisted estimators do not however make use

of auxiliary information.

So a monitoring strategy could consist of a very simple survey design such as srswor and

estimates of could be obtained using a model-assisted estimator that incorporates

auxiliary information. In addition, when an estimate of 6^ ^ is also important, the ro¬

tating panel designs that could also use a model-assisted estimator based on the observed

counts from past surveys could be implemented. In both these cases there is no reason to

change the survey design through time; a new sample may be selected but using the same

sampling scheme, for example srswor.

As the monitoring programme progresses more information about the spatial distribution

of the species is gathered but there is no framework for integrating this information into

the survey design. In fact as the sub-samples tend to be selected using srswor, and

hence do not depend on the results of previous surveys, the samples ..., s^ could be
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selected before data collection for the first survey starts. Hence areas known to have low,

or zero, abundance may still be surveyed quite intensively. For fieldworkers this can be

discouraging; particularly if they are involved in the monitoring programme for more than

one survey. Although (hopefully) they axe informed that the monitoring programme is

providing useful information, they themselves see no benefit in terms of being able to see

more individuals of the study species. An additional aim of our monitoring programme

is that the observers also benefit from what is learnt about the spatial distribution of the

species. We will measure this by the number of individuals of the species that are observed

in a survey.

The motivation for much of the development of adaptive sampling strategies, in particular

those by Thompson (1990), was to enable more observations of the study species. We

described adaptive sampling strategies in which adaptation occurs within one survey so

that the original sample, and the additional units added to the sample all contribute to

the estimate of t^' . These designs use the observed counts to determine which additional

units should be added to the sample.

There has been little work on design-based adaptive sampling strategies through time. The

work of Overton and Stehman (1996) provides a framework for changing a stratified sample

design within a monitoring programme so that there is consistency between surveys using

the old and the new strata but this is not a framework for a constantly adapting sample

design through time; it should only be used sparingly within the life of a monitoring

programme. The work of Haines and Pollock (1998) returns to a sample of units for

which > C, and also selects a new sample of previously unvisited units. However the

selection of the new sample does not incorporate any information gained about the species

distribution from previous surveys.

In the design-based literature there is no framework for an adaptive monitoring design

through time that learns from past surveys to determine future survey design. However

the adaptive sampling methods of Thompson (1990) give an indication of how such a

strategy may work.
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A motivating example comes from a forest inventory of Prunus africana on Mount Cameroon

carried out in 2000. The bark of the tree is used in medicine for prostate disorders and

a pharmaceutical company wished to use the bark from the trees on Mount Cameroon.

The species is on CITES Appendix II so a quota needed to be set for the total amount of

bark that could be taken, and hence the total number of trees from which bark could be

removed. This required an estimate of the total number of trees on the mountain, r. As

the species occurs in clusters and is relatively sparse, an adaptive strip transect method

was employed. This consisted of sampling all circular plots along a number of randomly

chosen transects, where transects are orientated to run down the mountain. Further de¬

tails can be found in Burn and Underwood (2000). Because of the terrain and as it can be

difficult to keep track of which plots must be added, the survey teams were required to go

into the field several times. In particular they needed to return to locations of high density

where the sampled plots meet the criterion, C and additional plots in the neighbourhood

had not as yet been sampled. As the species is sessile this was possible to do.

Within a monitoring context we can see how this strategy could be employed through

time. The first survey sample would consist of the initial sample si and an estimate

of obtained. In the second survey, to estimate sample s^ would consist of the

neighbourhood of units for which y-1^ > C. In the third survey, to estimate the

sample would consist of neighbourhood of the units for which y|2' > C, and so on ...

Although this suggests a feasible sample design, especially for a sessile species, it is not at

all clear how to estimate for t = 2,....

We are interested in motile populations. We discussed in Chapter 2 how for a motile

population an estimate of the QSM, may be a more useful guide to the spatial

distribution of the species than yf\ Although this map of the spatial distribution is seen

as useful by wildlife managers, and may be a desired output from a monitoring programme,

we suggest that it is also of use to the statistician for future survey design. By definition

we expect yf* to, on average, be proportional to so we could use the pf* in place
of the yf' in a form of scheme described above. After the first survey it is possible to
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3.7 Discussion

construct a QSM, £ and we have described in section 3.5 why a systematic sample design

may be useful when trying to construct £. The data from one survey may not be sufficient

to obtain a good estimate of pp. Through time as more data becomes available our

model can improve as we learn more about the relationship between habitat and species

abundance and we obtain a map of the spatial distribution of the species. As we have

described in this chapter, there is a body of literature that investigates how a model of

the superpopulation process constructed using past survey data can be used to determine

the optimal sample design for a future survey.

We are working within a design-based framework. We can obtain an estimate of pp
after one, or several surveys. This can be obtained for all units in the survey region.

Hence unlike in adaptive sampling in which units are added only in the neighbourhood of

previously sampled units we can propose a scheme in which units with high pp anywhere
in the survey region have a greater probability of being selected in the following sample.

The estimate of pp is a summary of the relationship between auxiliary data and the
expected number of individuals within unit i. There are design-based strategies such as

strs and ixps that can be implemented when auxiliary data that is correlated with the

yP are available. So we can use the pp to help determine inclusion probabilities for
future surveys. Therefore in this thesis we explore how we can use the pp to adapt future

survey designs so that tW and <5^ can be estimated as precisely as possible using fully

design-based estimators. In addition we wish the design to change through time as our

knowledge about pp improves. We also hope that, as in the spirit of adaptive sampling,
this strategy will increase the number of individuals observed.

We conclude this chapter by noting that the type of strategy we are proposing is akin to

the general principle stated by Hansen et al. (1983) that

...design decisions may be guided and evaluated by models, but inferences

concerning population characteristics should be made on the basis of induced
randomization...
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Chapter 4

Sampling strategy for efficient and

robust estimation of

At the start of a monitoring programme there is generally little knowledge about the

distribution of the species over the survey region, even if data on auxiliary variables are

available. Therefore in the first survey an appropriate sampling design is a simple scheme

such as srswor or sys. Data from this survey can be used to estimate and so provide

a predictive map of species abundance. This is a succinct summary of how the auxiliary

data are related to species abundance. A potential use of this map is to assist in future

survey design. This chapter describes a suite of sampling designs that make use of this

map and the process that led to their development.

To explore how we can use in survey design, we reduce the problem to a few essential

components. Firstly we assume, in this chapter, that the only objective of the second

survey is to obtain an efficient design-based estimate of (Obj, 1(a)). In addition,

although we are aware that units in the survey region are spatially related, we do not

consider this to be part of the survey design problem in this or the following two chapters.

We will assume, for the purposes of developing the strategies in this chapter, that the

survey region consists of N = 1000 units from which = n = 50 units are
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

to be selected in each of two surveys. Appendix B describes a population A, with these

characteristics that is used in this chapter. In the first survey srswor is used to select the

sample, The predicted map of species abundance, /x-1^, can be obtained using the

data from this sample. In the second survey, is the only auxiliary variable used to

select s^2\

As described in section 3.3 we know that the strategies of strs and nps can give more

precise estimates of than that obtained under srswor. This increase in precision

occurs if the auxiliary variable that determines the stratification, or the size variable in

sampling with nps, is correlated with yAn obvious first step is to consider how /x^
can be used in a nps or strs design. However /xj1^ is only an estimate of an unknown

pL"P from some assumed QSM. We would therefore expect the efficiency of the strategies
to depend on whether /x-1' and the assumed QSM are a good representation of how yf1
are generated.

(2)We start in section 4.1 by considering the simpler survey design problem in which the y\
(2)

are generated using a known QSM with mean p\ . The question addressed here is how
(2)the strategies of strs and nps be implemented using /x2- as the auxiliary variable. Section

(2)4.2 investigates how robust these strategies are when we use an estimate p\ ' rather than
(2)

p] as the auxiliary variable. By defining a simple summary statistic, b, that describes
(2) (2)how well p\ ' estimates p\ , we show that the strategies of strs and nps are not that

robust to model mis-specification. Therefore in section 4.3 we develop a suite of more

robust combined sampling strategies. A simple simulation study in section 4.4 shows how

these can be used in practice. A competing method is that of model-assisted estimation.

Section 4.5 describes a comparable model-assisted strategy and compares this with the

design-based combined sampling strategies.
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4.1 Sampling using pi

4.1 Sampling using /u

Assume that for an unspecified time period the QSM, £, is of the form

EdYi\ = Ad var^Yj] cov^Yi, Yj] 0 (4.1)

In this section we address how pt can be used as the size variable if sampling with ups,

we denote this strategy npp., or how pt can be used as the variable that determines the

stratification process; we denote this strategy strsp.

We compare these sampling strategies using the model-averaged design variance. Given

yv we could use the design variance var(f ) to compare strategies. Under a known QSM,
when it is the pv rather than the y{, that are known, we require the model-averaged
design variance, E^[var(f)], see Breidt (1995) as an example. Assuming fixed n, so that
the variance is as equation 3.12, the model-averaged design variance is of the form

E^[var(f)\ =— k+<. +■»;
_ 2

u u
j^i

vi
+

7Ti7Tj
(4.2)

Under srswor and the population model (, the model-averaged design variance is

E([var(f)] =
N-n

2n(N - 1)
Er YY^-yd2

u u

N-n

~'2n(N - 1)

N-n
'

n(N — 1)

2(N -1)^ £cK2] - 2
û u
j¥"i

(N -!)Y^+rf)-YY^
U U U

j¥=i

(4.3)

If pi = p and a'f = a2 Vi then the only strategy that can be implemented is srswor as we

have no other auxiliary data to inform inclusion probabilities and so

„ r .... N(N-n) 2E^[var(T)] = a
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

In general pi will vary over the survey region. Then strategies such as strsp and ~pp can

use the variability in p, to reduce the model-averaged design variance. As these strategies

are based on p, rather than of, the model-averaged design variance will have a minimum
value greater than zero even when 7r, oc pi, see equation 4.5. This contrasts with strategies

in which iti oc yi, when var(t) = 0. The greater of, that is the scatter of y, values about

Pi, the greater the minimum value of the model-averaged design variance.

4.1.1 Stratified sampling, strsp

The key idea is that the area A is divided into H strata, based on a set of criteria. Stratum

h contains TV/, units from which n/, units are sampled independently of other strata. We

will select units within each stratum using srswor. The model-averaged design variance

is calculated as the sum of the model-averaged design variance from each stratum so that

using equation 4.3

Hence the model-averaged design variance is low if the strata are selected so that the

variability between the pi within a stratum is low and the variability in the pt between

strata is high.

To implement strsp we must make three decisions:

(i) the number of strata, H\

(ii) the definition of each stratum, [//,, i.e. how to determine which units belong to each
stratum and hence the number of units within each stratum, TV/,;

(iii) the number of units sampled from each stratum, n/,

Uh uh
(4.4)

These three decisions are interlinked. For example the choice of n/, depends on the units

in Uh, i-e on the definition of the strata.
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4.1 Sampling using pi

(i) The number of strata If pi takes only two values then at most two strata can

be defined. If we assume that p, takes N unique values, the maximum number of strata
is H = n as we must sample from each stratum in the survey region. This strategy is

used in the one-per-stratum sampling designs of Breidt (1995), of which systematic sam¬

pling is a special case. Unbiased estimates of the stratum variances cannot be obtained in

these cases. Breidt (1995) specifies the variance and compares strategies using the model-

averaged design variance for specific populations but gives no analytic variance estimators.

Some techniques for estimating the variances under various population assumptions are

described by Wolter (1985), and Sarndal et al. (1992) describes a collapsed stratum ap¬

proach in which strata are formed into pairs; this tends to overestimate the variance. In

general we would like to sample at least two units within each stratum, so H can take the
values 2,..., n/2 for even n. As H increases so the average value of Np and rih decreases.
If strata are well-defined the within-stratum variance will decrease as H increases and

to estimate the within stratum variance with the same precision, the sample size tih de¬

creases. Too great a decrease in np will lead to the within-stratum variance being poorly

estimated; this occurs when there are too many strata. So there is a trade-off between

decreasing within-sample variance, by increasing H, and having sufficient resources to es¬

timate the within-sample variance efficiently. Cochran (1977) demonstrates this trade-off
when stratifying on an auxiliary variable, Xij, assumed to be linearly related to the tp.

For simplicity we will set H = 2. The strata will still be quite variable and so the increase

in precision of due to stratification will be small. However we would expect the
increase in the precision of f^2' from changing H = 1 to H = 2 to be greater than the
increase in the precision of t^ from changing H = 2 to H = 3.

(ii) Determining rip Standard methods of determining the sample allocation are those
of optimum allocation first described by Neyman (1934), proportional allocation described

by Cochran (1977) and disproportional allocation described by Kalton and Anderson

(1986). In these strategies it is the properties of the realised population, for example
the (estimated) variance of the strata under optimum allocation, that determine the al-
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r^

location rule. Cochran (1977) compared the optimum allocation rule and proportional

allocation rule and showed that the estimate of the population mean (and hence total) is
more precise using the optimum allocation rule than when using the proportional alloca¬

tion rule. The disproportional allocation rule was devised for populations in which a large

proportion of the units in U are such that m < C for some C often zero. If the two strata

are such that one contains most of the units for which yi > C then the allocation rule

disproportionately samples this stratum. Christman (2000) compared all three allocation

rules and found that for rare and clustered populations optimum allocation with a good

choice of strata tended to give the most precise estimates of r.

In our case we wish to use characteristics of the QSM rather than the realised population

to determine the sample allocation rule. If we follow the principle of optimum allocation,

in which rih is such that var(t) is minimised, the E^[var(f)], equation 4.4, is minimised
when

VNhAh
ns =n—-n

where

Ah = y "X^ih T Ah/i) ~
Uh h Uh Uh

jjLi

Ah is an expression of the within-stratum variability. Strata with a large within-stratum

variability and large Nh relative to other strata will have a large proportion of the total

sample allocated to them. We note that this is of a similar form to the optimum allocation

rule for minimising var(t),

NhSUh
nh =n—n

£/,'=1 Nh'Suh,
in that strata with large within-stratum variability Suh and large Nh relative to other
strata will have a large proportion of the final sample allocated to them. The difference in

the square-root is due to the difference between the expressions of E^[var{f)] and var(t).
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4.1 Sampling using Pi

(iii) Definition of strata Cochran (1977) reviews a number of strategies for defining
stratum boundaries. We use the strategy of Dalenius and Hodges (1959) also described

by Cochran (1977, p. 129). This was originally developed when the yi were assumed

known, and chosen using the optimum allocation rule. Cochran (1977) showed that
this strategy was effective in many circumstances, for example when yi are unknown but

are linearly related to a known x,. As the key idea is to define strata that consist of units

with similar values of the variable on which stratification is based, then it would seem

appropriate in this case as well. We note that the development of an optimum allocation

rule specifically for minimising the model-averaged design variance, rather than using the

optimum allocation rule for minimising the design variance, could be the subject of further

work.

The premise for the strategy of Dalenius and Hodges (1959) is that using the optimum
allocation rule the var(f) is minimised by choosing strata so that Ylh=i 7^SVh is minimised
where Syh is the variance of the y-values in stratum h. The minimisation depends on the
distribution of the y-values and for most assumed densities it can be difficult to calculate

the exact optimum. Hence the approximation rule of Dalenius and Hodges (1959), that is
also known as the cum yff rule. If y, was continuous then the cum y/J rule would create

H strata so that each stratum accounts for jj of the total integral of \//y(y). As y is
unknown the auxiliary variable p is used in it's place. As pt, and also y,, is not continuous

a histogram using the N values of p, is created.

Let be the minimum value of pi in U and p^ the kth smallest value of pi. The
strategy defines H — 1 values k\,..., ku-i that divide the pi into H strata. Initially

we divide the interval [Mpp/^jv]] hito J, much greater than H, intervals of equal sizes.
Let fj be the number of units that fall into the jth interval, this provides a frequency
distribution of the N values of p. Note that J may be so large that many intervals contain

j*
no units. To calculate the cumulative sum of y/Tg let Fj* = YI \fTj- Then if there

j=1

are to be H strata in total the boundaries of the hth stratum are defined by the values

fr + lh-VFj/H^i + hFj/H).
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Under population A, if H = 2 and n = 50, stratum 1 contains N\ = 558 units where

Pi < 3.70 and stratum 2 contains = 442 units. Of the 50 units in the sample, nj = 20

units are sampled from U\ and n2 = 30 units are sampled from Ui- Inclusion probabilities

are illustrated in figure 4.1(a).

4.1.2 Sampling with probability proportional to size, npp

The key idea of sampling with inclusion probability proportional to size (nps) is that, if
we use pi as the size variable, the inclusion probabilities will be of the form

npi

u

Under this scheme, the model-averaged design variance is

j^i

In principle itpp sampling is a simple idea. In practice it is not simple to devise a fixed-size

sampling scheme that has the properties of:

• being relatively simple to implement;

• giving the desired inclusion probabilities, 7q;

• enabling 7Ty to be calculated exactly without heavy computation and is such that
for all i ^ j itij > 0 and TCiTTj — 7> 0.

Brewer and Hanif (1982) reviewed 50 strategies most of which work only when n = 2, or

were computationally complex when n > 2. Two strategies not mentioned by Brewer and

Hanif (1982) are that of Sunter (1977a,b) and Chao (1982). These are relatively simple

list-sequential schemes. In this thesis, we use Sunter's strategy. This is a generalisation

of a list sequential scheme for selecting units using srswor. Most units are selected with

(4.5)
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4.1 Sampling using pt

7rp/u but the 7rpp property is relaxed for a sub-set of units. This is a reasonable approach

and in fact could be considered desirable as discussed later in this section. The strategy

described by Chao (1982) in which there is no relaxation of tt1 oc p.t could alternatively
have been used, although it is not considered in this thesis.

The general idea of Sunter's method is that units are ranked in some order. Units are

selected sequentially with probability proportional to p except for the last k* > N — n +1

units which are selected using srswor . In detail the algorithm for selecting units is:

1. Order the N elements from k = 1,..., N where /xpj is the first unit in the list and p^ the last.
2. Starting with k — 1 and following the same procedure for the kth unit:

N

(a) Calculate = (n — rik)p[k\/tk where tk = X) P[k], and rik is the number of units
j—k

already selected in the previous k — 1 elements.

(b) Draw ek ~ U[0,1].

(c) Select unit k if < 7^.
(d) Continue until rik — n or, k = k* = min{ko, N — n + 1}

where ko is the smallest k for which np^/tk > 1.
3. Select the remaining n — rik* from {pt*,..., pn} using srswor.

N

If we let Mil inclusion probabilities are calculated as
i=i

*>] =

^ k= l,...,k* - 1

^ k = k*,...,N where pk> = (Nl&+i)
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of t'2'

and joint inclusion probabilities as

9kft[k]l^[l] 1 < k < I < k*

nm] r}^19kfJi[k}fik* 1 <k<k*<l<N

n(n—1) tb* Uh[k'-i]\.%'-1](iik')2 k* < k < I < N

where g\ = jr2 and for k = 2,..., k* — 1

(tk-p[k_ i]
9k = 7^ — = 9k-1 .

tk+ l \ */c+l

Generally we would order the units so that /i^j = max(/q) and = min(/q) This
ordering tends to give a relatively large number of units with small pi selected with

srswor, compared to the reverse ordering of the data in which there would be a relatively

small number of units with large pi selected using srswor. As stated by Sunter it is

often desirable that the smallest valued units are sampled with equal probability as the

correlation between the size measure and the variable of interest can become unstable for

these units. We could also think of this strategy as smoothing pi when pi is small. This

may be appropriate when we use an estimate of pi as we might not expect small values

of pi to be estimated very well. If the last k* units have the same value of pi, then the

whole population is sampled with probability proportional to size. Although Sunter notes

that it might be possible to find an optimal ordering of the units so that Ttiitj — itij is

minimised, especially if there is a risk of this being large, we do not explore this further.

When there are a few very large units and many small units, most of the sample is selected

using srswor.

The inclusion probabilities for values of pi are shown in figure 4.1(a) in pink. Using

population A, figure 4.1(a) shows the inclusion probabilities when n — 50 units are sampled

by ordering the units from largest to smallest. Ordering the units from smallest to largest

does not affect the value of the inclusion probabilities for most units in U. However the
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4.1 Sampling using pi

units with the highest 50 values of pi would have an inclusion probability of -K{ = 0.14.

The different inclusion probabilities when the units are ordered in reverse are shown in

pink on figure 4.1(a)

4.1.3 Comparison of strategies

Strategies are compared using the model-averaged design variance. This is a function of
both pi and cr*. In section 2.3 we stated that an initial model for the QSM may be very

simple and of the form

E[Yi] = var\Yi] = p, cov{Yp Yj) = 0 (4.6)

although in practice we would often expect var[Yi] > p^. Using this simple QSM, the

model-averaged design variance depends only on pi- If pi = p for all i 6 U then the only

strategy we can implement based on pi is srswor. The greater the variablity in the pt over

the survey region, the greater we expect the model-averaged design variance to be under

srswor and we would expect alternative strategies such as strsp and 7rpp in which 77 oc pi

to perform better.

Defining v XXmi ~ M£/)2, we wish to compare our strategies under varying S2 v.
u

For a general comparison, the pi were treated as i.i.d. realisations from the random variable

M, drawn from a Gamma distribution with shape parameter 71 and scale parameter 72,

such that

M. ~r(7i, 72) for i = 1,..., 1000 where 71 = 2 72 = 1,2,..., 8
„

so E[M\ =7172 var[M] = 7172 as f{pi) = 7 p]1 exp ^
72 1 (7i)

S'jt (J increases linearly with var[M\. For a given value of 72, 100 realisations of pv were
generated. For each realisation of pu, the model-averaged design variance was calculated
under each of the sampling strategies of srswor, strsp or npp. The mean E^[var(f)] over
the 100 realisations is plotted against var[M.) in figure 4.1(b).
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r^2'

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Inclusion probabilities for srswor, strs p, and npp when units are ordered largest
to smallest and npp rev units ordered smallest to largest, (b) y/E$\var(t)\ for srswor, strs p and
npp when pi are generated by the stochastic process 1X71,72)
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4.2 Sampling when px is estimated

As var[A4} increases, so the model-averaged design variance increases as expected under all

strategies. The npp strategy gives the lowest model-averaged design variance because the
correlation between iti and m is high. Increasing var[M\ has little effect on the E^[var(f)\
under this strategy. Using strsp, only some of the variability is taken into account and so

the model-averaged design variance is higher than JE^[i>ar(f)] under itpp., but less than the

E^[var(f)] under srswor. As the number of strata increases we would expect the model-
averaged design variance under sirs to tend towards the model-averaged design variance

for itpp. If pi is known, then sampling with itppi is the best strategy for obtaining an

efficient estimate of In addition, the decision-making process for implementing this

strategy is less complicated than under strsp.

4.2 Sampling when /x; is estimated

Assume the yi are generated from a QSM such that

<3

log(pi) =Y PjXjj
j=o

An estimate of pi, using the same auxiliary variables, will be of the form

Q

log(pi)
3=0

If for simplicity we assume that parameter estimates are related in a linear fashion to the

parameters so that

Pi =aj + bjPj
Q

we can write log(jii) = y^(a* + b*(3j)xij
3=0
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For convenience, in particular to obtain a tractable expression, we assume the relationship

between parameter estimates and parameters is such that b*- = b for j = 0,,Q. Then

Q

log(jn) = y; a*Xjj +blog(m)
j=o

=> jli =agj (4-7)

This is a large oversimplification, but it lends itself to a comparison of sampling strategies

under varying amounts of model mis-specification very easily. In practice b* will vary for

each auxiliary variable and in many cases b*j = 0. In addition the effect of b* on jn will
depend on the relative size of the auxiliary variable. We would expect b to deviate from one

when the set of auxiliary variables used to estimate are not the set of auxiliary variables

used to calculate m. We call b a measure of the amount of model mis-specification. When

b is close to one we define /tj, and the model as being well specified, jli and become

poorly specified as |6 — 1| deviates from zero, and moves closer to one.

As b deviates from one, we would expect the strategies of strs pb and 7rppb to give less

precise estimates of r. The parameter a is a scaling parameter. Under 7rppb sampling,

varying a will have no effect on the inclusion probabilities as 7^ = "a/t' b = k and so
L->U atlk L-.U

is not considered further here.

4.2.1 Comparison of strategies

For each realisation of pu generated from At ~ T(2, 2), the strategies of strs pb and 7rp/x6
were implemented for jn = apb where b = —2, —1.8,..., 4.

Strategies were basically implemented as described in section 4.1. In addition under strs

pb the strata were defined such that > 5 for either stratum, that is no more than 90%
of the sampling effort could be allocated to one stratum. It was thought that a limit on

Nh, the stratum sizes, would also need to be set but this was not necessary. Under -rrppb if

the maximum value of /ipj was such that > U the strategy of srswor was employed
u

instead.
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4.2 Sampling when p, is estimated

Table 4.1: TV/, (n/,) for two strata under varying b using sampling strategy strspb for p generated
from M ~ T(2, 2)

6

Stratum -2 1 2

1 81(45) 558 (20) 690 (15)
2 919 (5) 442 (30) 310 (35)

The mean model-averaged design variance over all 100 realisations is shown for the three

strategies under varying b in figure 4.2.

As the inclusion probabilities under srswor are not a function of p\ the model-averaged
design variance remains constant for all b. The lowest model-averaged design variance

using strs pb occurs when 6 = 1, and so pt = pt. Under Ttppb the lowest model-averaged

design variance appears to be at 6 = 0.8, although the model-averaged design variance for

6 = 1 is very similar. We would expect the model-averaged design variance to be lowest

when 6=1 and this discrepancy between what is observed and what we expect is likely

to be due to only a small number of simulations being carried out. Increasing the number

of simulations should remove this apparent discrepancy. As 6 moves away from one, the

model-averaged design variance increases. The rate of increase is more rapid under 7rppb
than under strs pb because the 7r, under Ttppb are directly related to pt whereas under

strs pb a small change in pi will not affect the 7r,.

Under strs p,b table 4.1 shows how varying 6 affects both AT), and n/,. Let stratum 1

represent the stratum that contains the units with low values of /i, and stratum 2 the

units with higher values of //,. As 6 increases so pt increases, and the proportion of the

variability in the 442 units with the largest values of pi increases. Hence to account for

the same proportion of the variability A^ decreases, from 442 to 310. As this stratum

is, according to (n, still very variable, ri2 will increase. Figure 4.3(a) shows that the 7r,

for units in stratum 2 are greater when 6 = 2 than when 6—1. In comparison, stratum
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

Figure 4.2: ^/£^[var(f)] under srswor, strs pb and npph for varying b when p are generated by
the stochastic process M ~ F(2,2)
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4.2 Sampling when pz is estimated

(a)

(b)

0 5 10 15

Figure 4.3: (a) 7T; under strs ph for b = -2, 1,2 (b) 7r, under nppb for b = —0.5, 1,2 when p are

generated by the stochastic process A4 ~ F(2,2) 4.2
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of -A2'

1, which is large (Ni = 690), has only a small proportion of the sample allocated to it

(ni = 15) and so 7r, for stratum 1 is smaller than when 5=1. The model-averaged design

variance is large because this stratum has a higher proportion of the variability than jli

suggests and so is under-sampled.

As b decreases, then there is a "blip" when b = 0 as fit — 1 and so srswor is applied,

i.e. there is only one stratum. If instead the sample was selected using strs, for some

arbitrary division of units into two strata we would expect the curve to be smooth. As

b decreases below zero, the model-averaged design variance becomes larger than that for

srswor because units in stratum 1 are thought to have large values of p. Hence a high

proportion of the sample (ni = 45) is allocated to sampling a small stratum (N\ = 81)
which is not very variable, and a small proportion of the sample (n2 = 5) is allocated to

sampling a large stratum (N2 = 919) which is highly variable.

Under irppb, as b increases, units with high values of pi have disproportionately high
inclusion probabilities, see the purple line in figure 4.3(b). As b decreases, units which
have low values of pi are given very high inclusion probabilities and units with high

values of pi have low inclusion probabilities (the red line in figure 4.3(b))1. Therefore the

model-averaged design variance is very high as there is a negative correlation between pt

and iti. For large 151, there reaches a point where the value of > 1, and in the2^>U ^[i]

simulation, the strategy returns to srswor. An alternative would have been to set the

inclusion probability for = 1 for all units where > 1 and select the rest of the

sample with 7rppb. We would then expect the model-averaged design variance to continue

to increase as |5| increases.
1We calculate the inclusion probabilities for 6 = —0.5 and not b = —2, as we did under strs . Some

units have such high values of fC2 that their inclusion probability is one. These cases are not included.
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4.2 Sampling when /it is estimated

4.2.2 Discussion

Clearly srswor is indifferent to model mis-specification, in that the model-averaged design

variance does not change depending on the value of b. The simulations in section 4.4 and

chapter 6, suggests that b might vary between 0 and 22. In this range the model-averaged

design variance under strs jib remained less than that under srswor. This was not always

the case under nppb, although for b = 1±0.5 the strategy nppb gave more precise estimates

of r than the strategy strs Given that we would expect an improvement in the model-

averaged design variance under strs pb with a greater number of strata and we would

expect the effect of model mis-specification on the model-averaged design variance to be

less under strs fib than under nppb, we might suppose that strs pb is a more desirable

strategy than nppb.

In practice there are a couple of reasons why the strs pb strategy is not so desirable. Firstly

it is more complex to implement, in that a greater number of decisions, about the number

of strata, their definition and allocation of sampling effort, need to be determined. Also

as b varies, the change in 7r* for some units will be large, as they move from one stratum

to another, whereas under irppb the 7r, change as a smooth function of b. Perhaps more

importantly for a given (n, that is relatively continuous, there will be discontinuities in the

TTi under strs pb due to stratum boundaries, which are to some extent arbitrary, compared
to npp.b in which the nl change smoothly over the survey region.

Although we have here only considered a strategy for survey 2, we wish to repeat the

strategy in future surveys. If we use strs pb, a new set of strata would need to be defined
for each survey. This does not give any degree of consistency between surveys, unless the

strategy of Overton and Stehman (1996) as described in section 3.6 is employed. However

this strategy is only recommended as an occasional refocussing of the whole monitoring

programme, rather than a continuous process of adjustment.
2Note that in the simulations the auxiliary variables, density surface and the spatial realisation of

individuals are generated on a continuous surface, but the modelling is carried out on the discretized
values
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of t'2'

Also if in is well specified, the model-averaged design variance under TrpfiS'1 is less than

under sirs /A Ideally then we require a sampling design that combines the robust prop-

4.3 A robust sampling strategy

The general principle of this strategy is that not all of the sample is selected using irpp.

Instead, a sample sj of ni units is selected from U using srswor and a sample S2 of

n2 = n — ni units is selected from the remaining N — n\ units by sampling with npfi so

that s — U{si>s2}- We call this a combined sampling strategy and use combfx(to
denote a strategy in which a sample s\ of ni = n — n2 units are selected from U using

srswor, and a sample S2 of n2 units are selected using irpp from U — s\. Using population

P, described in chapter 2, figure 4.4(c) illustrates the strategy combp,^(0.5) where the

units coloured green are in Si, and those coloured pink are in S2. The variable /q1' is shown
in figure 4.4(a). The strategies srswor=combii^1\0) and Trpp.^=combii^(l) are special
cases of the strategy and are illustrated in figure 4.4(b) and figure 4.4(d) respectively.

If 7Tj|5l is the probability that unit i is included in s given the sample si has been selected,
then TTi can be calculated as

7n =Pr(i e si) + Pr(i G S2)

erties of srswor with the increase in precision of nppb.

=Pr(i G «i) + Pr(i G S2\i & s\)Pr(i £ si)

s\3i s\^i

sieSi

third line of the expansion above
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Figure 4.4: (a) estimated from constructed using data from a sample, s, of n = 50 units
selected using srswor (b) Sample of n = 50 units selected using srswor (c) Sample of n = 50 units
of which n = 25 selected using srswor, shown in green, and n = 25 units selected using rrpp,^,
shown in pink (d) Sample of n = 50 units selected using npfi^
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

Second order inclusion probabilities are calculated in a similar manner so that

"ij — ^ P(gl)
si

= ^p(si) + X!7r<l«lP(5l) + *j\sPM + X^Tb|sP(Sl) (4-10)
«1«1si^i

To calculate these inclusion probabilities, all possible si samples must be enumerated. For

example, from equation 4.9 we see that to estimate 7q we need to know 7q|Sl for all Si
that do not include the unit i. Except when is very small, or very large, the number

of possible samples is too large to enable a complete enumeration.

We can approximate the 7q and tt,j using simulation. Take a sample Sir of size ni using
srswor. For this particular Sir it is possible to calculate 7^ for alH e U so that except
for small m

ni t ■ r= for 1 € Slr

7Ti|Slr = ^1 for i £ slr2^ Pj
j&S lr

This process is repeated for r = 1,..., R so that

R
R

~

n ^bir
r=1

83 P(sir) = 7f f°r r- A similar process is carried out to estimate 7Tij.

Figure 4.5(a) shows estimated inclusion probabilities, where R = 1000 for the population

described in A using the strategy combp{0.5). This is a computationally intensive strategy.
We would expect units with similar pi to have very similar 7Tj but there is quite a lot of

variability in these estimated inclusion probabilities. Although we have not managed to

satisfactorily obtain an approximation for 7q using simulation, automated survey design

routines, such as the one in DISTANCE (Thomas et al., 2003) have more efficient algo¬
rithms for approximating inclusion probabilities using simulation under different survey
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4.3 A robust sampling strategy

(a)

0 5 10 15

Mi

Figure 4.5: Inclusion probabilities (a) Points are results from a simulation of 1000 runs where
ri\ — rt2 = 25. Line is the approximate inclusion probabilities using equation 4.11(b) Approximate
inclusion probabilities using equation 4.11 for varying ri2 when n = 50
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

designs. If our combined sampling strategies were incorporated into such a package the

unconditional inclusion probabilities could be approximated

Alternatively we can attempt to find an analytic approximation for the 7Tj and 7r^. One
possibility is to calculate the minimum and maximum values of 7Tj|Sl for unit i when i £ S\ .

For example let units be ordered from largest to smallest so that unit [1] is such that p^ =

max(pu). The inclusion probability 7T[i]|Sl is maximised when sj = {[2],...,[ni + 1]},
that is si contains the units with the largest values of p , not including unit [1], 7T[1]|Sl
is minimised when si = {[IV — m + 1],..., [AT]}, that is Si contains the units with the
smallest values of p{]. We could then take an average of these two values, 7f[i]|Sl, so that

n\ N — rii _

71-111 = IV + N 71-111131

A difficulty is defining the samples that give the maximum and minimum value of 7T[fc]|Sl
for units where [i] is close to k*, the first unit under Sunter's strategy that is selected with
srswor rather than npp. Depending on the Si selected, unit i may be the kth largest where

k < k* so that 7Tj = or may be the k'th largest where k' > k* so that 7Tj =2_^ ALj 2^ Mj
j&*i

A simpler approximation which we use was suggested by inspection of the simulated results

for varying p, ni, n2 and N. When n\/N is small, an approximation for 7Tj can be obtained

by assuming that S2 is also taken from U rather than U — s 1 so that

7Ti=^+TtiU (4.11)
in — ~

. ni(ni — 1) n\
+ -rriftiu + Ttju) + 7Tijjj (4-12)v N(N-l) ' Ny

where Ttm is the probability that unit i is included in the final sample when n2 units are

sampled from U using itpp.

Figure 4.5(b) shows the inclusion probabilities using the approximation 4.11 above when s

is selected using combp(^) with varying 712. As ^ increase, so the inclusion probabilities
of units with high pi increase, whereas for units with low pi, n» decreases. The approxima¬

tion is reasonable when ^ is small, and is convenient for calculating the model-averaged
design variance when pi = ap\.
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4.3 A robust sampling strategy

If the unconditional inclusion probabilites irl and itij are estimated, the standard design-
based estimator of r, the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, equation 3.8 and its variance,

equation 3.13, can be used.

Given the sampling strategy described, an exact estimator of r can be obtained by employ¬

ing the principles of two-phase sampling. The motivations for these methods and details

of how inclusion probabilities are calculated for general unequal probability sampling de¬

signs through time are given in Chapter 5. The basic idea is sufficient here. The key is

that two separate estimators of r are obtained, fi,T2, that use the data from si and S2

respectively. Similarly two variances var{f\), varfa) and the cov(f\, 72) are calculated.
The final estimator of r is a weighted average of f\ and fi where the optimal weighting

depends on the relative size of the variances. Although this gives exact results, we do not

use this method in this chapter because these estimators are not tractable when we wish

to explore how these robust sampling strategies perform under model mis-specification.

In addition the linear approximations of the inclusion probabilities, from using equations

4.11 and ?? are intuitively nicer because it allows unconditional inclusion probabilities to

be calculated.

4.3.1 Comparison of strategies

Using the strategy combpb{2^) for 2^ = 0.25,0.5,0.75 we repeat the method of section
4.2.1 for b = —2, —1.8,... ,4. The limiting cases when ^ = 0, srswor, and 2* = 1, itpp,b,
were carried out in section 4.2.1.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the results from this simulation, by plotting the mean E^[var(f)]
over the 100 simulations against b for each strategy. When 6=1 the model-averaged

design variance increases as 2^ decreases from 2* = 1, itppb, to 2^ = 0, srswor. Under
itpfib the model-averaged design variance is minimised when 6=1. As ^ decreases
the minimum model-averaged design variance increases, and the value of 6 at which the
minimum occurs also increases. When 0 < ^ < 1 the model-averaged design variance
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

Figure 4.6: Mean y/Ec\var{f)\ for sampling strategy combpb-^ with varying ^ and b over 100
simulations. The p are generated by the stochastic process M ~ T(2,2)
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4.4 Simulation

is always less under combpb(^) than the model-averaged design variance under srswor
when 0 < b < 2. When b is negative the combpb(^-) strategies perform worse than srswor

but perform better than irppb.

The combined sampling strategies, combpb(when 0 < ^ < 1, are therefore more

robust to model mis-specification than nppb and they reduce the model-averaged design

variance compared to srswor under the most likely conditions of 0 < b < 2. We see in

particular that the model-averaged design variance under the strategy combp (0.75) is

nearly as good as that under Trppb=combpb(l) when 0 < b < 1 and is considerably better
when b > 1.

The model-averaged design variance under the combined strategies is lower than under

strs pb when b > 1. For b < 0 the model-averaged design variance under sirs pb is always

better than under the combined strategies although in practice we would not expect b < 0

to occur in practice except under unusual circumstances.

4.4 Simulation

Using population A, for which there are data on three auxiliary variables, we test out the

combined sampling strategies as they would be used in practice. In survey 1 a sample

of n — 50 units is selected using srswor. Using the observed data an estimate of
is obtained using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. In addition these data are used

to estimate p^\ We fit a simple GLM that assumes a QSM of the form ~ Po(p^)
such that

3

j=o

After fitting the maximal model, a stepwise AIC procedure is used to choose the final
model. This is used to calculate the predicted abundance, p^, for all i € U.

In survey 2, a new sample s^ of n = 50 units is taken using the strategy combpp (^).
For each s'1' and p^\ a sample is taken for survey 2 using each of five combined sampling
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2)

strategies defined by the proportion ^ = 0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1 so that n\ = 50,38,25,12,0
respectively and a sixth sample is taken using the strs /x-1' strategy described in section

4.1.1. For the combined sampling strategies the inclusion probabilities are calculated

using equation 4.11 and 4.12. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator, equation 3.8, is used

to calculate fG), and uar(fG)) and uor(fG)) are calculated using the Sen-Yates-Grundy

equations 3.12 and 3.13. In addition E(\var(r)] is calculated. The mean of fG), the
standard error, y var(fG)), an estimate of the standard error, yY>ar(fG)) and the model-

average design variance y/E^[var(f)] over the 1000 simulations are given in table 4.2.

The simulations incorporate two sources of variability. The first source is from varying

sG) between simulations and the second source is due to the sample sG) varying between

simulations. Suppose instead that sG) remains fixed for the 1000 simulations. From sG)
an estimate of can be obtained and these would be used to select all 1000 samples

of sG). As ft™ and so also the 7rt-2' are fixed for all 1000 simulations we could calculate

y/var(fG)), the standard error of fG), because in a simulation we know for all i £ U.

From the 1000 simulations we would obtain a distribution of tG) values. The mean of

these values should be close to tG) if our estimator is unbiased. The standard deviation

of the 1000 estimates of fG) is an empirical estimate of the standard error and should be

close to the standard error, yWr(fG)). Similarly the mean of the analytic estimate of
the standard error, y/var(f^), obtained from the 1000 samples «G) should be close to

the standard error as we use an unbiased estimator. We can also calculate an empirical

estimate of the standard deviation of \Aiar(fG)). This is the standard deviation of the

1000 values of y/ua?(fG)).

If sGl aiso varies between simulations then will vary between simulations. Then
the inclusion probabilities will vary from one simulation to another and so var(fG)) will
vary between simulations. In table 4.2 the standard deviation of ynor(fG)) describes
the variability in the var(fG)) from varying Under srswor, ^ = 0 the \/var (fG))
does not vary between simulations as the inclusion probabilities are not a function of

The yjuar(fG)) varies most under the sample design 7rp/iG), ^ = 1, as the inclusion
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4.4 Simulation

probabilities are a function of the As ^ decreases so the variability of y7var(f (2))
reduces as the 1 ^ only partly determine the 7r|2\ A similar argument applies for the

E(i[var{f)].

In table 4.2 the empirical estimate of the standard error of r^2', the standard deviation of

the 1000 f values, incorporates both sources of variability. We would expect the mean

of the fto be an unbiased estimate of and the empirical estimate of the standard

error of to be a good estimate of the mean value of y/var(f (21). We would expect

the mean of the a/iJa?(f (21) to be an unbiased estimate of \/uar(fl2)) and the empirical
estimate of the standard error of y vo?(t(2)) to be greater than the standard deviation of
the \/uar(f(2)) over the 1000 simulations as it incorporates both sources of variability.

Under each combined sampling strategy the f^ appear to be normally distributed. Asymp¬

totic 95% confidence intervals suggest that the strategies give unbiased estimates of r^ as

we would expect using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. In a similar manner y/5a?(fl2l)
is an unbiased estimate of \Jvar(f(2)). The strategies that give the highest precision are

those for which 50% or 75% of the sample are selected using Stratification does

better than srswor and better than combp,^ (0.25).

If we compare var(f^) under each strategy with var(f^) under srswor we obtain a

measure of efficiency. By dividing the mean variance under each strategy by the mean

variance from sampling using srswor we obtain efficiencies of 0.86, 0.79, 0.77 and 0.78 for

^ = 0.26,0.50,0.74 and 1.00 respectively. Therefore using a combined sampling strategy
in which at least 50% of units were selected using increased the precision of the

estimates by over 20%.

This increase in precision is not reflected in a noticeable decrease in c.v. For example when
22 = 0.74 the mean c.v. is 9.35%, compared to selecting the sample using srswor, the mean

c.v. is 10.6%. The reason for this is that the simulated data were not very heterogeneous,

the variance of the data is 2.38. We would expect a greater improvement in the c.v. when

the y-2' are more variable. Therefore further work using a more heterogeneous population
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

Table 4.2: Mean (s.d.) for various parameters and estimators obtained from 1000 simulations

using the sampling strategies combpfor varying ^ or strspj1' where n = 50. -A2' = 2546.
The final row are for a model-assisted strategy where s'2' is selected using srswor.

n
f(2) a/var(fW) \/var(f(2)) a/E(\var{f)]

0.00 2540 (274) 270 ( 0) 269 (36) 267 (0)
0.25 2543 (247) 250 ( 9) 248 (29) 248 (9)
0.50 2537 (243) 238 (13) 237 (29) 237 (12)
0.75 2562 (226) 235 (14) 234 (29) 235 (13)
1.00 2547 (240) 242 (17) 238 (37) 242 (17)

Stratification

Model-assisted

2549 (235)
2553 (225)

243 (9)
228 (12)

241 (29)
207 (24)

243 (9)

could be useful.

As the data are simulated the p^ are known. For each of the 1000 surveys at time t = 1,
the value b can be calculated where p^ = ap^b. Figure 4.7 plots var(t^) against b for
each of the combined sampling strategies, except srswor, and for strs p^\ Note that b is
contained within the range (0,2) and that the number of auxiliary variables included in

the final model is shown in colour. Looking first at the results for the strategy nppp, we
see that as the number of variables in the model decreases so the value of b tends towards

zero. When the correct terms are in the model, the effect of b is equivalent to that shown

in figure 4.6 for itpp. As the number of terms decreases the curve shifts to the left and

the variance increases. This pattern is repeated in the combined sampling strategies. The

combined strategies are relatively robust to model mis-specification compared to irpp^
and almost all cases give more precise estimates of tW than that obtained under srswor.

The strategy of strs pis robust to model mis-specification in that a/var(fW) is less
than under srswor.
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Figure 4.7: \/var(r(2)) plotted against b for various sampling strategies for population A. b
is estimated from the model ( constructed using the data from if'1) selected using srswor. The

horizontal line is ^/t>ar(f(2)) under srswor. Colours represent the number of auxiliary variables
in the final model where black=3, red=2, green=l, blue=0. The correct model has 3 auxiliary
variables, "rna" are the results from a model-assisted strategy in which s is selected using srswor

and r'2) is estimated using a model-assisted estimator.
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2'

4.5 Model—assisted survey sampling

A model-assisted sampling strategy is sometimes used as an alternative to a design-based

strategy, such as strs, to increase the precision of f^2\ Hence it seems appropriate to

compare our combined sampling strategies with a model-assisted strategy.

The model-assisted strategy we will employ consists of selecting s^ using srswor, and uses

a model-assisted estimator to estimate f(2A The equations for f^\ its variance, var(f^),
and its estimate, vaf(f^), are of the same form as equations 3.17, 3.19 and 3.20 so that

f(2) =£(^iiP)+pp> (414)
var(t)A ■£ $>*, - *„) ~ <«5>

In general the model that describes the relationship between the auxiliary variables and
(2) (2)the y\ , so that y\ can be calculated, does not need to be the QSM. As discussed in

section 2.3.1, it is sometimes inappropriate to use the QSM, because the model-assisted
(2) /v (2)

strategy wishes to estimate y\ , whereas using the QSM it is that is estimated. Unless

cov{y^2\y^) = 0, yj.2' 4 Ai2)- 1° our case we assume a simple population model in which
(2)this covariance is zero, and so we can use the QSM to estimate y\ . We could use the

generalised nonparametric regression method of Breidt and Opsomer (2000) that is applied
in Opsomer et al. (2003), although we use a parametric regression.

The procedure for estimatingyis as follows. Using the data from and working within

a GLM framework, see equation 4.13, the appropriate terms for the linear predictor are

selected using, for example, a stepwise AIC procedure. Given the final model a design-
(2)consistent estimate of is obtained by fitting a weighted version of the model where

(2)the weights correspond to the inclusion probabilities 7r> . Using this weighted model, we

estimate p'p for all i € U. Note that when s^ is selected using srswor, the parameters
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4.5 Model-assisted survey sampling

of the weighted model are the same as that for the unweighted model.

The model is then calibrated by estimating the parameters ai and a2 where

y^ —a\ + a2/q-2' + ej2^ for i € s^

so that

~(2) - (2)* - . - .(2) r • _ rr

Vi IH =ai + a2Mi f°r i S U

This calibration is similar to that proposed by Wu and Sitter (2001) and is stated by

Opsomer et al. (2003) to remove the effect of bias and to allow the estimator to be a linear
(2) (2)combination of the observed y\ s. The y\ 1 are then used in equations 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16

Results from implementing the model-assisted strategy in our simulation study are given

in the last line of table 4.2. They suggest that the model-assisted strategy gives a more

precise estimate of t^ than under any of the other strategies described in this chapter. In

addition, figure 4.7(f) shows how y/var(f^) varies with b, where in this case b is estimated
from survey 2 so that /ip' = . We see that the strategy appears robust to model
mis-specification.

This would suggest that applying the model-assisted estimator to the combined sampling

strategies may also lead to an improvement in var{r^). In table 4.3 results from apply¬

ing the model-assisted estimators to the combined sampling strategies are given. There

is a large discrepancy between the standard error of var(f^), and the empirical

estimate of the standard error, the standard deviation of the 1000 estimates of t^K In

Sarndal et al. (1992, pp 234-238) the estimated variance of a model-assisted estimator

incorporates weighted values of the auxiliary variables, where the weights are related to

inclusion probabilities. Under srswor these weights disappear but under np/i sampling

they may significantly change the estimator. These weights are not incorporated in the

estimator described by Opsomer et al. (2003) and could be the cause of the discrepancy

between the empirical estimates of the standard error and the analytic standard errors as

this discrepancy is greatest when a proportion of the sample is selected using npfi1-11. Fur-
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2)

Table 4.3: Mean (s.d.) for various parameters and estimators obtained from 1000 simulations

using the sample design and a model-assisted strategy to estimate r'2' = 2546 when

n - 50.

02.
n

f(2) yj'vor(f(2)) yjvar(fI2))
0.00 2553 (225) 228 (12) 207 (24)
0.25 2566 (274) 231 (22) 216 (33)
0.50 2582 (294) 229 (19) 215 (29)
0.75 2581 (297) 235 (24) 221 (33)
1.00 2642 (350) 241 (29) 228 (40)

Stratification 2541 (252) 226 (16) 214 (29)

ther work is required to apply these type of weights from the simple regression estimator

to the model-assisted variance estimator proposed here.

Comparing the empirical estimates of the standard error of t^ for the different sampling

designs we see that the model-assisted estimator does not increase the precision of

when a proportion of the sample is selected using This is because the e|2^ =
(2) ~(2)
y\ — y\ are not correlated with nt. When we use a design-based estimator the increase
in the precision of f® occurs because is correlated with 7r|2'. When is selected

using srswor the model-assisted estimator is more efficient that the Horvitz-Thompson
g(^) /o") iy \7

design-based estimator as = e\ are less than y\ '^. This is not the case for
(2)

unequal it\ in the combined sampling strategies.

4.6 Discussion

This chapter has explored how we can use /t-1' to determine the sampling strategy in

survey 2, where the aim of the survey is to provide an efficient estimate of Simple

strategies such as strs or npfi^ improves the efficiency of fi(2' compared to using
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srswor. One difficulty is that if pP is a poor estimate of pP then the increase in precision
is reduced, and in fact uar(f-2') using either strategy may be greater than under srswor.
This is particularly the case under npfip. This was illustrated by deriving a measure b
where pP = pPb that represents how good an estimate pP is of pP. As b moves away

from one the model is less well specified.

We have proposed a combined sampling strategy, in which a proportion of the sample m

is selected using srswor, and the rest ri2 is selected using nppP. This is more robust to
model mis-specification than a fully nppP strategy, and the precision of is greater
than under srswor or strs pP when b > 0.

Compared to strs pin which H, np and the definition of Uh need to be decided, the

combined sampling strategies only require a decision on the proportion of the sample that

is selected using srswor. We look in more detail at how the proportion ^ should be
(2)chosen in Chapter 6. Conceptually the srswor portion of the sample, , is, on average,

equivalent to stratified sampling using the proportional allocation rule. The nppP portion
(2)of the sample, s:2 , then acts by disproportionately sampling the high abundance stratum.

Rather than the disjoint inclusion probabilities that arise from strs p^\ the combf.

strategy allows a smooth transition in the inclusion probabilities, with changing pP and
n■>,
n

When we applied the strsp strategy using the optimum allocation rule, the sample sizes,

n/j, were determined by the variability in both pt and af. In our npp strategy we only
use pi to determine our sampling strategy and it is of interest to see if 7r/ can also be a

function of erf in either the irpp or the combined sampling strategies 3.

The simulation suggested that the model-assisted strategy, when s was selected using sr¬

swor, was more effective than our combined sampling strategy in increasing the precision

of . However one of our motivations for developing the combined sampling strategies is

3Using regression estimators Siirndal et al. (1992) suggest that an estimate of the anticipated variance

(Isaki and Fuller, 1989) E^Ep^f^ — r(2))2] is minimised when 7Ti oc d
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4. Sampling strategy for efficient and robust estimation of r'2)

that we wish to increase the number of individuals that are observed and reduce the period

of time that observers spend in very low density areas. Heuristically we would expect to

observe more individuals when the sample is selected using a combined sampling design

than when the sample is selected using srswor, although this will depend on the distribu¬

tion of the p\1''. For example suppose that pp have a uniform distribution. Under srswor
the distribution of the p\ in the sample would also have a uniform distribution. When

sampling with npp^ the distribution of the /zj1' in the sample would have a negatively
skewed distribution, that is more units with high rather than low values of pP would be
sampled, and so we would expect Yhs higher than if s was selected using srswor.

Except when the distribution of the pP in the survey region has negative skew, we would

expect to see more individuals from a sample selected using npp^ than from a sample

selected using srswor. When samples are selected using rrpp^ we would expect a similar

result unless pP is poorly specified. In many wildlife populations the distribution of the tp

often has positive skew rather than negative skew. That is there are many units with low

values of yi and only a few units with high values of yt. So under a model-assisted strategy

when .s'2' is selected using srswor we would generally expect to see fewer individuals than

under a combined sampling strategy. If the precision of fh) is all that is of interest then a

model-assisted strategy in which s^ is selected using srswor might be more appropriate

than a combined sampling strategy. If there are other considerations, such as increasing

the number of individuals observed, then a combined strategy may be more appropriate.

We also wish to use a combined sampling strategy for several surveys. We would not

expect p™ to ke very different from pP, unless there has been an extreme change in the
survey region. Even then the QSM may be of a similar form, but ^ x\p. We would

(2)
expect to be able to use data from both surveys to estimate p\ ' and so through time
our estimate pp should improve and therefore we expect the precision of f^ to increase.
We look at modelling through time in more detail in Chapter 6. In comparison, although

model-assisted strategies are popular for sample surveys through time, we are not aware of

appropriate strategies that use survey data from time t — 1 and auxiliary data to improve

the estimate at time t. The modified regression estimator of Puller and Rao (2001) is a
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4.6 Discussion

first step but does allow for the use of the right QSM. So currently the model-assisted

strategy does not learn through time about the relationship between auxiliary variables

and yf* to improve the estimation of

The combined sampling strategies we have developed are a useful suite of sampling strate¬

gies that incorporate p,f\ a summary of the relationship between the yp and auxiliary
variables, into the survey design. This increases the precision of the estimate of com¬

pared to using an srswor design. As only part of the sample is selected using the

effect of a poor estimate of fif1 on the precision of is small compared to using a fully
7rpfi^ design. As the combined sampling strategies target areas of the survey region that

are expected to have high values of yf1 it will, in cases in which the distribution of the yf'
is not right skew, lead to the observers seeing more individuals than a sampling strategy

in which s® is selected using srswor.

Currently our strategy has been developed to estimate as precisely as possible. We

need to extend this strategy so that — r^ can be precisely estimated. We

also investigate how the combined strategies can be implemented for t > 2 surveys. This

requires consideration of the choice of ^ and the estimation of pf
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Chapter 5

Sampling for trend estimation

In chapter 4 a suite of combined sampling strategies that used the predicted abundance

from the first survey, to assist in the design of survey 2 was described. By selecting

part of the sample using srswor and part of the sample with irpp,^, the precision of f®
was improved, compared with selecting the whole sample using srswor. In a monitoring

programme an estimate of change in abundance from one survey to another, <5^''^, or an
estimate of trend, fp, is also of interest (Obj. 2(a)). In section 3.4 we saw that a sampling

strategy in which part of the sample from survey t is maintained in survey t' will give a

more precise estimate of 6^ ^ than a strategy in which s^ is selected independently of

s(4') when cor(yf\ yf ^) > 0.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate how the combined sampling strategy outlined

in chapter 4 can be modified, so that part of the sample is retained from one survey to

another, to improve estimation of whilst also selecting part of the sample using

7rpp,^ for more precise estimation of Section 5.1 describes such a sampling design.

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 describe how design-based estimates of t1-'21 and d^1,2) respectively,
can be obtained. Section 5.4 compares these new sampling strategies with strategies in

which no part of the sample is maintained, the strategies described in Chapter 4, and

with standard two-phase sampling designs through time. Interest is in the precision of
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

f(2) and and how robust the strategies are to model mis-specification. As we expect

the precision of 8^'^ to increase as cor{yf\ yf') increases we use both population A,
used in the previous chapter, where cor(yf\ yf') = 0.28 and population B, described in

Appendix B, where cor(yf\yf = 0.71

5.1 The sample scheme

In the first survey, the sample is obtained by taking a simple random sample of size
n. When the only aim is to improve the precision of f(2', survey 2 consisted of selecting a

sub-sample of < n units using srswor and a sub-sample s^ of — n —n^ units

using 7TWhen we also wish to obtain efficient estimates of the change in abundance,

(jf1-2) = f(2) — ft1), then one of these sub-samples needs to be selected from st1) and the

other from = U — s^1). The key issue is whether we select the units from st1) using
srswor and from using npp^ or alternatively the units from s'1) using irpjl^ and

the units from using srswor.

t fn\ (n\ (o\
Assume that the sample is being selected to estimate In anc^ sample s2

estimate pj and suppose that ni = ri2 = §. Usually TV — n > n and so is largersc ^

than s^1) and hence the sampling fraction f\ = ^ will be greater than fi = 77^- If both
,Sj and S2 are selected using srswor then JJsm y\ will be estimated more precisely than

AO\

X)8U) Vi ■ It would therefore be desirable to use a sample design that gives more precisesc

estimation of p> y-2'. So is selected using srswor from s[2^ and si2^ is selected using

7rp/I^_1) from s^.

For future surveys we want a design that enables 8^''^ to be estimated as precisely as

possible for any t and t!. Hence for t > 2 we propose that the sample s® = sf-1^ =

and that = ri2 units are selected from = U — using 7rp/f^_1). These

schemes are summarised in box 5.1

We denote this new sampling scheme to select a sample of size n as combjl^t'\v^-)(s^ \ sfc^).
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5.1 The sample scheme

Box 5.1: A two-phase combined sampling design through time

Sampling Strategy

Survey Sample Size Method From

t = 1 s(i) n srswor U

t = 2 s(2)si

s(2)2

n<2)

n22' = n —

srsvior s(i)

41}

t > 2 SWS1
s{t)2

(t)n\'
(t) (0

ri2 = n — n\

Retain

7rp/t(t_1)
a?-1) =
,W _ ,(«-!) _ ,(2)Slc — 1 (; ~ Alc

Survey 1

Survey 2

Survey 3

S(1)S1 S(1)

42) 42)
.(2)

= (3)
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

That is of n — 712 units is selected from ^ and sof 712 units is selected us¬

ing npfi^'Hrom s^. The strategies of the previous chapter in which none of the sam¬

ple is retained from one survey to another, except by change, can therefore be denoted

combp^">(^-)(U,s^).

5.2 Estimating

Using the standard Horvitz-Thompson estimator

rW -y^y±
7TWs«> ni

we need to find the unconditional inclusion probability irf\ This is of the form

7rj^ =Pr(i £ «W) = Pr(i £ s^) + Pr{i £ s^)
=Pr{i £ s^|z £ sj4 ^)Pr{i £ s^ + Pr(i £ e S

At times we will denote as Sj1' and as so that these equations can be applied
for all t. When t = 2

*-<2) + E C5-D
s[l)3i

where 7r^|g(i) is the probability that unit i is included in s^ given that the sample has
(2) (2)been selected. Note that 7rv ' (1) = 7rv (1) because this formulation only specifies that the

sample has been selected and not whether unit i £ or i £ Sc1'. This formulation

is very similar to that in the previous chapter where in equation 4.9

(2) _ni n_ ^ ^ j2) n,j2)
t £ <iWP(-i2)) (5-2)n N i2l«i

s£2) 3i

and we could find an approximation for 7r-2' because 7r'2^ (2) is a function of p,^ only,
(2) 1which does not vary with Sj . For our new sampling scheme in which part of the sample
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5.2 Estimating rW

is retained from s^1) we require (1) which is also a function of ji^\ But is estimated
22 |$i

using the data in and a different s^1) will give a different estimate of /x-1^ and so 7r^|g(i)
will vary with s^1). We do not know how p,^\ and so also how ""^sf1)' var^es with
so we cannot calculate the unconditional inclusion probabilities and we require a different

estimation method.

The sampling schemes described in this chapter and the previous chapter are examples of

two-phase sampling schemes. The general principle of these types of scheme is that two

samples and s^ are taken. The second-phase sample is in some sense conditional
on the first-phase sample s^\ Two-phase estimators enable unbiased estimation of pa¬
rameters such as when the probability that a unit is included in s® is conditional on

the data collected in the first-phase sample . As only one first-phase sample can be

taken, unconditional inclusion probabilities, calculated over all possible first-phase sam¬

ples, cannot be obtained. For example suppose that an auxiliary variable Xi, that is to be

used as the variable for stratification, is not available at the start of the survey but is rel¬

atively quick to measure, but limited resources mean that all N units cannot be surveyed.

Instead a first-phase sample, sx, is taken of nx > n units in which only the variable Xi is

observed. The second-phase sample sy is selected from sx using the stratified sampling

design strsx. Until sx has been taken, the probability that unit i € sy is unknown. This

probability will vary as sx varies and so we cannot calculate at the start of the survey the

probability that unit i will be included in sy. Note that if instead sy was selected from
sx using srsvuor, and the auxiliary data xt are only used in the estimator, for example a

regression estimator, then the two-phase estimator is not required because the probability

that unit i is included in Sy does not depend on the uq.

In our sampling design, both Sj2' and s^ are conditional on the sample s'1'. In addition
r(2)7rf2? (1) is a function of /xj1^ which is determined by and it is this that leads us to use

the two-phase estimator. If both sj ' and S2 were selected using srswor from and
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

si1^ respectively, then the two-phase estimators are not required as

7tj2^ =Pr(i G Sj2'|i G s[^)Pr(i G s^) + Pr(i G S s^)Pr{i G s^)
(2) r»i n in?, N — n n

=>1Ti ~~n~N ^ N — n N = N

and given the unconditional 7r-2\ we can estimate r'2' using the Horvitz-Thompson esti¬

mator.

Two-phase sampling is described in detail in Sarndal et al. (1992). They provide design-

based estimators for standard two-phase unequal probability sampling designs imple¬

mented in one survey and regression estimators for two-phase unequal probability sampling

designs through time, where .s'2' is conditional on .s(-1b Here we describe design-based es¬

timators that use the principles of two-phase estimation to estimate and

The estimate f^ is obtained by taking a weighted sum of two estimates of so that

fW =ujf^ + (1 — oj)^ 0 < w < 1 (5.3)

where uses the data from . The variance of f^ is

var(f^) =u)2var(f[^) + (1 — bj)2var(t^) + 2u>(l — u)cov(f[t\ f^) (5.4)

By differentiation we can show that the variance var(fW) can be minimised, given var(f^),
var(fW) and cov(f[t\f^), by setting to be

varjf^)-covjf^,^)
var(fM)+var(fM) - 2cou(f« ff)

As is selected using srswor we can obtain the estimate very simply, as the uncon¬

ditional inclusion probability , the probability that i G is:

= £ rf)

= E E prfVAVri'-")
s^3i
- E
."""Si
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5.2 Estimating

When t = 2, then ^ and so t^s(i) = 2^L, whereas when t > 2, the inclusion
probability 7r^ = 1 as units in si'*1 are retained from one survey to another, so

»iK

(2) n i (t)< =77 = < for * > 2 (5.6)

Hence we can use the Horvitz-Thompson estimator to obtain f| , and its variance and

corresponding estimate are given by the Sen-Yates-Grundy formulation, equations 3.12

and 3.13

To estimate fj using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, we would require the uncondi¬
tional inclusion probability

'1? - E M'-'V'!,,.,, (5.7)
0(t~l) Bi

As previously stated, we cannot calculate (t_1), because jjS11 depends on Instead
*2l»l

we use the two-phase estimator. The design-based two-phase sampling estimator of t^\
its variance and estimator and the covariance cov^^,^) are stated in box 5.2. For
notational simplicity, t' = t — 1 and except where specified the superscript is (t) . For the

case when t' = 1 we let = s^1). We let E (t/) represent the expectation over all possible
sk

(t'\
samples sk ' which may be shortened to £* for E <t).

We illustrate the principle behind these estimators by demonstrating how f^\ equation
5.8, is an unbiased estimator of

As sf ^ is a probability sample, = U — is also a probability sample, and if we
(t')knew jji for all i € s'lf , then an unbiased estimate of r is

E Vi
(f)

s<oV
lc

as

E («') E Vi

ft') nilc
lc

:E
1 c

it')
= r where /.«')

1 if i 6 Si4 ^
lc

0 otherwise
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Box 5.2: Two-phase estimators for \ var(fand cov{derived for the sample

design s^-^)- For notational simplicity t — 1 is denoted t' and the
suffix (t) is omitted.

T2 T.5

var{f2) =EE A(ii'
(<') ViVj

u u

77 + EAf)
Tt; Tt)He Jlc

ST ST A Vi_Vj_2^ Z. Aw)„ U') t a
(*') At')si s

2lsl ' 7T 7T'•1 i 3

«x*)-EEif ff%+EE
S2 «2 fiic ^Jle

Afa')2i4") V,

S2 S2 7rfe-)2|s<t'» 4 *}
cot; (ti,T2) = -EEA

it u

COv(fl,T2) =EE

(«') _y<
(y)i AO AO

^Ic
A(t'}
(y)i Vi Vj

At') AO A*')
SI Si ""(ij) (t'Aiij) 1 "h Zlci |s;

where

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

% =Pr(i G s2|sli ')*M« G s)/) = 7ri2|s(*,)7ri1(.

ttJj. =Pr(z&j G s2|s(1t'))Pr(i&j G «£>) = 7r(ij)2|su')
A";T =7T■ - 7r- 7T
IJ IJ I J

A(0 ^(O _ n(.n (S)
(ij)k (ij)k ik jk

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)
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5.2 Estimating r'b

(t1)However we only know yi for a sample s2 of n2 units from Sic • As s2 is also a probability
sample, an unbiased estimate of ^ is

J-C

E^=E-Vi
S<4'>
ic

*2 %»(''>

as

E^t] E
Vi

*2 %.<«'> SE<> sr — /j
a^')\At') 2|si

<«') Y Vi where /■it')h
s(t,)si

1 if i € ^
0 otherwise

it')
By combining these two results so that we take the expectation over both s (t<) and Sj ,2l«ic c
we find that

E[T2] =E (t/) £<> E 2/i
(«')

®€S2 7r*2l.<t'>7rile
lc

(«')
lc

(«')
ic

E
»ic

2/i (0

2|s

EVi
Sic "A

For notational simplicity the equations 5.13 - 5.15 summarise the double inclusion proba¬

bilities.
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Using the same principle of conditioning for the variance,

var(f2) =varjti) ( -E2|s(f) fa] ) + Es(t') var2\s[^

=var ,tl)
slc Em7T(t,)

,<f) U

+ EA")
al C V-' y muj " £<'

• VV (V0 - 7r(^')7r(',)^ ViVj2^ Z-^ ^(d'lic «ic Jic ) J?) At'
U U

+ EJ")

, , (f)
"TT,- "TU®lc -?lc

V:> 5Z 5Z VJt (7w)„.(f) 7i2,,('')
it') it') ni nj

L lc slc

_ W A(t 5 ViVj + F-2^2.. A«i) ic rt'Wf) + *
u u *ilc TTj

(f)
lc

2/i y?IZ 5Z AW)2|.(f) 7T+ Trt
.(f) .(f) '' ^ wi nj

y Vt_
t-d £<'

Note that this cannot be calculated explicitly except when the inclusion probabilities 7r,

are not dependent on or s^'\ for example using the sample design srswor.

(t)
»2

We can show that equation 5.10 is an unbiased estimate of the variance, equation 5.9, by

taking expectations of the estimated variance

E [var(f2)} =E if)
slc E<' EE

A(0^W) lc ViVj
(f) (f) (f)

S2 S2 7r(y)2|i(t') ^(o'llc "'•lc ffJlc

+ £ (f >
lc Vl' EE

AW)~..(f)2i-ic ?A: Vj

S2 s2 *«>,,.£> A A
=E <f)

lc

A(t')
V- y- nuhc ViViZ-j Z^ (tq (f) (f)
s(f) ,(f> *(«)10 filc V

+ E(«/)
Slc EEa

«lc «lc
W)

Vi_Vl
2ls'' ' 7r^ irt

c t J

ViVj l Fz^ z. A(«)ie ) (f) *£>(7 1/ ®lc Jlc

yy a Vi_Vj_2-J 2-. (y)„,<f> _t z
l4(,) -PL lc 1c

ai'i'c' tt! TTj
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5.2 Estimating tb)

Using similar principles for covariances, we show that

CCw(fi,T2) =E

=E

(«')

<«')

E

E
i (*')«l«l

s(t<)S1 Esls<*> [fi] E («')
i £,,,[•■• N]

EE Vi Vj
(«') ^

- £■ ((')
1
E Vi

(«')
7ri1|s<t,)7ru J

£ (<') E
i C)«l»l

=JS? («')
1

1/j Vj
2^ 2- (f) (f)
,<f> ,(f) *il V

. l lc

it') yi yj

E «')
1
EVi(f(«') £ («')

Vj
(«')
Jlc

7T,

EE"ffiL-Sr-8r-EE»w
t/ u NT'S? £/ t/

where Yu A = 7r,-j ^ — 7rJi,\ is the probability that i G and j G sfj so thatAO „(0 ; (O
ilj'lc (U)i

(J?)C0V(TI,T2) = -LLl^i "u
1/ (7

Vi vj
h h J _(i') _(«'v- , (O

Again by taking expectations we see that equation 5.12 is an unbiased estimate of the

covariance, equation 5.11

E[cov(TI,T2)] = - E (tq E (t')«iK

A(0 Vi VjEE
«i si ^(y) (t')n(ij)i nil nji

(f) (f) («')7r;..( 7r; ' 7tv

=£ <*')

A(0
w)i Vj

2^2(f) (f) (f)
l/O«<'> (b)i Ac

Y^Y^a(4,) Vl Vj2E 2^ W)i (f) («')
U U i\ njic
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

The estimator cov{t\, T2) only uses data in .si. This is reasonable as si is a sample from U
and so we use these data as representative of the population to estimate the covariance.

However given that the data from s2 are not used, it does not make the best use of the

data available. For example when n\ is small and 712 is large, then we would not expect

the estimator to be very precise. As only the data in si are used, we can easily express

the covariance and its estimator in terms of n, ri\ and N. For example when t' = 1 and

t = 2, then and so

/ \
/ ~(2) ~(2k

COW(Tj ,72 ) = ~
u u

(5.17)

cov(t[2\T^2)) = -
N

m

(1) (2)y\ y)

V
s<2) ,(2) ,(2)S1 S1

(5.18)

/

(2) (2)
The term —cov(r\ , f2 ) is the expression for the variance of the data in U. If all N units
had the same value so that y-2^ = y^\ then the covariance would be zero as the totals

f} and T2 would remain the same for all possible sj and S2-

5.3 Estimating

The change in total abundance between surveys and its variance are, as described in

section 3.4,

=f(«) _ f (O (5.19)

var(S^ '^) =var(jO) + var(f^ ^) — 2cov{t^\ f^ ^) (5.20)
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5.3 Estimating J'1-2)

When fW is estimated using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, the covariance and its

estimator are:

cov(r('V<.))=EE£^(„
* J

(ty)it') At) / (f) (t)'
•t J

7T,

(5.21)

(5.22)
s«) s«') "i nj

When the full sample is retained from one survey to another so that s = and s

is selected using srswor,

cov(f(f),fW) =
7V-n

n
u u uu u

ijij

COV(fV),fV)=N(N-n)nz
(f) (t)y) y}

s s

(5.23)

(5.24)

In general only part of the sample is retained from one survey to another so the covariance

is of the form:

cov(f.(t')^W) =LJ(t' )u;(t)cov^f(t \f^) + (1 — u/4 ^)u>^cov(t2 \t^)
+ <*(*')(1 — (V^)cov(f^\t^) + (1 —W^)(l — (Jj0)c0v(j2 \T^)

(5.25)

In this section we consider in detail the case in which t' — 1 and t = 2 so that

cov{t^\ f^) =u>^cov(f^\ fj2^) + (1 — tv^)cov(f^\ T^) (5.26)
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Both and the estimate of using the data from only are estimated using the

Horvitz-Thompson estimator and so the covariance and its estimator are of the form given

in equations 5.21 and 5.22. The inclusion probabilities 7rjX\ 7tj^ and the probability
that unit i is included in and unit j is included in s^\ are

(l) n (2) n i
ni ~N nji ~ n

=Pr(j £ s^\i&j £ s^)Pr(ikj £ s^)
"1 "("-!) _ "l(n-l) • / •

n N(N-1) ~ N(N-l) 1 r J
ni n ni
n N ~ N I = J

and so the covariance and its estimator are

cov(f^\f^) =
N-n

n EW-jr^EEW
u u uu u

GOV
nn i E^2)-^tEE«2)

s(D s(2)*1
i¥=j

(5.27)

(5.28)

When the whole sample is retained from one survey to another so that = s® and

711 = n, then these equations are equivalent to equations 5.23 and 5.24.
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5.3 Estimating S^1,2)

To obtain cov(f^\f^), we also require the term cov(t^\f^2')

cov(f^\f®) =Et (i)
2 IS1 EE1

(i) „<2>Vi
_.(!) _.(2) _(1)

,<D J2) TTi T,>(l)Kjc

£7«a(i) e42>I4">
\ A

_(

„(!)

(1) £7.(1

=£,s(l)
„(1) J2)

Y" \" Mi zi
(1) (1)

,<i> (1)
i

- £7.0)

(i)

E

E42)i*r E
2/
(2)

42>

E
in

S1

s(D E-
(2)

(1)
si1'

=EE -E ».W)E
1/ £/ ^^ U u

(1) ,.(2)
EEK'-'fM1')——
£/ £/

(5.29)

which is the same form as equation 5.11. An unbiased estimator is obtained by changing
.(2)the summation to be for the units in s) only and dividing by the joint inclusion probabil¬

ities 7Tf2l irj}\ This is

of equation 5.11, so that

ities 7rj^ ^ n^\ This is the same procedure as was used to obtain an unbiased estimator
1 |s ^

cov

( (!) _ 7r(l)_(l)'i (1) (2)
(fo.ff)=-EE '% ' J ~~

42)42) %■),,.( !)■•«
(i) (i) (i)nl' w\ >7r)c>

(5.30)

and hence

COv(f^\ T2^) = — E^Vf-jdrjEE^V
u u u

(

COv{f^\ T^) = — —
711 E«2)--ltEE«2

,(2) (2) (2)51 al S1

\ /

(5.31)

(5.32)

(2)
These are the same form as equations 5.17 and 5.18 except that y\ is replaced with

y^\ This covariance, cov(t^\ is equivalent to the negative sample covariance of
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

y\lS> and y7-2'. We note as we did for the estimator cov(fj \ fjj ) that the estimator for
cov(td), t^) does not use any data from so that we would expect the covariance to

(2)
be poorly estimated when Sj ' is small.

We have given the explicit form of the covariance for the case when t' — 1 and t — 2.

For other values of t! and t, the covariance is more difficult to derive, particularly when

neither t' nor t is equal to 1. As for t = 2,..., the covariance cov(f^\f^) and
its estimator are as given in equation 5.27 and 5.28. Calculation of the other covariances

is more complex. In fact rather than estimate all four covariance terms, given in equation

5.25, we use a similar strategy to that of Holmes and Skinner (2000) in that only the units

from the matched sample are used to estimate the covariance. That is we approximate

the covariance so that

cov(t^ \t^) wu/4 ^cov(fyt \t^) (5.33)

This is reasonable because most of the covariance is due to the matched units and we note

that further work to obtain the full set of covariance terms is required.

5.3.1 Estimating <jd>2) when and are selected using srswor.

In general the standard rotating panel designs used for estimation of and select

all sub-samples using srswor. For two surveys, these designs are equivalent to our sampling

design when is selected using srswor rather than irpfi^. For these designs, it is possible

to calculate unconditional inclusion probabilities and so can be estimated using the

Horvitz-Thompson estimator and for the difference S^'^, the covariance cov(t^'\ fW) can
be calculated using equation 5.21. This requires the joint inclusion probability

7rjj =Pr(j G s^\i&cj G ^)Pr(i$zj G s^ ')
+ Pr(j G s^|i G \j G ^)Pr(ikj G s^ ))
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5.4 Simulation

When t' = 1 and t = 2

it.
(1,2)
t?

N(N-1)

™i
N i= j

so that the covariance and its estimator are

cov f(2)) =nWV-n? E»!V-^EE
u u u

(1) (2)y\ y)

cSv(t>'Kt'2>)=w<"^7"2)nin^
«i .(2) ,(2)'lc 2

Again when = s^\ these are of the form of equations 5.23 and 5.24.

5.4 Simulation

The following sampling design is implemented on population A.

(5.34)

(5.35)

1. Select a sample, s^1), of n — 50 units using srswor.

2. Predict p\(i)

3. Select Sj ' of n\ units from using srswor where n\ — 50,38,25,12,0

4. Select °f n2 = n — ni units from Sc1' using Trpp^.

We expect a strategy in which part of the sample is retained from one survey to another

to be more effective when cor(y^\yf*) is high. For population A, cor{y^\ y^) = 0.28,
so we also implement the sampling design on population B described in Appendix B.3.1

for which cor(y^\y^) — 0.71. The same and hence p,^ as were obtained in the
(2)

simulation in section 4.4 are used for both populations as it is the the y\ that vary
between the two populations.
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Table 5.1: Mean (s.d.) for various parameters and estimators obtained from 1000 simulations

using the sampling strategy combfi^(:^-)(s(-1\si1^) where a sample Sj2^ of ni units is selected
from using srswor and a sample s^2' of n2 units from Sc1^ usingnt® = 2546 and covs

is the empirical estimate of the covariance cov{f^\f^) = —3804 using the 1000 estimates of f'1'
and f . The estimate r'2' is calculated to be u + (1 - ^)^2)

na
n

f(2) y/var( f(2)) f(2) f(2)2 cov covs U)

0.00

0.26

0.50

0.74

1.00

2557 (264)
2551 (249)
2597 (242)
2626 (239)
2547 (240)

267 (35)
249 (35)
242 (34)
239 (34)
238 (37)

2557(264)
2561 (308)
2556 (387)
2595 (561)

2653 (530)
2686 (355)
2683 (288)
2547 (240)

-3816 (1168)
-3804 (1505)
-3906 (2224)

-2383

-3967

-5711

1.00 (0.00)
0.68 (0.12)
0.45 (0.12)
0.23 (0.11)

0.00 (0.00)

5.4.1 Estimation of r^

Equation 5.3 is used to estimate r^2' where t[2^ is estimated using the Horvitz-Thompson
✓2)

estimator, and equation 5.8 to estimate . Table 5.1 summarises these results for pop-
^ (2)

ulation A. The estimates f, are unbiased and become more variable as 22 increases, ast n 7

(2)
they are calculated using a smaller sample. Similarly the estimates are unbiased and

become less variable as increases as they are calculated using a larger sample. We
(2) (2)

only give the empirical estimates of the standard error of fj and in table 5.1 but the
analytic values are similar: 372 (56), 459 (87) and 659 (184) for yuar(fj2'); 612 (204),
435 (112) and 349 (69) for \Jvar(f^). When qf = 0, all of is retained in survey 2.
When yf = 1, none of s^ is retained and s^ is selected using

(2)
The covariance cou(f1 , ) does not vary with ^ as it is a function of N, see equation

.... (2) (2)
5.17. As ^ increases the variability in the estimate of cov(f1 , t.) ) increases, because a

smaller sample is used for its estimation. This variability may not be too important as

(2) (2)the estimated correlation between fj ' and f2 is approximately 0.03 for all three values
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5.4 Simulation

of Over these 1000 simulations, the empirical estimate of the covariance, estimated
/s(2) (2)

using the 1000 values of f| , is different from the analytic estimate of covariance.
Further inspection of these values indicates that the covariance of the simulated totals is

extremely variable. This is due to both the variability in the (i^\ which are used to select
the s^, and the variability in the s^\ which occurs even when /ij1^ remains fixed across

simulations. A much greater number of simulations would be needed before the empirical

estimate of the covariance more closely matched the true covariance because of the high

variability between samples.

The value of lo is determined using the estimates var(f^), vcvr^f^) and cov(t[2\ t^) in
(2)

equation 5.5. As ^ increases, lo decreases as greater weight is given to . If we select
42) using srswor, i.e. if is constant, the average value of lo is close to From a set of

(2)1000 such simulations, in which is selected using srswor, we obtained mean values for

lo of 0.72, 0.50 and 0.27 for ^ taking the values 0.74,0.50 and 0.26 respectively. We would
(2) (2)

expect this as when both Sj and S2 are selected using srswor the relative precision of
the two estimators depends only on &■. When is selected using npfi^, the average

value of lo is less than values of 0.68, 0.45 and 0.2 respectively, because the precision
(2) (2)of 72 is greater than would be obtained if si, was selected using srswor.

The estimates of f^ are unbiased. It appears from the results of the simulation that

under the combined sampling strategy increases with This is a feature of this

particular set of samples and does not seem to be the case in general. Again by increasing

the number of simulations we would expect this effect to disappear.

In the previous chapter we required a sampling strategy that was robust to model mis-

specification. This was investigated by looking at the model-averaged design variance

when fn = i4 for varying b. Using the two-phase sampling estimators, it is not possible
to calculate the model-averaged design variance as the variance, equation 5.4, cannot be

expressed explicitly. Instead we calculate var(f^) for a sample where is selected

using npfi^ using the same [it as section 4.3.1. For a fixed s^1', we repeat the process

of selecting and estimating the variance 1000 times. Figure 5.1 gives the mean value
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Figure 5.1: Effect of model mis-specification on vaf(f^) for varying b and ri2 using strategy:

(a) combpb(^-)(U, s^) where is selected from U using srswor and is selected from sj2'
using irppb; (b) combpb{rl^){s^l\ s'1^) where is selected from using srswor and is
selected from using npjj,b
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5.4 Simulation

of for b = —0.5,0,..., 2.5 and ^ = 0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1. For comparison figure 5.1(a)
(2)shows the results from using the sampling design of the previous chapter in which ,sj is

selected from U as described in detail in section 4.3. Under either scheme, the minimum

value of uar(f(2l) is obtained using the fully npfi^ sample design when 6=1. When

Sj2) is selected from the minimum value of var(f^) occurs when 6=1 for all n2 and

var(f(2)) increases as a greater proportion of the sample is selected using srswor, i.e. as

n2 decreases. As 6 moves away from one, var(f^) increases most rapidly when ^ = 1,
the fully Trp/;/1 'design, and the rate of increase decreases as n2 decreases. For all values of

ri2 the effect of changing 6 is roughly symmetric about 6=1. The sampling design srswor

is better than the combined sampling design when 6 is less than zero and greater than

approximately two.

The effect of model mis-specification on the precision of t^ is different under the two
(2)

sampling strategies. When s) is selected from U,

t™ =Nru,£ £ m
s(2) riiTup, + Nn2[i\

and the effect of model mis-specification is reduced for all units in s^2K When is

selected from rather than from U and w =

f(2) =*L yv(2) + y±l_
n

m n(N-n) ^ A(2)
S1 s2

and Tr^\ estimated using the units in s^\ behaves as a fully 7rp/A' 'estimate of r^2\ so

that the complete effect of model mis-specification is applied to these n.2 units. The effect

of this is that the most precise estimates of r'2' are obtained by implementing a fully

7rpp,^ design, rather than a design in which part of the sample is selected using srswor.

By retaining units from one survey to another the precision of our estimate of r'2' is less

than if none of the sample was retained from the previous survey when 6 > 1.
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Table 5.2: Mean (s.d) of coh(fB), f^2') for k = 1,2 for populations A and B over 1000 simulations
using strategy com6/i'1'(2^-)(s'1\ si1') where Sj2' is selected using srswor from s^1) and s^2' is
selected using 7rp/}0). coh(fO), 7A2') is estimated using equation 5.28 for k = 1 and equation 5.32
for k = 2 and covs is the empirical estimate of the covariance ccw(fO), f^2')

cov{f^\ fj2')
A B

( (1) (2)\cor(y\ \y\') = 0.28 cor( II•»—.pi5* 0.71

nz
n

cov covs cov covs

1.00 14,269 ( 9,298) 12,845 44,519 (12,824) 41,419

0.26 14,349 (12,846) 14,360 45,114 (17,307) 42,822

0.50 14,888 (18,135) 12,818 45,419 (24,507) 43,088

0.74 15,522 (30,627) 20,285 45,910 (40,366) 49,667

cov 14,734 44,417

COV(T^\ 12^)
0.26 -1,079 (1,366) -2079 -2,921 (1,799) -4,389

0.50 -1,027 (937) 2162 -2,875 (1,236) -1,841

0.74 -1,081 (752) 786 -2,905 (991) -2,257

cov -775 -2,338

5.4.2 Estimation of cov (f (D>f(2))

Table 5.2 shows the mean estimated covariances cov(f^l\ t}2') and cov(t^\ t^) using

equations 5.28 and 5.32 respectively for populations A and B. As cor(y^\ y^) is greater
for population B than population A, the covariances for population B are greater than for

population A. The covariances that are estimated are functions of n and N and so remain

fixed for all ni. It is the weight tu < ^ that determines the final covariance, see table 5.3.
As ni decreases, so the precision of the estimates decreases because the data in are

not used. When ^ is large, the empirical estimate of the covariances do not match that
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5.4 Simulation

Table 5.3 : cov(f^\f^) and mean (s.d) of cov(f^\f^) over 1000 simulations for populations A
and B using strategy combfi^s^) where sj2' is selected using srsuior from and sP
is selected using Trpfi^. cov is calculated using equation 5.26 and covs is the empirical estimate
of the covariance.

A B

cor(yP,yP) - 0.28 cor{yp\yP) = 0.71
712
n

cov cov COVs cov cov COVs

1.00 14,734 14,269 (9,298) 12,845 44,417 44,519 (12,834) 41,419

0.26 9,771 9,074 (8,393) 8,453 29,923 29,464 (11,226) 29,458

0.50 6,204 5,492 (7,573) 7,549 19,637 18,330 ( 9,813) 18,898

0.74 2,792 1,841 (6,194) 6,361 9,351 6,617 ( 7,220) 13,987

closely with the true covariance. However the empirical estimates of covariance can vary
(2)

greatly and this is due to the variability in . More importantly the analytic estimates

of covarianceare not very precise when ^ is high. This is because they are estimated using
(2)the data in Sj only.

5.4.3 Estimation of

We wish to compare the results of this new sampling design, combfi^ s^), in
which is selected from and sip is selected using npfi^ with the combined sampling
design combjl^{^){U, s^) in which is selected from U and sP is selected using
itpfS^, and with the strategy in which both sP and sp are selected using srswor from

and respectively, combl(!^-)(s^1\ s£^). Table 5.4 gives the mean value of d^1'2)
over 1,000 simulations for each of these three strategies for both populations A and B.

These estimates are unbiased.

The means (s.d) of the estimated variances, var(<W'2)), are given in table 5.5 for popula¬
tions A and B. The most precise estimates of <5(1,2) are obtained when Sj2' is selected from
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

Table 5.4: Mean (s.d) of = 996 for populations A and B over 1000 simulations where s^1' is
selected using srswor and is selected using (a) rotating panel design so that Sj2' and s^ are

selected using srswor from s^1) and s'1' respectively (b) is selected from s^1) using srswor and
is selected from using npfi^ (c) Sj2' is selected from U using srswor and s^ is selected

from Sj2' using 7rp/fB).

A B

42) C s( i) s(12) C U s(2)si C Co '"""to in

m
n (a) srswor (b) 7Tpfl^ (c) 7Tpfl^ (a) srswor (b) irpp^ (c) irpfS1^

0.00 996 (279) 996 (279) 979 (329) 1080 (228) 1080 (228) 1076 (375)
0.26 991 (289) 991 (290) 982 (311) 1077 (274) 1055 (296) 1080 (351)
0.50 992 (308) 1036 (294) 976 (307) 1083 (315) 1098 (325) 1060 (345)
0.74 1005 (307) 1065 (303) 1001 (290) 1079 (344) 1116 (346) 1079 (361)
1.00 979 (329) 987 (303) 987 (303) 1076 (375) 1084 (355) 1084 (355)

sand 42) is selected using npfS^. When Sj2' C s^1', the precision of <j(1,2) decreases as

ri2 increases because the covariance cov{t^1\t^) decreases as a smaller proportion of
is retained in survey 2. In comparison, when none of the sample is retained from s^1), the
precision of increases with increasing n2. Under population A, where cor(y\ , yj2^) is
low, the increase in the precision of £(1,2) from retaining part of s'1' but selecting s!,2' using
srswor, is less than the increase in precision from not retaining any of s'1-* but selecting

Sg using 7Tpp^ ■ This is because cov(t^1\t^) is small and the precision of f^ remains
/o\ /nl

constant with increasing ^ when si, is selected using srswor, but decreases when S2 's

selected using npfi^. Under population B, when cor(y^\ y^) = 0.71, the increase in the
precision of <T1,2) from retaining part of under a fully srswor design is greater than

the increase in precision from selecting sjj2' using 7rpfi^\ as cov(f^\f^) is large. For
this population, the standard rotating panel design gives a more precise estimate of i5(1,2)
than a sampling design in which s^ does not retain any units from s^1). The sampling

design developed in this chapter combines both the benefits of retaining the sample and
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5.5 Discussion

Table 5.5: Mean (s.d) of ^var(5^'2i) from 1000 simulations where sO) is selected using srswor
and s'2' is selected using (a) rotating panel design so that s^2' and sj2' are selected using srswor

from and si1' respectively (b) sf2' is selected using srswor from s'1' and s^2' is selected from
si1' using 7rp/}0) (c) s^2' is selected from U using srswor and sij2' is selected from s^2' using irpfi^.

112.
n

A

cor(yf\yf')) = 0.28

s(j2) C sf1) sf C U
srswor wpfi^ tt

B

cor{y^\yP) = 0.71)

sf C sW sf C U
srswor npfi^ npfi

0.00 283 (33) 283 (33) 331 (33) 230 (31) 230 (31) 375 (40)
0.26 293 (40) 284 (35) 314 (26) 270 (44) 265 (34) 362 (35)
0.50 306 (40) 291 (34) 305 (25) 312 (48) 303 (37) 354 (33)
0.74 321 (38) 301 (34) 303 (25) 351 (44) 335 (39) 354 (37)
1.00 331 (33) 306 (32) 306 (32) 375 (40) 358 (45) 358 (45)

the benefits of selecting s^ using npfi^ and in these simulations does better than either
of the two competing strategies, even though it is less robust to model mis-specification

than the other two strategies.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have extended the sampling design of Chapter 4, so that part of the

sample in survey t is selected from survey t — 1 using srswor and the rest is selected

using 7rp/z^-1^ from s'/-1'. This strategy gives more precise estimates of (5'1'2' than our

previous sample design in which none of the sample is retained from the previous survey.

In addition it gives more precise estimates of both r^2' and than a design-based

estimate of a standard rotating panel design, selected using srswor. As ^ increases, the
precision of S^1'2) decreases and the precision of t'2' increases.
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

The two-phase sampling strategy in which units are retained from the previous survey

behaves differently with respect to model mis-specification than a strategy in which none

of the sample is retained. When 0 < b < 2 and units are retained from the previous survey

a fully irpfi^ strategy gives the most precise estimates of and the precision of f®
decreases as ^ decreases. When units are not retained and b is greater than one a fully
npfi^ strategy gives less precise estimates of r'2) than a combined sampling strategy in

which 0 < < 1.
n

(2)The sampling scheme from Chapter 4 in which Sj ' is selected from U is also a two-

phase sampling scheme. Rather than estimating by approximating the unconditional
(2)inclusion probabilities, tt\ , an alternative estimator would be to use a form of two-phase

estimator described here. We would, because of the effect of model mis-specification,

expect the precision of the estimates to be poorer using these estimators than using the

approximation.

In this chapter it was necessary to use a two-phase sampling estimator to estimate t1-2'1 and
(jf1-2) because the probability that unit i £ s^ is conditionally dependent on s^1', 7

and Given the probability that i £ also depends on the units in the sample

Sc1}- This has led to a relatively complex estimator ofvar(r^) as it requires the estimation
of a covariance term. If the variability in is small the approximation irf* = + 7t-^
as used in the previous chapter could be appropriate. However as illustrated in figure

4.7 the model mis-specification varied from b = 0 to 6 = 2 over our 1000 samples of s^1'.
This suggests that /tj1^ varies considerably, and so in this case we require the two-phase
estimators suggested in this chapter.

If the monitoring programme continues for many surveys, we might under some conditions

assume that will not vary with the choice of For example if we assume that

Mi = rtMi°^ we may use the data from all surveys 1,..., t to estimate fifK Each survey will
only contribute a small amount to the estimate of jlf\ When t is large, we might assume
that the same p'p could be obtained given any particular set of samples s^1),..., If
this is the case, the approximation for the unconditional inclusion probability 7r|^ can
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5.5 Discussion

be used and estimated using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. Estimation of the

covariance cov(\ f^) would be more difficult as it uses equation 5.28 and the inclusion
(t t')

probability 7rb' must be specified. A common solution is that of Holmes and Skinner

(2000) in which the covariance is estimated using the and y^'2> for i E .s'/' f)
The recent development of Berger (2003a) which uses all of the data in and s'2' may
be an alternative solution.

None of the estimators of covariance use the data in sAs a greater proportion of the

sample is allocated to sthe precision of the covariance will decrease. The c.v. of the

estimated covariance cov(fi-1\ f(2') may seem low (3%-6%) but it is ten times the c.v. of
the estimated variance when ^ = 0.74. The covariance will also decrease in size as 22n n

increases but is still large enough to influence the precision of <W'2)_ For example under

population B when 22 — 0.74 the correlation cor(if is approximately 0.16. The
mean estimate of the correlation, using cov(f^\ f®), is 0.11 so that the precision of 8^''^
will be underestimated. It is not clear whether the use of to estimate the covariance

will increase the precision of the covariance because of the high variability in the s^ \ as

shown by the empirical estimates of covariance when ^ is high. In Chapter 8 we propose

a bootstrap estimator that incorporates all of the sample data in the estimation of the

covariance.

We have compared our new sampling strategies with the standard rotating panel designs

when f(2) and <W'2) are design-based estimators. In practice design-based estimation of

<5(b2) or r*2) under a rotating panel design will use a model-assisted estimator rather

than the design-based estimators proposed here. As demonstrated in Chapter 4 we might

expect model-assisted estimators to be more precise than fully design-based estimators

when both samples are selected using srswor. In addition they may do better than our

combined sampling strategies in which a design-based estimator is employed. The standard

model-assisted estimator assumes a regression model of the form

(2) , (1)y\ =a0 + Oiiy\
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5. Sampling for trend estimation

The populations that we use are of the form

r/2) ~Po{r2pf])

and so we would wish our model to be

(2) (1)y\ =ry-

These models only work across surveys and do not use auxiliary information within a

survey to improve estimation, neither do they take the form of the superpopulation model

into account.

In the previous chapter, the model-assisted estimators we used (Breidt and Opsomer,

2000) did take the form of the superpopulation model into account. In addition they used

auxiliary variables to improve the estimation. These strategies only worked efficiently

when data from one survey were used. It would be of interest to try to incorporate

this auxiliary information in the model-assisted estimators through time. The modified

regression estimators of Fuller and Rao (2001) may be a first attempt at this although

they do not use the correct model formulation as we require log(jl^) = 88

is possible using the methods of Breidt and Opsomer (2000).
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Chapter 6

Long-term monitoring strategies

Two combined sampling designs have been described that use a map of predicted abun¬

dance to determine the sample in the following survey. So far we have demonstrated how,

given an estimate of these designs can be used to select s(2K In addition we have

shown how varying the proportion selected using affects the precision of and

hi1'2) when these are estimated using appropriate design-based estimators. The aim of

this thesis was to develop sampling strategies that could be used within a long-term mon¬

itoring programme. In this chapter we look at how the combined sampling strategies we

have developed can be implemented within a monitoring programme. We demonstrate the

methods using population P, first described in chapter 2 and illustrated in figures 2.1,2.2

and 2.3. Further details are given in Appendix B, section B.3.2. We assume that there are

the resources to take a sample of n = 81 units in each survey. Unlike the populations A

and B, on which the sampling designs were originally tested, the units in this population

have a spatial location. As described in chapter 3, a systematic sampling design is often

used when sampling over space. In section 6.1, we show how our two sampling designs can

be implemented when s')1) and are selected using sys rather than srswor. In particular

we demonstrate how we might retain part of the sample from s^1) to so that

is also a systematic sample. In the following section 6.2 we describe how our combined
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

sampling designs can be implemented within a long-term monitoring programme. The

three key issues that must be addressed for selecting our sample are: how we estimate

pp, section 6.3; whether part of the sample is to be retained from one survey to another,
section 6.4; and the proportion of the sample that is selected using npfi^ in survey t,

section 6.5. Section 6.6 implements a number of monitoring strategies on our population

over a period of T =10 surveys. Section 6.7 discusses the implications of the results from

the simulation for the design of monitoring programmes.

6.1 Use of a systematic sampling design in place of srswor.

When an area is to be surveyed, systematic sampling, which we denote sys, is commonly

used as it provides good coverage of the survey region compared with srswor. This is useful

when we wish to estimate pp for i G U. As stated in section 3.5, and shown by Matern

(1986), sys will provide efficient estimates of when there is spatial autocorrelation.

Care must be taken to ensure that the systematic sample is not aligned with any periodic

variation in yP over the survey region. Figure 6.1(a) illustrates an sys design of 9x9 units.
Section 3.5 discussed issues of variance estimation when sampling using sys. Here there

are only 16 possible samples but we assume that for variance estimation the samples are

selected using srswor. The first row in table 6.1 compares the results from 128 simulations

when is selected using srswor, or sys. Each of the 16 possible sys designs was replicated

8 times. After the first survey the selected sample will vary between the 8 replicates

with the same . We see that r^ is unbiased for both sampling designs, and that the

standard deviation is greater under srswor than under sys. Hence we tend to overestimate

the variance by assuming srswor when our sample has been selected using sys.

When we retain part of the sample from .s^1' to s^2\ we could select the units from the

sys sample, s^, at random. If we wish to retain some form of systematic coverage in

s^2\ then only certain units in the sample can be retained. Figures 6.1(b-d) illustrate,
in green, a set of systematic sampling designs in which 75%, 50% and 25% of units have
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6.1 Use of a systematic sampling design in place of srswor.
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Figure 6.1: Sample designs for s'2) where Sj2' of size ni is selected from s'1), a systematic sample,
and rii varies in size. The sub-sample sff of size «2 = n — n\ is selected using from si1'
where /r1' is predicted from s'1' (a) ri\ = 81, 112 = 0 (b) n\ = 61, n2 = 40 (c) n\ = 40, n2 = 41

(d) rii = 0, 712 = 81
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

Table 6.1: Summary of results for survey 2 of population P. s'1) is selected using sys or srswor

and Sj2' is selected using sys or srswor respectively from U and is selected using trpp,^ .

Results are mean (s.d) of 128 simulations.

(t)
sys srswor

n'
n

f(2> \/var(f (21) f(2) \/var(f(2))
0.00 2588 (202) 431 (75) 2572 (458) 403 (127)
0.25 2607 (255) 322 (45) 2507 (295) 297 ( 51)
0.50 2543 (248) 259 (33) 2547 (259) 262 ( 30)
0.75 2567 (237) 236 (27) 2535 (260) 232 ( 27)
1.00 2618 (275) 254 (51) 2589 (284) 251 ( 70)

been retained from s^1). The remaining units in the sample, shown in pink, have been

selected using The second, third and fourth rows of table 6.1 show the estimates

of and var(f^) when only a proportion of is selected using sys or srswor and
the remaining proportion selected using rrpfi^. These again indicate that if we estimate

var(r^) assuming that is selected using srswor we obtain an overestimate of var(f^)\
the empirical estimate of the standard error is less than than the analytic estimate. The

difference between the analytic and empirical estimates reduces as the proportion of the

sample selected using sys decreases.

6.2 Long-term monitoring strategies

In chapter 2 we stated that a common set of objectives for a wildlife monitoring programme

were:

1. Status: From one survey

(a) To estimate the population or sub-population total

(b) To describe the distribution of the species over the area of interest
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6.2 Long-term monitoring strategies

2. Trends: Prom a series of surveys through time:

(a) To describe long-term trends or changes in the population, or sub-population,

totals through time

(b) To describe the change in the distribution of the species over the area of interest

through time.

We have assumed in this thesis that the principle aims of the monitoring programme are to

estimate andSObj. 1(a) and 1(b), as efficiently as possible within a design-based
framework. We have also assumed that the population is motile and does not occur in

clusters. The choice of monitoring strategy we implement will depend on other beliefs we

have about the population, in particular how we think it changes through time.

Assuming for the moment that and are selected using srswor rather than sys, then

the basic monitoring strategy will be of the form:

1. Survey 1:

(a) Take a sample using srswor of n units from U

(b) Develop a model that uses the data in

(c) Predict p-2' using the model

2. Survey 2:

(a) Take a sample s'2', of which units are selected using srswor, from U or

and are selected using npfi^\ from or

(b) Develop a model <^2) using the data from s^2^, and possibly the data from

(c) Predict

3. Survey t >2:

(a) Take a sample s^\ of which nf* units are selected, using srswor, from U or

and n^ units are selected using ttfrom or ^
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

s(1) s(2) s(3)

Figure 6.2: Representation of a monitoring strategy through time

(b) Develop model that uses the data in and possibly the data from

, sW

(c) Predict jiff1^

We illustrate the simplest scenario in Figure 6.2. The sample .s'1) is selected from JJ. The

sample selected depends on the inclusion probabilities 7^ for i G U which we denote nff.
These inclusion probabilities and the observed data yff for i G which we denote yff,
are used to estimate f^. The sample data yff are used to construct the model from
which an estimate of yff for i G U, denoted jiff, can be obtained. Note that to construct
the model C^1), the auxiliary variables xff,..., xff are required, and to estimate jiff, the
auxiliary variables xff,... ,xff are needed. For simplicity, these are not included in the

(2)

diagram. The probability of including unit i in s^\ Trff, depends on 7ff~, the proportion
of the sample allocated to sff, and jiff. Given the inclusion probabilities, a sample
is selected and the observed data yff and the nff are used to estimate . To construct
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6.3 Issue 1: Estimating yp

the model only y@\ the data from s^2\ are used. These enable to be calculated
(3)which contribute to the inclusion probabilities TVy' and so on ...

We can easily expand this model so that is a function of the data obtained in surveys

t = 1,..., t — 1 as well as from survey t.

A more complex representation is required when part of sW is selected from In this

case 7r-^ is a function of ^ and 7T^ and depends on jlf 7r^ p,f 1\ Sj' ^
and 2*.

For a fixed n, and given that is selected using srswor or sys, the choices that need to

be made about the sample design at time t are:

1. Which data are used to obtain the model and what form does the model take?

2. Do we select from U or from Sj4' for some t' < tl

3. What are the relative sizes of and sp'?
These decisions can be made at the start of the monitoring programme and applied to all

surveys, or alternatively different decisions may be made for each survey as the relative

importance of the objectives change. The decisions made depend partly on the belief

about how the spatial distribution of species abundance changes over the survey region

through time.

6.3 Issue 1: Estimating

The aim of the modelling process is to draw inferences about the superpopulation model

so that an estimate of can be obtained for i € U. The main use of in

our work, is to determine the inclusion probabilities for survey t + 1, although interest

in fiP to present a map of the species distribution, Obj. 1(b), may also be important.
The estimate is a good estimate of nf+1\ where = o/if+1^, when b is close
to one. An estimate r^t+1' will be more precise, using our combined sampling designs,
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

when b is close to one. Both the construction of the model and the calculation of the

predictions are considered here.

Our general population model is such that E\Y^] = where

Q

log(fif]) = ^2 f^(x\f) + g(t)
j=o

where /-^ is a linear or smooth function of the jth auxiliary variable and g(t) is a function,

linear or smooth, of time. In section 2.3 we outlined some simple models that we might

assume to describe log(n^). These are given below, and the lack of superscript for /W
or xfj indicates that these components remain fixed through time:

1. Constant population;

log^P) = £
3=o

2. Increasing or decreasing population at the same rate over the whole survey region;

logigf) = £ fj(xij) + g(t)
3=0

3. Varying change in the population over the survey region due to habitat change;

log{git]) = £
j=o

4. Varying change in the population over the survey region due to changing relationship

between abundance and habitat;

= £ ffHxij)
3=0

These models are descriptions of how the population density changes over the survey

region through time. They do not describe population processes, such as birth and death,

rather they describe the variability in the species density in response to habitat. Models

1-3 assume that the functional relationship between species density and habitat remains

constant through time. The change in species density over time may not be constant

over the survey region because of habitat change in some areas, model 3. This does

not necessarily mean that relative species density over the survey region remains constant

through time. If there is habitat change over the survey region, the relative species density
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6.3 Issue 1: Estimating^

will change. Because the functional relationship remains constant through time, we can

use the data from surveys 1,..., t to construct the model and our knowledge about the

relationship between species density and habitat increases through time, as long as there is

data available about the changing habitat. Hence we would expect model mis-specification

to decrease and our estimate of to become more precise through time.

Under model 4, the relationship between habitat and species density changes with time.

This form of model is motivated by the effects of climate change on species as different

species will respond at different rates to climate change depending on their characteristics.

For example suppose that a motile species moves north as the climate becomes warmer.

The ecosystem on which the species lives changes at a slower rate, and so the species

moves north at a faster rate than the habitat and chooses sub-optimal habitat. Hence the

functional relationship between habitat and species density changes through time. In a

simple model, this may be expressed as

Q

lo9{PP) = ^P{j\xii)
j=o

where ^p is itself a stochastic process which must be modelled. For example, (lp may
depend on (3^_1\ Unlike models 1-3 in which data from all surveys can contribute to the
construction of data from past surveys will contribute less to the construction of

In the extreme case when the change in the relationship between habitat and abundance

is rapid, only the current survey t may be useful for constructing the model As we

learn less from previous surveys, we do not necessarily expect model mis-specification to

reduce through time.

(0
Unless = 0 part of s^' will be selected with unequal inclusion probabilities. In the

literature, there is much discussion about whether estimation of the parameters of the

superpopulation model, \ should incorporate information about the survey design. A

simple strategy for incorporating the sample design in the estimation process is to find

weighted estimates of the parameters, where the weights are the inclusion probabilities; see

section 4.5 when was estimated using a model-assisted approach. If was selected
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

using strs, then a variable identifying the stratum of each unit would be included as a

candidate variable when constructing although it may be removed if not significant.

We do not consider this issue here but note that it may require further investigation.

To calculate the inclusion probabilities pt+1\ we use the model C® to obtain an estimate
of Consider first the case when we assume that the relationship between habitat

and abundance remains constant from one survey to another. If our most current data on

habitat are from time t, or if we believe that habitat has remained unchanged from time

t to time t + 1, then pp and will both be adequate estimates of as they only

vary by a proportion, jp — rjif>\ the constant disappears when sampling 7rpjl^ as
U) «<«> A(t+1)

717 ' = n ' _/t) = n \(t+i)- If habitat has changed from survey t to survey t + 1, then
T.u Ai T.uAi'

we can estimate /r|t+1^ if data on the habitat at time t + 1 are available. Else we can only
estimate jiiip and accept that there will be some errors. If we assume model 4, in which
the relationship between habitat and abundance changes through time, then prediction of

will require the functions /jt+1^ to be specified. If this is not possible, then the best
estimate of may be pp.

6.4 Issue 2: Is selected from U or s^?

We retain units from survey t' to survey t because we wish to obtain a precise estimate of

and we believe that the units yf' and yP are correlated. If estimation of trend is
not of great importance, then the extra complexity, both in the effort to relocate samples

and in the estimation process, may indicate that this is not appropriate.

The retention of units can only be considered if it is possible to relocate units from one

survey to another. As Global Positioning Systems (GPS) technology has become cheaper

and more precise, point relocation becomes more practical, except in very dense habitats

where GPS does not work well. In some cases it may be possible to leave a permanent

marker which, once found, clearly indicates the location of the sampling unit. The precision

with which the sampling unit must be relocated depends on the relative scale of the
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6.4 Issue 2: Is selected from U or s[f ^ ?

sampling unit and the habitat characteristics that lead to high species density. For example

the Bojers skink Cryptoblephaus boutonii, found on Round Island, is generally found in

shade, such as under rocks or in and by shearwater burrows. Sampling units will tend

to contain several such places and it is therefore important when returning in a future

survey that the sample unit has exactly the same features, if they are still present, as the

previous survey, so these units must be very carefully relocated, to the nearest centimetre

say. When the size of the sampling unit is small compared to the habitat characteristics

that determine species density, relocation does not need to be as accurate. For example if

monitoring forest elephants, see Chapter 7, the accuracy of the relocation can be within

metres rather than centimetres. Although it is clearly important to locate all sampling

units as accurately as possible, whether units are retained from the previous survey or

not, the precision of locating new samples (as distinct from revisiting sample locations) is

not so important as long as there is no systematic bias in their location, because the issue

of correlation between surveys does not arise.

In this thesis we have assumed that the cost, in terms of time and money, required to

sample a unit that is retained from one survey to another is the same as the cost of

selecting a new sampling unit. If the costs are different, because it costs time and effort

to set up a permanent marker or because new transects have to be cut if an entirely new

sample is taken, then this may become an additional consideration as to whether units

are retained from one survey to another. If it costs more to retain units rather than select
new units, the question arises of whether the increase in precision is considered worth the

additional cost.

The reduction in the variance of <W 'b that occurs when units are retained from one

survey to another, occurs because the units are assumed to retain the same characteristics

from one survey to another so that yf ' and are correlated. If there is drift in the
distribution of the species over the survey region, because of habitat or climate change

as described by models 3 or 4 above, then the correlation cor(yf \ yf*) may not be high
and so the advantage of sample retention is reduced. We note that retention of the units,
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

particularly when selected using sys so that there is coverage of the survey region, will

enable descriptions of how the species is changing over the survey region, Obj. 2(b).

(t)
6.5 Issue 3: How do we determine the proportion ^-?

n(t)
The proportion -j*- depends on the relative importance of the objectives, in particular the
precision of and 5^ 'O, our beliefs about how the population is changing through time,

and how well pf- estimates fif\
If trend estimation is of highest importance and it is possible to retain units from one

survey to another, then decreasing will increase the precision of S^1''l\ especially when

cor{yf\yfS>) is high. If the relative species density changes through time, model 3 or

model 4, then the correlation will be lower and some of the advantage of retaining units
n{t)

will be reduced. If remains low and the original units are selected using sys, the change

in the distribution over the survey region can be observed.

Suppose the estimate of r® is also of interest. When the model is well specified so

that pf^ = a^pb and b is close to one, more precise estimates of rW can be obtained
n(t)

by setting to be close to one. Figure 6.3 is a repeat of figure 5.1 that demonstrates

how the precision of fW changes with b. If the model is poorly specified, b is not
(i)

close to one, then setting close to zero may give more precise estimates of This

is slightly complicated however when units are not retained from one survey to another
it)

and if 0 < b < 1. The most precise estimates are then obtained with = 1. In practice
n(0

the value b cannot be determined and so we cannot determine the optimal We might

expect our model to improve through time, especially if the model is of type 1-3, in
„<«>

which case a strategy where increases through time would be appropriate.

(t)
The choice of can also contribute to the precision of f(t+1\ Suppose that the model

is constructed using only the data from survey t. We discussed in section 3.5 how we

expect our model to be better specified if the data used to construct provide good
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(«)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Effect of model mis-specification on \/var(f(-'2'>) for varying b and ri2 using strategy:

(a) combpb(^-)(U, s[2') where is selected from U using srswor and s^ is selected from Sj2'
using 7Tpfib\ (b) combph,«£*') where Sj2) is selected from using srswor and is
selected from using -npjlb
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coverage of the X-space. If is close to or equal to one then most of will be selected

using 7Tpft^\ Hence most of the units selected will have large values of p,f\ As fxf* is
a function of the auxiliary variables, then in the extreme case when only large values of

jip have been selected, the auxiliary variables for the units in the sample sW will take

only a small range of values. Hence the model will be constructed using data from

only a small part of the X-space, which is likely to lead to a poor model. In addition for

many i € U, the prediction will be an extrapolation from and so we do not
n(t)

expect the model to be well specified; b will not be close to one. So setting high can

lead to poor model specification of and hence the precision of wiH be poor
n(«+o n(0

(unless — is decreased to close to zero). If is low, then we would expect greater

coverage of the X-space, especially if is selected using sys, and we would expect model

mis-specification to be low, with b close to one. Hence in scenarios where we assume that

there is rapid change in the relationship between habitat and species density, there is a

n(0
trade-off between high precision at time t obtained by setting close to one, and high

n(f)
precision at time t+ 1, obtained by setting to be close to zero.

A good model is more likely to be obtained when we have good coverage of the X-space.

If Q1' is constructed using data from several surveys, that is we assume a constant re¬

lationship between habitat and abundance, then by taking a combined sample in which
n(t)

< 1, we would expect our model to improve through time as coverage of the X-space
nM

will increase. With an improved model, we could increase through time to lead to

greater improvements in the precision of rW. Hence when the relationship between habi¬

tat and species density remains constant, there is not the same trade-off between choosing
(<)

whether the precision of fiW or should dominate the selection of

When both r® and 5^'^ are of importance, there is some conflict. Suppose that we

assume a constant relationship between habitat and abundance so that can use data

from all past surveys. If we wish to be precise, we would retain units from one survey

to another. If is to be precise, we would want to take a new sample in each survey so

that we obtain more information about the relationship between habitat and abundance;
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[if is better specified and so fW is more precisely estimated. The combined sampling

design will enable both retention of old units and selection of new units. One difficulty is

that new units are most likely to be in areas of high abundance, as sf' is selected with

7rppf^ and so there will be greater updating and information about units with high [if*
than for the units selected using sys that give good coverage of the survey region.

6.6 Simulation

Using population P, in which T the expected number of individuals in the population at

time t, has a Poisson distribution with mean A, three different monitoring programmes

were considered for a period of T = 10 surveys. Sample 1, was selected using sys

and for each of the 16 possible sys samples, 8 simulations were run, so that in total 128

simulations were run for each possible monitoring strategy.

The differences between the three monitoring strategies correspond to the number of sur¬

veys used to construct the model and whether was selected from U or so that

the three strategies are:

Str. 1. Select sf from U and sf from sf and construct using the data from only;

Str. 2. Select sf from U and sf from sf and construct^ using data from s^1),..., s^;
Str. 3. Select from and sf from and construct using data from ...,

In each case sf was selected using 7rp[if ^ where pf ^ is predicted from model
This model was selected by initially fitting a GLM with all the auxiliary variables. Al¬

though we know that /if does not change through time we included time as a candidate
variable in the construction of models under strategies 2 and 3. When t < 4 the variable

was included as a factor and when t > 4 it was included as a continuous variable. The final

model was selected using the automated step-wise procedure in R, where model selection

is based on minimum AIC.
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For each of these monitoring strategies, the proportion was fixed from survey 2 on-
n(t)

wards. The monitoring strategy was repeated for = 0,0.25,0.5,0.75 and 1 using the

survey designs shown in figure 6.1. The estimates of for t = 1,..., 10 and jf1'10)
were calculated using the appropriate estimators, as described in Chapters 4 and 5. For

strategy 3 when t > 2 the covariance cov(f^\f^) is estimated using equation 5.33.

The first monitoring strategy represents the extreme case when there is believed to be rapid

change in the relationship between habitat and species density so that is constructed

using the data from only. Figure 6.4 gives a summary of fW over the 128 simulations for
n(t)

all 10 surveys for each of the five values of Figure 6.4(b) is a summary of the estimated
(t>

variance, var(f^). These results indicate that when = 1, that is is selected using

7rpfif ^ the variability of the estimates increases through time. This is because of model

mis-specification. Figure 6.5 shows the mean values of model mis-specification for each
n(t) n(t)

survey under varying When is high, only a small part of the X-space can be

used to construct the model and hence it is poorly specified. The reason for the high

variability in the b is that, once the model starts being misspecified, the wrong part of the

survey region is sampled in the following survey, and hence the mis-specification increases.
„<«>

Note that as soon as is not equal to one, model mis-specification reduces because

there is at least some coverage of the X-space. The effect of model mis-specification on

the estimates is considerably less because the combined sampling designs are relatively
n(0

robust to model mis-specification. When -j*- = 1 the estimates are biased because the
distribution of the fW has positive skew. The median and interquartile ranges for these

estimates are also given.

The estimates of var(f^) are lowest when = 0.5 or = 0.75. Because is

selected using sys, the analytic estimate of var(fW) when = 0 overestimates var{fW),
as var(f^) has been estimated assuming was selected using srswor. In some cases,

n(0the empirical estimate of the standard error when = 0, shown by the size of the bars

on the estimate of is smaller than the empirical estimate for our combined sampling
n(" n(t)

strategies when -j*- > 0. This suggests that the strategy in which = 0 gives a more
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6 6 Simulation

Figure 6.4: Mean • (± s.d -)of (a) f(b) \/var(f(tl) for surveys t = 2,..., 10 over 128 simulations
using monitoring strategy 1. is selected from U using srswor and is selected from sfj using
npp-i ^ where is estimated using the data from '' only. When ^ = 1.00 the results
for t > 3 have positive skew. Dashed lines represent lower and upper quartile range and • is the
median
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Figure 6.5: Mean • (± s.d -)of b using where fi^ = agover 128 simulations using monitoring

strategy 1. s/ is selected from s''-1) and s^ is selected from Sj' ^ using irpfS1'where
is estimated using the data from only.
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precise estimate of fW than the combined sampling strategies in which > 0. Caution

must therefore be exercised if the srswor variances are used as these overestimate the true

variances and hence indicate that a strategy other than sys is optimal when this may

not be the case in practice. However this also suggests that the correct estimate of the

variance must be obtained if the sample is selected using sys for this to be observed in

practice.

When we assume a constant relationship between habitat and abundance through time,

we can employ the second monitoring strategy in which is constructed using all past

survey data. Figure 6.6 summarises the estimates of and war(f^) for t = 1

and the different values of Because we can learn from one survey to another, we see

that even the strategy in which = 1 it is possible to obtain precise estimates of
n(t) m

although the strategy in which = 0.75 gives the most precise estimates of t[ > as it is

most robust to model mis-specification.

We might expect an increase in the precision of fW through time if the model is initially

poorly specified, possibly because the population is sparse and so there is only a small

amount of information about the relationship between habitat and density. Then if p.f
improves through time, we would expect to see this reflected in the precision of fW.
However we note that there does not seem to be an obvious decrease in var(fW) over time

(2)
for any of the combined strategies. This is because on average jl\ is already a reasonably

(2)
good estimate of /r- ' and so there is little scope for improvement.

As the model seems reasonably well specified even after the first survey, the results for

the monitoring strategy in which only the data in are used to construct the model

£ may give a false indication of how well the combined sampling designs perform when
(0 nO

is high, but less than one. If data are sparse, then a sampling design in which is

relatively low may be a more cautious and successful strategy.

Figure 6.7 summarises the estimates of and \/var(fW) for t — 1 ,...,T and the

different values of using the third monitoring strategy, where is selected from
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

Figure 6.6: Mean • (± s.d -)of (a) (b) y/vur( f1') for surveys t = 2,.. . , 10 over 128 simulations
using monitoring strategy 2. s'/' is selected from U using srswor and is selected from Sj'' using
Trp/if-1' where is estimated using the data from a'1', .... s''"1'.
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Figure 6.7: Mean • (± s.d -)of (a) (b) ^/vaT(f^l) for surveys t = 2,... ,10 over 128 simulations
using monitoring strategy 3. is selected from Sj4 ^ using srswor and is selected from sx4
using wliere is estimated using the data from , s'4-1'.
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Sj4 Here we see a similar pattern to that of figure 6.6, when no units were retained from
as in both cases the model improves through time. As expected, from the behaviour

(t>
of the estimator under model mis-specification, the precision of r® when < 1 is less

n("
than when = 1.

n

Figure 6.8(a) gives the estimates of t^1,10) for these two monitoring strategies and figure

6.8(b) the estimate of var(8^1,10^). We see that the precision of 6^ is much greater when
a large proportion of the sample is retained from one survey to another. As the proportion

decreases so the difference in the precision of <5^''^, between strategies in which is

retained from and when it is not retained, decreases. Note that the precision of

depends on the correlation cor{yf\y^fl) and the precision of r® depends on the
correlation cor(£if\y^).

Finally in figure 6.9 we summarise the average number of individuals observed when

is selected from U using .sy.s and is selected from using itand is

estimated using the data from all previous surveys. Although not directly stated as an

aim of the monitoring programme, an additional motivation for these methods was to

increase the number of observations of individuals in the population. We see that as

increases so the number of individuals observed increases. Under the strategy in which
„«> „<*)
-j*- = 1 twice as many individuals are observed as when = 0. This is as we expect, as
explained in section 4.6 as the distribution of the is positively skewed.

6.7 Discussion

The aim of this chapter was to illustrate how the sampling designs we have proposed can

be implemented in a monitoring programme for a motile species. The three key issues

are which data are used to construct the model whether units are retained from one

n(«>
survey to another and the proportion

When only is of interest, and so is selected from U, we see that the application of
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Figure fi.S- Mean (± s.d ) of (a) (b) ^vurfo1'10)) over 128 simulations.
▲ Monitoring strategy 1, s[^ is selected from U using srswor and is selected from using

nppf^ where is estimated using the data from and A shows the median (quartile).
■ Monitoring strategy 2, s[^ is selected from U using srswor and s^' is selected from Sj'' using
npfiwhere fiis estimated using the data from s'1',..., a-(«1).
• Monitoring strategy 3, a'/' is selected from s[*"l> using srswor and is selected from Sj' ''
using npp,^) where p,[t'> is estimated using data from a'' , s'1'.
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the combined sampling strategy gives as precise results as sampling with itpfi^ when we

can learn through time about the species distribution. When we can only learn from the

last survey the combined sampling strategy does considerably better than sampling with

7rpfi^\ due to the robustness of the strategy to model mis-specification. In the population
we have used here, the relationship between habitat and abundance remains constant

through time and data from just one survey can give a good estimate £if\ that is one

in which model mis-specification is reasonably low. Then a combined sampling strategy
n(2) C91in which is high can be used in survey 2 to obtain precise estimates of t( When

the population is sparse we would not expect data from survey 1 to give a good estimate

of so that in survey 2 a more cautious approach would be required to avoid giving

imprecise estimates of r^2'. Similarly when data from only the last survey can be used
n(t)

to construct we would expect to use the more conservative designs of = 0.25

than when data from all surveys can be used to construct Therefore the less we

can learn about the species density over the survey region from previous surveys, the less

improvement we expect in the precision of This implies that when the data from
W

several surveys can be used to construct we might increase through time from

zero to one as our knowledge of the species density improves so that the precision of fW
can increase in precision.

<t)
When and <5(b10) are both of interest then the decision about depends on which

<t)
of these two parameters is of most importance. As increases so the precision of f^
increases and the precision of <j(1,10) decreases, when the y\' ^ and y-10^ are correlated. In

(t) /

particular we see that when > 0.5 the precision of 5^ ^ is not much different to if
Hsl _
n

Given the varying objectives of a monitoring programme, we would suggest that it is

possible to change the proportion and whether units are retained throughout the

monitoring programme to meet the most pressing objectives. In particular the purpose

of individual surveys can be determined with the whole monitoring programme in mind.

For example some surveys could be dedicated to obtaining an improved estimate of jlf\
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6.7 Discussion

so that an entirely new sample is selected using sys or srswor, or indeed an adaptation

of our design in which is selected using sys and s^ is selected using srswor. In some

other surveys, the objective may be to obtain precise estimates of f^ so that a combined
ra«)

sampling design with a high may be selected. Other surveys may retain all of the

units from the first survey so that a good estimate of can be obtained. This type

of strategy may be particularly desirable when the population is quite sparse. In this

case, data from several surveys may be required to obtain a reasonable estimate of

Similarly if the population is declining, as described in model 2, it would be important to

obtain as much information as possible about the spatial distribution of the species at the

start of the monitoring programme as over time

Further work is required to explore how different monitoring strategies could operate

for populations with different behaviours and for different objectives. We suggest that

our combined sampling designs provide a framework from which these more complicated

monitoring strategies can be developed.
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6. Long-term monitoring strategies

Figure 6.9: Mean (± s.d -) of f°r varying 2a. using monitoring strategy 2. s^' is selected
from U using srswor and s^ is selected from using irpfif ^ where fif is estimated using
the data from s(1),. .. , s1' n
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Chapter 7

A case study:

Monitoring forest elephants in

Central Africa

In this thesis we have applied our sampling strategies to simulated data. It is of interest

to see how the methods can be applied to a set of real data. Ideally we would like census

data from several surveys for a motile species. Alternatively the methods could be used

within a monitoring programme and the difficulties and results presented here. Neither of

these were possible, so instead we propose a sample design for a second survey, based on

data observed from a first survey. The case study selected was a motivating example for
the thesis.

Although the strategies developed in this thesis were based on plot sampling, in which

the probability of detection is one, there is no reason why the methods cannot be applied

to problems in which there is imperfect detectability; for example for surveys that use

distance sampling. This survey method is particularly appropriate for motile species.

The example given here is part of an international monitoring programme to monitor the
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illegal killing of elephants (MIKE). The background to this monitoring programme and

its objectives are given in section 7.1. The scale of the monitoring programme means

that much of the monitoring is carried out at a number of selected sites. One component

of the monitoring programme is to estimate the numbers of elephants at each site, so

that the change in elephant numbers through time can be estimated. The case study we

present here is based on a pilot study to estimate the number of forest elephants, Lox-

odonta africana cyclotis, in Odzala, a national park in Central Africa. As forest elephants

are elusive, population estimation is based on an estimate of dung density, obtained using

distance sampling. In section 7.2, we describe how the standard distance sampling esti¬

mator, in which it is assumed that all units are selected using srswor, can be extended

to incorporate our combined sampling designs in which units are selected using unequal

probability sampling. In section 7.3, the pilot study and its results are described and

a map of predicted abundance obtained. Using this map, we suggest a possible sample

scheme for the second survey in section 7.4.

7.1 Background

The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of wild fauna and flora

(CITES) is an international agreement between governments to regulate the international

trade in wildlife and wildlife products of endangered species. It works by allowing trade

of these species only under permit. The species protected by CITES are listed on one of

three Appendices, depending on the level of protection required. Species on Appendix I

are threatened with extinction and trade in specimens is only permitted in exceptional

circumstances. Species on Appendix II are not necessarily threatened with extinction, but

trade is controlled to ensure that harvesting is sustainable. Species on Appendix III are

those in which a country already controls trade in the species, but requires cooperation

from other countries. Some species may occur on more than one Appendix depending on

their status in different countries.
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7.1 Background

Information about the species is obtained from many sources. Although data are collected

to determine the listing of a particular species, the impact of decisions made by CITES

(at the biennial Conference of the Parties (CoP)) on the suspension or commencement

of trade of particular species has not, as yet, been assessed in a systematic or detailed

manner.

In 1990 all elephants (African, Loxodonta africana, and Asian, Elephus maximus) were

listed on Appendix I. At the 10th meeting of the Conference of the Parties to CITES

(CoPIO), resolution 10.10 was passed that allowed the commencement of trade in ivory

from Botswana, Zimbabwe and Namibia under tightly regulated controls. L. africana is

listed on Appendix II in these countries. This was, and is, a controversial decision and

so a condition of this resolution was that a monitoring system would be put in place

across Africa and Asia to facilitate decision-making regarding the the protected status of

all elephants.

At CoPll, South Africa was also added to the list of countries in which tightly controlled

legal trade was permitted. In addition, the monitoring system known as MIKE (Monitor¬

ing the Illegal Killing of Elephants) was given a broader range of objectives as quoted in

the revised version of Resolution 10.10:

(i) measuring and recording levels and trends, and changes in levels and trends of illegal

hunting and trade in ivory in elephant range States, and in trade entrepots;

(ii) assessing whether and to what extent observed trends are related to changes in the

listing of elephant populations in the CITES appendices and/or the resumption of

legal international trade in ivory;

(iii) establishing an information base to support the making of decisions on appropriate

management, protection and enforcement needs; and

(iv) building capacity in range States.

The decision was taken that these objectives should be met by a site-based system. A
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set of 60 sites was originally selected from the four regions of Africa (Eastern, Central,
Western and Southern) and from Asia (IUCN/SSC et al, 1999). Many of these sites are

protected national parks, although in many sites, part of the area outside the national

park is also to be monitored.

Many different sources of data are required to meet the objectives of the monitoring

programme. The key data requirements are; elephant population numbers; mortality rates,

both natural and due to illegal killing; measures of protection and law enforcement effort;

socio-economic and socio-political data such as civil strife and community involvement in

conservation. The data analysis strategy (Burn and Underwood, 2003) proposes a strategy

for analysis and integration of these different data sources to meet the MIKE objectives.

One component of the MIKE programme is a series of population surveys at each site;

these are Type II studies using our definition in Chapter 2. The objectives of these surveys

are to obtain estimates of population totals, and trend, r/i, through time. The case

study described in this chapter is based on a population survey at one site, Odzala (Congo)
in Central Africa, a forested site where the forest elephant is found. The first survey was

part of a pilot study (a Type I study) carried out by the Wildlife Conservation Society on

behalf of CITES to test and evaluate protocols for population surveys of forest elephants.

A description of the pilot study, results and conclusions are given in Beyers et al. (2001)

7.2 Estimating elephant density

Forest elephants are difficult to observe and the standard method of estimating forest

elephant abundance is to count elephant dung-piles so that the total number of elephants

in the population, r is estimated as

t =A—
0k

(7.1)

var{f) —A (7.2)
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7.2 Estimating elephant density

where D is the estimated density of dung-piles over the survey region, of area A, 9 is the

estimated mean time a dung-pile takes to decay, and re is the estimated daily production

of dung-piles by one animal. The parameters 9 and re are to be estimated from separate

studies. The current proposed method for estimating 9 is that of Laing et al. (2003). An
estimate re = 17 (Wing and Buss, 1970) is commonly used.

Distance sampling is used to obtain the estimate of D, as counting dung-piles in thick forest

can be difficult. Distance sampling requires transects to be cut on a compass bearing. The

observer walks along the transect and records any dung-piles observed. For the kth dung-

pile, the perpendicular distance from the centre of the dung-pile to the transect line, Uk,

is recorded. The aim is to detect all dung-piles that are close to and on the line and it

is expected that fewer dung-piles will be detected as the perpendicular distance from the

line increases.

The survey region is divided into N strips each of width 2w and length I. Using some

probability design, a sample s of n transects is selected so that nl is the probability that

the ith strip is included in the sample. The line transect runs down the centre of the strip.

We define yl to be the number of dung-piles observed in the ith transect.

Under the simplest scenario we assume that:

1. Each transect is selected using srswor;

2. The probability of detecting a dung-pile depends only on the distance from the

transect line;

3. All dung-piles on the line are detected and distances recorded accurately.

Using the standard distance sampling estimator, the density of dung-piles in the survey

region will be estimated as

D = ^sVi (7.3)
2wnlPa
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where 2wnl is the total area surveyed and Pa is the proportion of dung piles that is

detected within the survey strips. Pa is estimated using the observed distances Uk for

k = 1,... yi dung-piles. If g(u) is the probability that a dung-pile is detected at

distance u from the transect line, then

n So 9(u)du
* a —

W

so that

D =
EsVi

2nl Jq g(u)du

To estimate g(u), we define f(u), the probability density function of the Uk, as

f(,.\ g(")Jv^) rw /

Jo g(u)du

As perfect detection is assumed on the transect line, g(0) = 1 and

1
/(0)

fo d(u)du

so Pa is estimated by finding the p.d.f of the so that

1
Pa =

and D =

wf{0)
/(0) Vi

2nl

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

Further details of how to estimate /(0) are given in Buckland et al. (2001). An estimate

of the variance of D is

var(D) =D2. ^rjEsVi] Var
(Esgi)2

[m
(my j

(7.9)
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7.2 Estimating elephant density

Now suppose that transects are selected using an unequal probability design p{.) where

7Tj is the probability that the ith unit is included in the sample. If we assumed perfect

detection, we would estimate the density of dung-piles in the survey region to be the

estimated total number of dung-piles in the survey region, jk divided by the area of
the survey region, A = 2wNl so that

D =-
1

2wNl
Hi -

^ 7Ti 2wNl (7.10)

Note that when transects are selected using srswor this estimator is equivalent to equation

7.3 as we have assumed perfect detectability so that Pa = 1. An estimate of the variance

is

var(D) =D2. var(f)\
J (7.11)

where var(f) is an estimate of var(f) such as the Sen-Yates-Grundy variance estimator.

This represents the variability in the encounter rate, adjusted for the probability of select¬

ing the transect lines. With imperfect detection, when we assume that the probability of

detection is a function of distance from the line only,

/(OKD /(0) y- Vi_'

2m ^ tn 2Nl (7.12)

Note that when m — jr, this gives equation 7.8. The variance is estimated as

var(D) =D2.
var [E« f~\ var [/(°)

=D2.

K«) {my
[/(0)]var{t) var

To

{my j
(7.13)

These estimators only hold when we assume that the probability of detecting an individual

dung-pile depends on the distance from the transect line and not on any other variables.

Hence if we select our sample using a combined sampling design, var(f^) would be the

relevant variance estimator reflecting whether part of the sample has been retained from
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a previous survey or not. From the work in this thesis, we would expect the precision

of D to increase under a combined sampling strategy compared to selecting .s'2' using
srswor. In addition, as demonstrated in Chapter 6 and discussed in section 4.6, we would

n(t)
expect the number of observed dung-piles to increase as increases as the distribution

of the observed yi has positive skew. The probability density function tends to be better

estimated the greater the number of observations and hence we also expect the precision

of /(0) to increase using a combined sampling design compared to selecting s^ using

srswor.

7.3 The first survey

Using distance sampling methods, the cutting and walking of line transects within a forest

is time consuming. Walsh and White (1999) proposed an alternative for forests 11Recce

sampling". The "Recces" (short for reconnaissance walks) allow the observer to deviate
from a strict compass bearing and to take the line of least resistance through the forest.

This often means that the observer follows paths or animal trails. All dung-piles observed

are recorded, but the distance from the dung-pile to the recce does not need to be measured.

Walsh et al. (2001) tested these methods and found that a combination of the two strategies
worked at a limited spatial scale.

Before implementing a full-scale monitoring programme at all the Central African forest

sites in the MIKE system, the sampling strategy needed to be tested. A combined strategy

using both recces and line transects was implemented. This was carried out at three sites,

Odzala being one of them. The conclusion, given in Beyers et al. (2001), was that the
recces did not increase the precision of D at Odzala, because adjacent recce and line

transect counts were highly correlated. Here we concentrate only on the line transect

data from the first survey, and propose a second survey that is based on the predicted

abundance estimated from the line transect data only.

The survey region is an area of 7,750 km2, part of which falls outside the Odzala National
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7.3 The first survey

Park boundary. Inside the national park, patrols are carried out regularly in an attempt

to prevent poaching. On a small scale, elephant density has been shown to vary by

vegetation type (Barnes et ai, 1991). On a larger scale, studies in many parts of Central
Africa (Barnes et al., 1995; Fay, 1991; Fay and Agnagna, 1991) suggest that the density
of forest elephants increases with distance from human disturbance, such as transport

networks and villages. Hence Barnes (1993) suggests that stratification should be based
on human disturbance such as intensity of poaching, distance from villages and transport

networks.

From GIS base maps, produced as part of the WCS Central Africa pilot study (Beyers and

Hart, 2001), data on several variables relating to human disturbance were made available.
For the survey region, these could be summarised as a set of distances from:

Xn park boundary, where the distance from the park boundary for areas outside the

national park are negative;

Xi2 nearest village;

Xi3 nearest non-conservation village. Conservation villages engage in anti-poaching ac¬

tivities; such as education programmes. This variable identifies villages that may be

a source of poaching;

Xi4 nearest park guard camp;

Xj5 regular park guard patrol route;

XiQ road.

Past work is not detailed enough to suggest a model of the relationship between these

auxiliary variables and elephant dung density, or if all of these auxiliary variables are

important. Variables x& and 2^3 are highly correlated, as are variables xn and 2^5, so

only four of these variables were considered for stratification. These are illustrated in

figure 7.1. Four variables were considered too many for stratification and so a proxy based
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oil accessibility was used to divide the survey region into three strata, as indicated by the

three blocks in figure 7.1. One of these areas, the most southerly block, is outside the

park, and of the two inside, the most northerly block is farther from park boundaries,

non-conservation villages and roads.

For sample selection however, it appears that an sys sample was selected over the whole

survey region and that stratification was introduced post-hoc for estimation purposes only.

Figure 7.2 shows the proposed sample units. Note that the number of sample units in each

stratum is very close to what we would expect under strs using proportional allocation.

Each sample unit was 5 km in length from which five 200m line transect were taken at

lkm intervals. The rest of the 5 km sample unit was sampled using recce transects as an

aim of the pilot study was to investigate how the two could be used together. The results

of the five 200m line transects are treated as one lkm transect in the analysis.

In the field, it was not possible to visit all of these transects. In addition some transects

were not correctly located in the field. The results from the 44 transects taken are given

in figure 7.2. It is clear that outside the park, the density of elephant dung is low, whereas

inside the park, density is much higher. An estimate of the density of dung-piles over the

survey region was calculated to be 23.8 km-2 (c.v.=13.9%) and there was no evidence of

Pa varying across strata. Most (86%) of the variation in D was due to variability in the

yi, the number of dung-piles observed in each stratum (Beyers et al., 2001).

A model of dung-density, ( was obtained using the observed counts from each transect,

the auxiliary variables shown in figure 7.1 and the location of each transect. In Beyers

and Hart (2001, Annex 7) model selection was carried out by initially fitting a generalised

additive model (GAM) with these 4 covariates and latitude and longitude. The final model

was selected using the automated stepwise procedure in S-Plus; this uses the lowest AIC

as the selection criterion, and the model included the distance from patrol and a smooth

of the distance from the road. Here we select a model with the minimum generalised

cross-validation score, using the mgcv function from the mgcv library (Wood, 2001) in R.

The same variables, distance from road and distance from patrol routes, were retained in
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Figure 7.1: Auxiliary variables xn, distance from park boundary; x,3 distance from a non-

conservation village ; 2^5 distance from patrol route; Xic distance from road.
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Figure 7.2: Number of dung-piles detected in each sampling unit. Sampling units that were

omitted are shown as a dot, and units that were wrongly sampled shown in red.
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the model and the distance from the nearest conservation village was also retained in the

model.

To obtain a map of predicted dung density, p,\ , the values of the auxiliary variables have
been extracted from the GIS for cells of size 21.25 km2. This is shown in figure 7.3. In

Beyers and Hart (2001, Annex 7), the aim of producing a map of predicted dung density
was to demonstrate that model-based estimates of density can be obtained. Our emphasis

is different. We require the map of predicted dung density to help determine the inclusion

probabilities for the following survey. We note that the presentation of a map of species

density, Obj. 1(b), is of use to site managers, especially when a key component of the

data analysis strategy is that any analysis of data collected from a site should be returned

to the site manager.

7.4 Design of a second survey

We assume that the total number of transects that can be taken is the same as in the

first survey, so that a potential 50 transects will be sampled. The set of units from which

we sample will be restricted to the 365 cells of 21.25 km2 for which auxiliary data are

available, although it would be possible to use a finer grid, particularly if auxiliary data

were made available at a smaller scale.

The aim of a second survey is to obtain an estimate of elephant density, and in the long-

term an estimate of change in density over the survey region. Work at another park, Ituri,

suggests that it is possible to return to the same locations (Beyers et ai, 2001) although
whether this is possible at Odzala is not clear. In addition the correlation between

and is currently not known and so the benefit of retaining units from one survey to

another, which will take more effort is unknown.

The sample Sj2' will be selected using sys. This should ensure reasonable coverage of the
survey region so that a model of density in the following year can be obtained, and also to
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Figure 7.3: Predicted density, and proposed sample design for survey 2. Units selected using

sys are shown in green and those selected using npp.^ in pink.
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Figure 7.3: Predicted density, /7 ■1) and proposed sample design for survey 2. Units selected using

sys are shown in green and those selected using npp,\ in pink.
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the model and the distance from the nearest conservation village was also retained in the

model.

To obtain a map of predicted dung density, , the values of the auxiliary variables have

been extracted from the GIS for cells of size 21.25 km2. This is shown in figure 7.3. In

Beyers and Hart (2001, Annex 7), the aim of producing a map of predicted dung density
was to demonstrate that model-based estimates of density can be obtained. Our emphasis

is different. We require the map of predicted dung density to help determine the inclusion

probabilities for the following survey. We note that the presentation of a map of species

density, Obj. 1(b), is of use to site managers, especially when a key component of the
data analysis strategy is that any analysis of data collected from a site should be returned

to the site manager.

7.4 Design of a second survey

We assume that the total number of transects that can be taken is the same as in the

first survey, so that a potential 50 transects will be sampled. The set of units from which

we sample will be restricted to the 365 cells of 21.25 km2 for which auxiliary data are

available, although it would be possible to use a finer grid, particularly if auxiliary data

were made available at a smaller scale.

The aim of a second survey is to obtain an estimate of elephant density, and in the long-

term an estimate of change in density over the survey region. Work at another park, Ituri,

suggests that it is possible to return to the same locations (Beyers et al., 2001) although

whether this is possible at Odzala is not clear. In addition the correlation between yj1'
and y^ is currently not known and so the benefit of retaining units from one survey to

another, which will take more effort is unknown.

The sample Sj2' will be selected using sys. This should ensure reasonable coverage of the
survey region so that a model of density in the following year can be obtained, and also to
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7.5 Discussion

ensure consistency with s^1). Being relatively cautious we will consider a survey design in
n(2)

which = 0.5 so that half the sampling effort is allocated to providing good coverage of

the survey region. When the survey region is not entirely regular the number of units in

the systematic sample cannot be strictly identified before the sample is taken. We select

the systematic sample by considering the rectangle that contains all of the survey region;

this is approximately twice the area of the survey region. We select a systematic sample

of 48 units (8 x 6) over the whole rectangle and retain only those units that occur in the

survey region. The remaining units are selected using npfi^\ As we only have the current

habitat data, then we cannot do better than estimate using

Figure 7.3 shows a sample selected using this sample design. The green dots represent the

units selected using sys, of which there are 28, and the pink dots the units selected using

npp^\ As under survey 1, the green dots are approximately allocated according to the

size of the strata. There are most pink dots in the second stratum, which generally has the

highest predicted density. This illustrates how we could consider our combined sampling

designs as a form of stratified sampling in which the number of units in each stratum is

first selected using proportional allocation, and additional units are then added to strata

in which abundance is greatest.

7.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have described a global monitoring programme, part of which is to

estimate trends in elephant population numbers through time. As the state of elephant

populations is extremely controversial, with different factions clearly wanting very different

outcomes a design-based estimate of elephant numbers and changes in elephant numbers

provides a useful and non-controversial basis for discussion.

Forest elephant abundance is estimated by counting elephant dung-piles using distance

sampling surveys. We have shown in this chapter how the combined sampling designs can

be used to select transect lines and how this is included in the estimation of D. This can
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only be applied when the probability of detecting a dung-pile depends only on its distance

from the transect line. We have stated that we would expect the precision of D to increase

when transects are selected under a combined sampling design when ^ > 0 compared to
an srswor design, ^ = 0. This is firstly because the variability in the encounter rate
decreases, but secondly because we expect Vi to increase.

S

Pollard et al. (2002) developed a fixed-effort adaptive distance sampling method in which
the path of the line transect changes when more than C individuals are detected in a

transect. In simulations using this strategy they demonstrated that more individuals are

observed than under a standard line transect survey and so the precision of /(0) increases.
However the variability in the encounter rate did not decrease because of the extra effort

in sampling; this is equivalent to the edge units in adaptive cluster sampling. As the

greatest proportion of the variability in D depends on encounter rate the strategy did

not show much, if any increase in the precision of D. We note that the motivation for

this strategy is different to our combined sampling strategy. Under the adaptive distance

sampling strategy the aim is to detect clusters of individuals that are associated, whereas

the combined sampling strategy aims to sample areas of high density that occur due to

spatial trend.

To predict the model was constructed using the observed counts for each tran¬

sect, the tji, and did not take the probability of detection or the distance from the transect

line into account. Further work is required if the probability of detection varies because

of differences between observers, field conditions, the habitat or individuals of the species.

Using one of the two strategies described by Hedley et al. (1999), that incorporate imper¬

fect detection into the modelling process, the model can be constructed so that

can be obtained and selected, but it is not clear how D^ would be estimated as

s

as /(0) varies between individuals and so it is not clear how the variance would be esti¬

mated.
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Chapter 8

Covariance estimation using the

bootstrap

The two-phase sampling strategy described in the previous chapter provided a method

of estimating abundance and change in abundance 5^ ^ — r'4'r'f\ To calculate the

precision of these estimators several covariances must be estimated. In Chapter 5, we saw

(2)that the analytic estimators of covariance only used the data in Sj and none of the data
(2)in • I11 addition, the estimation of some covariances can become quite complex. In this

chapter, we investigate whether an alternative method can be employed to estimate these

covariances.

There are many different strategies used to estimate the variance var(f^>). Wolter (1985)
and Sarndal et al. (1992) provide reviews of several strategies including the use of random

groups; balanced half-samples; generalised variance functions; Taylor series methods; the

jackknife; and the bootstrap. These strategies are generally applied to complex surveys or

non-linear estimators of t^ in which analytic variance estimators cannot be used. This is

either because an expression for the variance cannot be found or because an appropriate

unbiased estimator of the variance cannot be expressed analytically. All of the strategies

tend to have some small amount of bias but are flexible so that they can accommodate
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

most features of a complex survey or estimator. It is difficult to select one strategy over any

other for all survey designs and estimators. Although strategies for variance estimation

are numerous, it is not always easy to apply the same strategies to the estimation of

covariance.

We require a strategy for covariance estimation that uses all of the data in the sample and

is relatively simple to implement. Bootstrapping is one such method that is often applied

to complex problems, and in this chapter we explore a new approach to bootstrapping

for survey sampling with particular reference to two-phase unequal probability sampling

described in Chapter 5. Bootstrapping has been applied to many areas of statistics but

there have been only a few applications to finite population sampling. For our sampling

design, we need to build on bootstrapping methods for variance estimation from samples

selected using unequal probability sampling, for example the nps sampling design, before

attempting to estimate covariances. We start this chapter, section 8.1, by describing
current bootstrapping methods in survey sampling and state why they are not appropriate

for more general itps sampling designs. Section 8.2 describes a simple strategy that can

be applied to unequal probability sampling. There are variations on this strategy and we

calculate the bias of these variations when s is selected using srswor- it is not possible

to estimate bias analytically for samples selected using nps sampling. In section 8.3

we consider how the basic bootstrapping strategy can be applied to two-phase sampling

designs to estimate the covariance cov(t[ , t^). We extend the methods further in section
8.4 to indicate how the covariance cov(f^'\f^) could be estimated.

8.1 Current methods of bootstrapping

Although we are interested in estimating covariances, we start by considering how we

might obtain varBs(Ts), a bootstrap estimate of the variance, for the simple case in which

ts is an estimate of r from a sample s of size n. We let vora(fs) be an analytic estimate
of var(ts).
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8.1 Current methods of bootstrapping

Davison and Hinkley (1997, pps. 92-100) review the general principles of bootstrapping

in survey sampling. If we knew U, we could estimate vora(is) by taking a sample s of

size n from U and calculate ts. If we repeat this a large number, say B, of times so that

fs = (tsi, ..., fs2,..., tsb)2 then var(fs) can be estimated by finding the sample variance
of the ts so that

In practice only s rather than U is known and so we use s to construct a pseudo-population,

U*, instead. The general bootstrapping procedure is:

1. Construct a pseudo-population U£ assumed to mimic the real, but unknown popu¬

lation U.

2. Take a bootstrap resample, s£, from {/£ using some strategy and calculate t£.

3. Repeat either steps 1 and 2, or just step 2, B times, to give r* = (fj,..., t^)

4. Use the observed distribution r* as an estimate of the sampling distribution of t

and estimate the parameter of interest accordingly. In this case

Different bootstrap estimators vary as follows: the method of constructing the pseudo-

population, [/£, step BS(1); the sampling design used to select the samples s£, step BS(2);
and whether each sample s£ is selected from the same pseudo-population, which we will
denote U*, or a different pseudo-population, which we will denote U£, step BS(3).

In the literature, there are several proposed strategies for estimating vara{fs) when s has

been selected using srswor. In all cases, the resamples, are selected from the pseudo-

population using srswor. Most of these strategies use the principle of the population

bootstrap (Davison and Hinkley, 1997), generally referred to as the Bootstrap WithOut
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8. Cova.iia.nce estimation using the bootstrap

replacement (BWO) in survey sampling and described by Gross (1980). Let N = cn + d
where 0 < d < n and c > 0 is an integer. When d — 0 one pseudo-population, U*,

is created that consists of c = N/n repeats of each unit i £ s. From this one pseudo-

population, B samples, sj,...,s# are drawn, each sample being selected using srswor.

This strategy gives a biased estimate of variance so that vafpb{Ts) the estimated variance

using the population bootstrap is

. N(n — 1). . .„ .

varpb(Ts) =
_ nvara{Ts) (8.1)

When d > 0, equivalent to N/n being non-integer, then a number of adaptations to the

strategy have been suggested. Several of these are described in Holmberg (1998) and
we summarise the main strategies here. Davison and Hinkley (1997) and Booth et al.

(1994) suggest that en units are created as described above, so that each unit in s is

replicated n times, and then d units are selected from s using srswor. Chao and Lo

(1984, 1994) propose a similar method except that the d units are selected using simple
random sampling with replacement. In either case each bootstrap resample, is selected

from a new pseudo-population. The pseudo-populations vary only in the last d < n

units. Bickel and Freedman (1984) and Sitter (1992) generate two pseudo-populations

C/j and U^- The pseudo-population U{ consists of ci replicates of the units in s and
consists of C2 replicates of the units in s. Bickel and Freedman (1984) set ci = c and

C2 = c + 1, whereas Sitter (1992) sets ci < c* < C2 where ci and C2 are consecutive

integers and c* = ^?(Nn — N — n). Given these two potential pseudo-populations, U{
and U2, only one is selected for use as U*, by selecting U* with probability p and LTf
with probability 1 — p. Bickel and Freedman (1984) use one pseudo-population, U*, for all

bootstrap samples whereas in Sitter (1992) each bootstrap resample, sj), is selected from
a new pseudo-population, U//. If p is chosen correctly the resulting estimator, varbs{ts),
is unbiased.

An alternative approach is the superpopulation bootstrap, as described by Davison and

Hinkley (1997). Compared to the population bootstrap in which U* consists of c = N/n
replicates of each unit in the sample, the superpopulation bootstrap generates a pseudo-
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8.1 Current methods of bootstrapping

population by sampling with replacement from s. Each bootstrap resample, s£, is selected
from a new pseudo-population so on average each unit in s will occur an equal number of

times in s. The mean variance is stated, without proof, by Davison and Hinkley (1997) to
be

vafBsi'T) =———vara(fs) (8.2)
n

In section 8.2.1 we show that equation 8.2 only holds when all B bootstrap resamples are

selected from the same pseudo-population, U*. Unlike the BWO there are no restrictions,

or adjustments to be made to the superpopulation method if N/n is not an integer, hence
it is a more flexible strategy.

When s is selected using a itpz sampling design, for some auxiliary variable zt, the

bootstrap methods proposed in the literature are extensions of the population bootstrap.

In general these are applied to very specific itpz sampling designs. Kuk (1989) proposes a

strategy for systematic itpz sampling, and Rao and Wu (1984, 1988), Rao et al. (1992) and
Sitter (1992, 1992b) propose strategies for the Rao-Hartley unequal probability sampling

design. Holmberg (1998) suggests a general extension of the population bootstrap, and
demonstrates its applicability to two itpz sampling designs one of which is that of Sunter

(1977a) which we have employed in this thesis. Holmberg's bootstrapping strategy creates

U* by replicating the ith unit in s Wi — l/iti times. This replication occurs for both the

Pi and the z, so that the pseudo-population has units with counts of y* and auxiliary

data z*. The pseudo-population, U*, will be of size N = Y^swi- This is not equal to N

except under very simple sampling designs such as srswor. The resamples are selected

by sampling with npz*. Sarndal et al. (1992) proposes the same scheme for generating U*
but the resamples, sj*, are selected by sampling with replacement from U* with selection
probability pi* = it*/n where it* are the inclusion probabilities by sampling with itpz*.

They show that using this strategy the resulting variance estimator has a bias of

One difficulty with the bootstrap strategies proposed for unequal probability sampling is

that they have only been developed for cases where Wi is an integer. This is generally not

the case in practice. Also the pseudo-population will not be the same size as the original
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

population, hence it is not always clear how employing the original sampling strategy to

obtain the s*h will give an appropriate estimate of variance. If however an alternative
strategy is suggested for obtaining such as that of Sarndal et al. (1992), then there

is no simple method for extending the bootstrapping strategy to more complex sampling

schemes such as the two-phase sampling strategy described in Chapter 5.

8.2 A bootstrap strategy for unequal probability sampling

Suppose the sample s is selected using rrpz and we wish to estimate var(f). We propose a

strategy for generating the pseudo-population that is similar in spirit to that of Holmberg

(1998), in that the inclusion probabilities determine how U* is generated. We use the

superpopulation approach rather than the population bootstrap approach as we sample

with replacement from s.

The principle is that a pseudo-population, U*, is generated by sampling with replacement

from s where the probability that unit i is selected, Pi, is proportional to the reciprocal of

its inclusion probability, 7Tj. Hence if Wi = l/7r, then

Wi l/lti'
■ 8.3

X wk X l/TTfc
kEs kEs

We denote this strategy ppswr{wi, TV, s), that is we select TV units from s by sampling
with replacement with probability proportional to wt.

Although not strictly necessary for the estimation of var(f), we separate the selection of
the units in U* from the values of t/j or Zi that these units take. This is important when

we propose bootstrap strategies for the estimation of in which the same

pseudo-population will take different y* values depending on the survey of interest. We

let U* = (TJ,... ,i*N) represent the set of labels identifying which units in s occur in U*,
selected using ppswr(wi, TV, s). The y* values of these TV units are specified so that

y* =(y*1 ,■■■, y*N) where y*. = yk if ij = k for ij G U*, k G s
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8.2 A bootstrap strategy for unequal probability sampling

we define this as pspv(y, s, U*) so that

y* =pspv(y, s, U*)

Similarly the Zi that were used to select the original sample must also be allocated to the

units in U* so that

2* =(2* ,..., z*N) = pspv(z, s, U*)

In other words if the kth unit in s has been selected as the i*th unit in the pseudo-population

the yk and Zk values are also attributed to the i*th unit in the pseudo-population. Once
the pseudo-population U* has been created the bootstrap resample s* is selected using

TtpZ*.

The generation of U* is based on the same logic as the Horvitz-Thompson estimator

tpt = "Yl, in that a unit i £ s represents Wi — such units in the population U
s 1 1

(Overton and Stehman, 1995). For example if a unit in the sample has an inclusion

probability of 7Tj = 0.25, we take this to mean that there are 4 = such units in U.

The aim of creating the pseudo-population is to replicate the real population U as well as

possible. In the bootstrap strategy we have proposed above, all N units of the pseudo-

population are generated by sampling from s. Therefore some of the units in s may not

occur in U especially if the sampling fraction is high, for example n = 0.5./V. In this case,

half the units in the population are known so U* would be a better replica of U if n units

in the pseudo-population are the units from the sample s and the sample complement of
N — n units are generated using the bootstrap strategy defined above. Then if a unit

in the sample has an inclusion probability of iti — 0.25, we would expect there to be 4

such units in sc = U — s. As one of these units occurs in s, then we would expect there

to be another 3 = — 1 = = Wi — 1 units in U. Hence U* is created using a

strategy we define as ppswrc(wi, N, s), in which U* consists of the n units in s and a

pseudo-sample-complement, 5*, of N - n units where s* is selected using the strategy

ppswr(wi — 1, N — n,s). The full bootstrapping procedures are given in box 8.1
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

Box 8.1: Bootstrapping strategy to estimate var(r) when s is selected using npz

1. Generate a pseudo-population U£ of size N so that is selected using either

(a) ppswr(uii, N, s)

(b) ppswrc(wi,N,s)

2. Generate the response values y* and the auxiliary data z£ using

y* =pspv(y,s,U£)

=pspv(z,s,U£)

3. Select a sample sj* of size n from using the sampling design irpz. Calculate

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3, or just step 3, B times to give

t* b)

5. Estimate var{f) to be

™rBS(r) E (fb ~ i Ef>)
6=l \ 6=1 /

ppswr(wi, N, s) Select N units from s, sample with replacement, probability ^ w^Wk
ppswrc{wi, N, s) Retain sample s and select N — n units using ppsuur(u>i — 1, N — n, s)

pspv(y, s, U*) y*. = yk if ij = k for ij £ U*, k £ s
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8.2 A bootstrap strategy for unequal probability sampling

8.2.1 Which bootstrap strategy?

In Box 8.1 there is a choice in how both step 1 and step 4 are implemented. This gives

four possible bootstrapping strategies.

£/[i]: Generate one pseudo-population for all bootstrap resamples.
Step 1(a) and repeat step 3 B times

Um]' Generate a new pseudo-population for each bootstrap resample.
Step 1(a) and repeat steps 1(a), 2 and 3 B times

S[ci]: Generate one pseudo-sample-complement for all bootstrap resamples.
Step 1(b) and repeat step 3 B times

S[c£j: Generate a new pseudo-sample-complement for each bootstrap resample.
Step 1(b) and repeat steps 1(b), 2 and 3 B times

Independently of our work, Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2003) proposed the strategy [/[p.
The probability proportional to size extension to the superpopulation bootstrap of Davison

and Hinkley (1997) is [/[#]• Before any simulations had taken place, we favoured the
strategy S[c#] as this generated only the units which we did not know about, sc, and
accounted for the variability in the generation of U£ in the estimation of vafBS(f). We
can compare the four strategies using simulation. In addition, the strategies t/p] and U[b]
can be compared analytically if the original sample was selected using srswor. For this

purpose we denote the estimated analytic variance of ts as

(8.4)

where

(8.5)
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8. Cova.Tia.nce estimation using the bootstrap

Under the strategy U^j

war{/(1] (rs) =var(f*\U*)

so the expected variance is the expectation over all possible U*s so that

E[vaf(Ts)um] —Ew [var(f£\U*)\ (8.6)
We consider the simple scenario in which the original sample, s = (yt1,..., yin), is selected

using srsuior, hence the pseudo-population, U* = {y\,..., y*N), is selected using simple
random sampling with replacement and the are obtained by selecting the resamples,

sb ~ (y*i> • • • > y*n), with srswor. Hence

<8-7>

and we use the results of with-replacement sampling to find an expression for the expected

variance. Let

t = 'Y^yi = nys (8.8)
S

This is estimated by taking a sample U* = {y\,... ,y*N) of N units from s = (y\,... ,yn)1 ■

Using the Hansen-Hurwitz estimator (Hansen and Hurwitz, 1943), we can estimate t to

be

71 r—>

t=N^Vi
This has a variance of

var^) ]£(»!« ~nN

Using equation 8.8 then

var{t) =— ^(yi - ysf
S

1This is a reversal of our usual sampling problem as here our "sample" U", is greater than our "popu¬

lation" s, The purpose here though is to regenerate U from s.
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8.2 A bootstrap strategy for unequal probability sampling

and from equation 8.4

mr(£) =NHN-)n)Vara{fs) (8'9)
The Hansen-Hurvitz variance estimator is of the form

i2

~N(N- ~ N(N~- 1) N
var(i) = E^* -f:)2 = w^Tn E(y* - ^E y*)2

t/*

and subsituting this into equation 8.7 gives

"772(7V - n)uar(fh*|t/*) -var(t)

As var(t) is an unbiased estimate of var(t) then

Eu*[var(f^\U*)) =— U\ar(t)
and so from equations 8.6 and 8.9

fl — \
JE7[var(-rs)c/(1)] =———vara{fs) (8.10)

Under the bootstrap strategy f/[g], any estimate of var(fs)u[D] is already taken over many

U£. Hence we need to take expectations over the U*} so that

El^u[B](fs)\ =Eu;[var(m)] + varu;{E[f;\U*b)) (8.11)
In addition to Eu*[var(i£\U£)\ given in equation 8.10 we also require varu*{E[f£\U£]).
Now is an unbiased estimte of r£ where

* =2>." = 7r'" <812>
v;
N2

=>■ uar(r^) =—-var(t) (8.13)
n*

and so

TV2
varu;{E[f^\Ul}) =varu-(T^) = —var{t) (8.14)
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

Using equation 8.9

varu'b(E{f;\U^]) _\ara(ts) (8.15)

Combining this with equation 8.10 we obtain

E[var{fs)u[B]} (8.16)

Davison and Hinkley (1997) give a bias of the mean value under the strategy equation

8.2. Our working would suggest that this is in fact the bias under the strategy [Tji]. The
work by Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2003) does not give an estimate of any bias for their

proposed strategy Uyy

Although we can calculate the expected variance under the bootstrap when s has been

selected using srswor, we cannot do this when s has been selected using Tips. Neither

can we calculate analytic results for the bootstrapping strategies sc[q and sc^y Instead
(2)

we can only obtain results using simulation. Using the y\ values from population A,
table 8.1 summarises results from applying all four bootstrapping strategies when s has

been selected using srswor or rrpfi^. For each sampling design, a sample of size n = 50

was taken and vara(rs) estimated using each of the bootstrapping strategies described
above. This procedure was repeated 1000 times. The means of var{ts) and their standard
deviations are given in the table. In addition to a sample of size n = 50, the samples

of size n = 250, 500, 750, 950 were also taken using the sample design of srswor. One

disadvantage of using Sunter's sampling strategy (Sunter, 1977a) for nps sampling is that

it performs poorly when the sampling fraction is large, as most of the sample is then

selected using srswor. Under the bootstrapping strategies, almost all of the sample was

selected using srswor and estimates were very poor. We have not included these results

here, but further exploration of the bootstrapping strategy using Chao's sampling strategy

(Chao, 1982) would be useful.

As n increases the bias under Uy] tends to zero. When the sampling fraction is large,
although this is rare in practice, the bias for strategy U[b] is large as jf~ is large. The
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8.2 A bootstrap strategy for unequal probability sampling

Table 8.1: Comparison of different bootstrapping strategies to estimate y/var{ts) for population
A. The sample s is selected using npf/1', when n = 50, or srswor, for varying n. Results are the
mean (s.d) of \/vafBs(r.-i) over 1000 samples of s. Each bootstrap estimate of variance is obtained
using B = 1000 resamples. vafa(fs) is the analytic estimate of var(fs). To demonstrate bias, the
values of \Jvara(fs) and ^"^~^var(fs) are given.

7T srswor

Vvar n 50 50 250 500 750 950

y/var 176 198 79 45 26 10

173 (25) 194 (27) 79 (5) 45 (2) 26 (1) 10 (0.2)

172 (24) 194 (27) 79 (5) 45 (2) 26 (1) 10 (0.3)

«c[l] 173 (25) 194 (27) 79 (5) 45 (2) 26 (1) 10 (0.2)

sc[£] 179 (24) 199 (27) 88 (5) 56 (2) 35 (1) 15 (0.3)

U[B] 178 (23) 200 (27) 91 (5) 64 (2) 52 (1) 47 (1.2)
/ (n—l)N\ikN^)Var 179 201 91 64 52 47
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strategy sc[i] performs similarly to Uyy The strategy sc[£] has less bias than strategy U[b]
because part of U*} is the same for allU*,, Ug. This is especially clear under strategies
in which n is large as the population varies very little from one survey to another. By

taking 1000 new samples, we are able to compare the variability in the bootstrapping

method with the variability in the analytic method. We see that the variability in the

bootstrap estimator is similar to that of the analytic estimator. The table also shows

that the bootstrap estimators when s is selected using irpfl^ is as effective as when s is

selected using srswor.

These results would suggest that generation of only one pseudo-population, Uyy or pseudo-
sample-complement, scp], are the most appropriate strategies for estimating the variance
var(r). If the bias is known, as it is for Uyy under srswor, this can be accounted for in
the estimator.

The advantage of these bootstrapping strategies over other unequal probability sampling

strategies is that they can, in principle, be implemented whatever sample design is used

rather than requiring a different bootstrapping strategy for a particular sample design.

In addition there is no restriction on Wi being integer. We note that there are difficulties

with the implementation of Sunter's sample design because part of the sample is selected

using srswor.

8.3 Bootstrap estimation of cov{fi,T2)

Consider a simple two-phase sampling scheme in which a sample Si of n\ units is selected

using srswor and a sample S2 of n2 units is selected from sic using irpz, for some z. This
is equivalent to our combined sampling scheme that we proposed in chapter 4 in which

the sample is selected independently of previous samples. Although we estimated t by

calculating unconditional inclusion probabilities, we now consider the use of a two-phase

sampling estimator. We consider this partly as a precursor to developing a bootstrapping

strategy for estimation of cov(t^\t^) in which t^2' is estimated using a two-phase es-
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timator. We expand on this in section 8.4. We estimate f\ using the Horvitz-Thompson

estimator and T2 using the two-phase estimator so that

Vi

An analytic estimate of the covariance cov(f\, T2) only uses the data in .si.

Based on the bootstrapping method for unequal probability sampling proposed in the

previous section, we describe a bootstrapping strategy that can estimate cov(fi,T2) that
uses the data from both sq and .s'2. To generate a pseudo-population, [/*, we construct

two sub-pseudo-populations using the data from .sq and s-j respectively and the strategy

described in the previous section. The sizes of the sub-pseudo-populations are based on

the relative sizes of the sub-samples so that is of size and sub-pseudo-population

U2 is of size units. These two sub-pseudo-populations are combined to give U* =

UW,^*}- The y* values are easily obtained using pspv{y, Sk,U^) for each sub-pseudo-
population, k = 1,2. As ,S'2 is selected using itpz, where zt = p\1 ^, we also require z* for
all units in U*. In this case the are known for all units in U so the z* are constructed

in the same manner as y*. Bootstrap resamples are selected using the original sampling

scheme so that a sample of nj units is selected using srswor from U* and a sample of

ri2 units is selected from = U* — s* using itpz*. As it is the covariance cov(fi, rq) that
is of interest, which we estimate using the covariance of the f* and , we must retain the

same U* for all bootstrap resamples. If each resample is selected from a different Uj*, then
the variability between the U£ would be too large to detect any pattern of covariance. The
full bootstrapping procedure is outlined in box 8.2.

Table 8.2 shows the results of applying this bootstrap method. Using population B for a

given estimated using data from a sample .s^1' selected using srswor, a sample
(2)

of n 1 units was selected from U using srswor and a sample Sj °f ni units was selected
from using itpp^\ (This is the same strategy as implemented in chapter 4, although
in that case, unconditional inclusion probabilities it^ were approximated so that
was estimated using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator.) It is assumed that f® will be
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Box 8.2: A bootstrap strategy to estimate cov{t\,T2) which s is selected using a two-phase

sampling scheme.
1. Generate the bootstrap population U* = (C/*, CAj) where

2. Generate y* = (y*6,y*) where

V*k = pspv{y, sk, Uk) for k = 1,2

3. Generate z* = (2*, z^) where

zk = pspv(z, sk, Uk) for k = 1,2

4. Take a sample, Sj6, of size n\ using srswor from Ub and calculate

5. Take a sample, s^b of size n2 from s*cb = Ub — using ttpzb, and calculate

. , .IN Nn\U, is constructed using ppswrl—:—r = —, , sC
pii[il\ n\ n\ + n2

is constructed using ppswr{—-—, ————, S2)

U{ is constructed using ppswr{

ni2\ic' ni + n2

1 JVn2

lb

'2b

6. Repeat steps 4 to 5, b = 1,..., B times to get

7. Calculate the covariance between the two estimators as

cov(n, fa) = i £(f£ - i fu)(f2* - \ f2j)
»=i j=1 j=1

B B B
Z ^ / ^ * \ ^ ~ * \ / ^. * X '
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Table 8.2: Bootstrap results for estimation of cov{f\, T2) for population B using a two-phase

sampling strategy. Results are mean (s.d) over 1000 simulations, covbs is estimated from B = 1000

resamples. cova is the analytic estimate of covariance using equation 8.17. covs is the empirical
estimate of covariance from the 1000 estimates of r using the data from si and 1000 estimate using

the data from sic

712
n COVBS COVa COVs

0.26 -5,762 (10,479) -5,605 (1,715) -5,151

0.50 -5,948 ( 9,427) -5,603 (2,143) -5,487

0.74 -5,710 (11,076) -5,688 (3,224) -5,114

estimated using the two-phase estimator so that

„(2)
,(2)

*(2)

^ 7r(2)
s(2)

E
„(2)

V:
(2)

r(2) ™-(2)
»KC'(2)nii

where Using the data in and s^', the covariance cov(t^' , f^') is es¬

timated using the bootstrap estimator described in box 8.2 where B = 1000, to give
(n\ (2)

covbs(t~i ,t~2 )■ In addition an analytic estimate of the covariance is calculated using

/ \

„(2) „(2) r(2)

,-(2) -(2)sCOVa{T{ , T2 ) = —
N

n\ E^-^EE^V(2),f(2)j
\

s<2)S1
c(2) c(2)
"1

(8.17)

The results presented are the mean (and standard deviation) from 1000 such samples.

Using the bootstrap estimator, we see that the results are much more variable than the

analytic results. We note that the variability in the bootstrap estimators is greater when ^
is not equal to 0.5. This may be because in these cases one of the sub-pseudo-populations

is obtained from a sub-sample si or S2 of only 12 units. The analytic estimator is less
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variable than the bootstrap estimator. The empirical estimates of covariance are not based

on the covariance of T\ and T2 because of the high variability in t-i- Instead of estimating

7~2 using the data in si we estimate r2 using the data from which is collected using
srswor. This covariance appears to be an underestimate of the true covariance.

8.4 A bootstrap strategy for covariance estimation for a

two-phase sampling scheme through time

(2)Here we consider the sample design described in Chapter 5 in which Sj is selected from

using srswor, and is selected from using irpfi^. Our aim is to propose a

bootstrapping strategy that would enable the covariance cov{t^x\ t^) to be estimated

using all of the data from and s^2\ In the bootstrapping strategies proposed above,

an essential property was that the bootstrap resamples are selected from the pseudo-

population using the same sampling design as used to select the original samples. Also

the estimates of the pseudo-totals are calculated using the original estimators. Hence

to estimate cov{we will require a pseudo-population U* that has two sets of

pseudo-values.

y(t)* _ 5 y^*| with auxiliary variables x^1^* = {a^*, • • • , a:^* j
and y^* = • • •, 2//^*} with auxiliary variables x^2^* = ja;^*,...

The main focus of this section is how the pseudo-population and pseudo-values are created

but first we describe how the bootstrapping will proceed once they have been created. The

bootstrapping procedure will be:

1. Take a sample s^* selected using srswor from the pseudo-population U* and esti¬
mate t^*;

2. Construct a model and estimate p^* for i € U*\

3. Take a sample s^* selected from using srswor and estimate
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4. Take a sample s^l* selected from = U*—s^* using npp^* and estimate f^*;
5. Estimate f(2)*;

6. Repeat the above steps b = I,... ,B times and estimate

\6= 1 6=1 / \6'=1 6'=1 /

Step 2 is important because in the original sampling strategy we could not obtain the

unconditional inclusion probability that i £ as this requires p,^ for all possible
and it is only known for the specific s'1-1 that is selected. Because of this we had to

estimate t^ using the two-phase estimator in which we require the inclusion probability

that i e 42) given the sample As varies so does and hence this variability
needs to be incorporated into the bootstrap strategy.

We are estimating the covariance as part of is selected from and we believe the

and y^ to be correlated. Therefore the pseudo-values y\^* and y^* must also exhibit the
same correlation pattern. The pseudo-values, and the pseudo-population, are generated

using the sample data. The data available are from the samples

(a) 4 = 4 > the set of matched units which we will denote si. Unlike previous chapters
in which = 4^ we separate s'1-1 into its matched and unmatched components

(b) selected using srsvior

(c) 42) selected using -Kpp^~l\

We have information about both y^ and y^1 for the units in the matched sample Si. We
could therefore create the pseudo-population and pseudo-values using only the data from

this matched sample. Our aim however is to use all the data in and to create the

pseudo-populations.
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

Figure 8.1: A bootstrap strategy for sampling through time. The samples, s,'' and s!^'1 for t = 1,2,
are used to create a pseudo-population with two sets of data f/'1'* and U^'. Further explanation
is provided in the text.
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To do this we generate three sub-pseudo-populations {U*, U2x, U22} using the units from

sx, and respectively. As both and s^ are of equal size we want both samples

to contribute equally to the generation of U*. Hence y units are generated using the data
from . Using the same process as the previous section we want to generate ^-y units
from sP and ^y units from s^. We apply the same allocation rule for s^ as

so that in total units are generated from si = = Sj2'. The pseudo-population is
therefore made-up of:

(i) U* consisting of units from si ppswr(

(ii) U21 consisting of units from PPswri^i

(iii) U22 consisting of units from ppswr(
V1'

The generation of the pseudo-population and of the pseudo-values is shown in figure 8.1.

The original samples are illustrated at the top of the figure and the vertical arrows point to

I
the corresponding pseudo-populations at the bottom of the figure. For example: r/U)*

As the sub-pseudo-population U{ is generated from si = Sj1^ = s,2) both and
(1)*

are known for all i £ s\. Hence we can obtain the pseudo-values y\ , using the process

pspv(y^\ si,Ui), and the pseudo-values y^*, using the process pspv(y(2\ si, U{).

The sub-pseudo-population U2l is generated from For i £ we only know y\^
and not y\ ' and so although we ean obtain the pseudo-values y\ , using the pro¬

cess pspv{y^l\ s{2\u^1), we cannot obtain the pseudo-values yf^* this way. Instead we
need to find a strategy to "create" the pseudo-population. In a similar manner, for the

(2)*
third sub-pseudo-population, U22, we can obtain the pseudo-values y\ using the process

pspv(y^,s^\u22) and we require a strategy to "create" the pseudo-values y^*. In fig¬
ure 8.1 the pseudo-values that are "created" are represented as

(2)* : 1 '• rr(l")*mr • andi u.<22...

whereas the pseudo-values that are generated from the sample values are represented as
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

UoV* I and LJZ;7UW122 1

For i € U21 the unknown pseudo-values y\ must be correlated with the y\ . Although
we do not know the value of yp for the sub-sample s^\ from which CAJi ^ created, we
do know the relationship between yP and yf^ for the matched sample. For the types of
population we are studying we are particularly interested in the ratio

(2)y\ ,
Ti =-7pr for i S Siy\

For the jth unit in C/^ we know the pseudo-value y^* but not the pseudo-value yp*■
However if we had a ratio rj we could use this to create the pseudo-value yp* where

(2)* (1)*y\ =riy\

We can obtain a ratio rj by selecting a unit j from si using srswor and calculating the
ratio using yp and yp. This strategy of firstly selecting a ratio at random from si and
then using this to calculate a new pseudo-value can be repeated for all units in t/gi- In a

similar manner we can create the pseudo-values yp* in Ufa where

(1)* 1 (2)*y) =~y)Ti

This is shown in figure 8.1 by the dashed boxes in s^1) and s^ giving the and rj that
are used to generate pseudo-values. One issue that arises is how rt should be calculated if
ni\

y\ = 0. Rather than seeking a replacement unit i from si the average ratio rSl is used
where

A2)
rSi

ni
- yPsi Ui

Each unit in U has a vector of auxiliary data x-^ associated with it for t = 1,2. These

data are attributed to the units in U* so that

pp* —pspv(xp\u, U*) for t = 1,2
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The strategy described above can be extended if cov{f^'\f^) must be estimated for many
different surveys t' = 1,..., T — 1, t = 2,..., T. With T surveys in total, each unmatched

sample contributes units to U*. Box 8.3 summarises the strategy to generate [/£
described above in the general case when there are T surveys.

We have assumed that the ratio Vi is the appropriate method for describing the relation¬

ship between the yf 1 and yf\ This is appropriate for the populations A and B where

log(yf^) = rl However for other populations the difference, yf^ — yf \ or some other
measure may be deemed more appropriate. A further assumption is that the ratio rl does

not depend on the auxiliary variable Xi. That is the rate of change from one survey to

another is constant over the whole population and does not change more rapidly in some

areas than others. This will not always be a valid assumption particularly if T is large.

Simulation work is needed to explore how effective this strategy is for covariance estima¬

tion. One potential difficulty is that the estimation of may be poor, because the yf^*
are constructed independently of the xf^*. This may lead to a high variability in the sf1
so that the estimated covariance is more variable than the analytic strategy in which the

variability in sf^ is not included in the estimates of covariance.

8.5 Discussion

The motivation for this chapter was to estimate covariances such as cov(ff\ ) or

cov(f^'\f^) using all of the data from surveys and rather than using none

of the data in sf\

We choose the method of bootstrapping as it is relatively simple to implement and can

easily be applied to different forms of sampling designs. To be able to develop a bootstrap¬

ping strategy for covariance estimation, we require a strategy for estimating var(f^) when
sW is selected using npz. Current strategies cannot be applied when is non-integer,

and in addition they cannot be easily adapted to more complex sampling schemes.
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

Box 8.3: A bootstrapping strategy to generate U* to estimate of cov(t^'\t^) for t' =

1,..., T - 1 and t = 2,..., T
1. Generate a pseudo-population U* = U(^i"i ^21 > • • • > ^2«> • • • > ^2r) where

t r* . < ni NniU1 using ppswr(tTii = —,N1 = ,si)A m -I- ri2

U%t using ppswr(7r^jlc,iV2*t = > 4°) for f = 1,..., T

2. Obtain the auxiliary data

uuxyl* =pspv(x^\U, U*) for t = 1,... = T

*(t')3. Obtain reference pseudo-populations, U*t, and ratio data, rtK for t = 1
and t' / t

Tl i
U*t using ppswr(—, JV2*t, si)

tt{t) =pspv(y{t')/y{t\s[t 't}, U*t)

If yf* = 0 then r*f*' is replaced by the average ratio

4. Obtain y*W for t = 1,..., T

y*w =pspv(y(t\ s[l) ,Uf)
l/*W ^pspv(yw,s%\uZt)
Vw =^t{t ]pspv{^\ s(2 \ £/2t,) for l' ^ 1
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We have proposed a set of four bootstrap strategies that can be used when s is selected

using irpz. All four strategies estimate vara{ts) with a small amount of bias when n/N is

small. The strategy of Sverchkov and Pfeffermann (2003) is one of the proposed methods

and has a low bias. We show that an improvement to their strategy is to construct a

pseudo-population in which n of the units are the sample s. The reduction in bias is small

when n is small. These strategies are an improvement on previous strategies in that they

can be applied when A js non-integer and can be adapted for more complex sampling

schemes.

We have shown how this bootstrapping strategy can be used to estimate the covariance

cov(fjt\ f^) when is selected independently of However the estimated covari¬
ance is far more variable than that using the analytic estimator, although we also note

that we require further work to fully understand these covariances. However we would

suggest that this method of generating the pseudo-population may be appropriate for more

complex estimators when an analytic expression cannot be obtained.

When is selected from and is selected so that 7r^t^(t_1) is a function of jlfikic
we saw that a more complex bootstrapping strategy is required to estimate cov(f[l\ t^)
or cov(f^'\f^). This requires the generation of y* values, and hence some form of

assumption about how the population changes through time. The strategy has not as yet

been tested but we have noted potential problems with it and it is not clear whether the

benefit from using all of the sample data in the bootstrapping strategy will lead to more

precise estimates of covariance than analytic strategies, because of the assumptions that

need to be made about the population.

The original motivation for developing these bootstrap strategies was to estimate the
covariances in our two-phase combined sampling strategy. Although there are no results

here for the covariance estimation using the bootstrap when sampling through time, which

assumes that varies with s^1), the results for covariance estimation assuming a fixed

would suggest that the bootstrap estimate of covariance is much more variable than
the analytic estimate of covariance. Hence although testing of the bootstrap estimate of
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8. Covariance estimation using the bootstrap

covariance through time will be of interest we would in practice expect to use the analytic

estimate of covariance.
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Chapter 9

Discussion and Further Work

9.1 Discussion

The aim of this thesis is to develop an adaptive design-based sampling strategy that can be

used in a single-species monitoring programme. The primary objectives of the programme

are to estimate t^\ the total number of individuals in the area of interest at the time of

survey, t for t = 1,..and to estimate 5^ ^ the change in the total number of individuals

in the survey region from time t! to time t. In addition we wish to observe as many

individuals of the study species as possible.

We started from the premise that although auxiliary data may be available at the start of

the monitoring programme we know little about the species distribution over the survey

region. However as monitoring progresses we expect to learn more about the spatial dis¬

tribution of the species over the survey region and in this thesis we have investigated how

this knowledge can be incorporated into the survey design. In general we have restricted

this investigation to plot sampling of motile species that do not occur in clusters. There¬

fore, a useful summary of the spatial distribution of the species is the expected number of

individuals in a sampling unit, Using data from the first survey we can construct a

model that describes the relationship between auxiliary variables xtJ and 11. Using
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9. Discussion and Further Work

this model we can estimate /zj1' for all units in the survey region.

(2)
In Chapter 4 we demonstrated how fi\ ' could be used as the variable for stratification

(strs or for sampling with inclusion probability proportional to /zj2^ (npto
estimate This was most precisely estimating using nppS2\ In practice /zp' can only

/n (2) . (2)
be estimated so we derived a measure b to represent how good an estimate fi\ is of p\
where /z-2^ = p^b ■ When 6=1 the model is well specified. As b moves away from one

the model is less well specified and the precision of f^ decreases. The rate of change is

greater under nppb than under strs /z . Empirical evidence suggests that b commonly

takes values between zero and two and when \b — 1| is greater than approximately 0.5 the

precision of is greater under strs pb than under itppb.

The combined sampling design we have proposed consists of selecting a sub-sample of

size n'i \ using an equal probability design, such as srswor or sys, and selecting a second

sub-sample sof size = n —n^ units, using itpp^\ When = 0 the sample design
is srswor, or sys, and when = 1 the sample design is irpfi^. The first sub-sample

is selected either from U or from and the second sub-sample sjp is selected from

sp* or sp ^ respectively. The latter approach is taken when an estimate of 5^''^ is of
interest.

An estimate of is relatively easy to obtain when is selected from U. The uncondi¬

tional inclusion probabilities are approximated and the Horvitz-Thompson estimator used
(0

to estimate When 6 = 1 the precision of decreases as decreases. When 6 > 1
(0

the combined sampling strategy where 0 < < 1 gives more precise estimates of t^>
than under Tipfi^ sampling strategy. So the combined sampling strategy is more robust

to model mis-specification.

When and are both of interest the combined sampling strategy in which sf1
is selected from Sj' ^ is employed. The estimate of requires the use of a two-phase

sampling estimator because the probability that unit i is included in sdepends on the

sample s^ 1\ and different ^ will give different estimates of Only the estimate
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of fxf] from the sample is known and so unconditional inclusion probabilities that
average over all possible samples cannot be obtained. The two-phase estimator

provides a strategy for coping with this difficulty. Using this strategy the precision of f
(i) ,

increases as increases for 0 < b < 2. In contrast the estimate of 6^ ,t> becomes more

n(0
precise as decreases as a greater proportion of the sample is retained from one survey

to another. Hence the relative importance of the two parameters will partly determine the
„(«)

selection of the appropriate value of and will also depend on the correlation between

and The greater this correlation, the greater the potential increase in precision
( (t>

in 6^ by setting to be low. In comparison the precision of t^> will increase as the

correlation between yf* and p!f* increases and so to estimate precisely should be
high.

In a monitoring programme, the choice of sampling strategy for survey t depends on

the beliefs about how the spatial distribution of the population changes through time

as well as the relative importance of the parameters to be estimated and whether units

can be retained from one survey to another. If we believe that the change in the spatial

distribution of the population through time can be modelled, so that data from past

surveys can be used in the construction of the model then we would expect fif1 to
become more accurate, and hence better specified (that is b close to one), through time.

In these circumstances, a combined sampling strategy can increase the precision of

through time. In particular as more is learnt about the spatial distribution, the proportion

-j*- can increase, further increasing the precision of t[ > . If we cannot learn through time,
because we believe the model ^ changes rapidly through time, only the data from the

most recent survey can be used to estimate Q1'. Then the increase in the precision of
... „(<) n(t)
t[ > is small through time as must be kept low. If is high, the sample will be

concentrated in a small part of the survey region and model mis-specification is likely to

increase through time and hence the precision of tW will decrease.

In practice, a monitoring strategy that is commonly used to obtain precise estimates of

and 5^'^, is to use a form of rotating panel design and to estimate and 6^''^ using
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model-assisted estimators. In the rotating panel design, some units are retained from one

survey to another and new units are added into the sample in each survey. Usually units

are removed and selected using simple sampling design such as srswor so that the samples

for many surveys could be selected at the start of the monitoring programme. Data from

past surveys are used to improve the estimates of and rather than to inform

survey design and sample selection.

These strategies are often employed when the objectives of the monitoring programme

require the estimation of many parameters for a number of different variables, for example

the EMAP project (Overton et al., 1990). In this case it is important that the survey

design is relatively simple, as different parameters have very different spatial distributions

over the survey region. The choice of inclusion probabilities that would lead to precise

estimates of one parameter of interest could lead to very imprecise estimates of another pa¬

rameter of interest. When samples are selected using srswor the precision of the estimates

can be increased by using the appropriate model-assisted estimator. Generally these esti¬

mators use data from previous surveys and auxiliary variables are not incorporated into

the estimation process although recent work by Fuller and Rao (2001) and Singh (1996)
does enable auxiliary data to be incorporated when the regression model is simple.

When s^ has been selected using srswor, a model-assisted estimate of will generally

be more precise than a design-based estimate. The reason is that var(fW) is proportional
to e? = (yi — yi)2 in the model-assisted case and with yf when r^> is estimated using
a design-based estimator, and under a reasonable model ef < yf. When is selected
using an unequal probability design, a model-assisted estimator will often not increase the

precision of r® compared to a design-based estimator because var(rW) will be low when

ei or yi respectively, is correlated with nt. Although the yf* are correlated with 7t,, so that

var{fW) is low, e, is not necessarily correlated with 7q and so the model-assisted estimate

of rW is less precise than the design-based estimate.

Therefore, under a combined sampling design it is generally not possible to increase the

precision of the estimate of fW once the data collection stage has been completed by using
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a model-assisted estimator. This was demonstrated in Chapter 4. For the estimation

of r® and our combined sampling strategies are relatively robust to model mis-

specification, so using a design-based estimator under our sampling scheme will give precise

estimates of andSIf other parameters are of interest, which are based on variables

other than yf^ then design-based estimates of these parameters may be inefficient and may
not necessarily be improved by using a model-assisted estimator. Hence our combined

sampling designs are good for the initially defined parameters, but may be less successful

at estimating other parameters which post-hoc are deemed to be of interest. This compares

to the model-assisted strategy in which estimates of other parameters can also be estimated

precisely using a model-assisted estimator.

A disadvantage of the model-assisted strategies for estimating or 5^ ^ is that a simple

regression model is often not sufficient for describing the relationship between the observed

counts, the yf\ and the auxiliary variables, xfj. In particular, a suitable model could
be of the form E\Y^] = yf* = log(Y^j=o ff\xfj)) where is a non-linear or semi-
parametric function. Recent methods of Wu and Sitter (2001) have developed model-
assisted strategies for the case when g(y^) = and Breidt and Opsomer
(2000) can incorporate semi-parameteric functions into the estimators. In both cases these

have only been developed for estimating using data from survey t and have not been

extended, or incorporated into the model-assisted estimators through time of Fuller and

Rao (2001) and Singh (1996). Hence current model-assisted methods can either learn

through time by estimating or 5^''^ using past yf\ or alternatively can use the yf^
and auxiliary data from survey t to estimate but cannot use data from previous surveys

to improve the estimate. In comparison, the combined sampling strategies we propose can

use auxiliary data and the observed counts from past surveys to estimate fay' and so

increase the precision of

An additional objective of our monitoring programmes is to increase the number of indi¬

viduals that are observed as more is learnt about the spatial distribution of the species

over the survey region. Under the combined sampling strategies we expect to in-
«(0
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crease as increases if the distribution of the yf* is not negative skew and is well
specified as future samples target areas that are expected to have high values of . This

is not the case under a model-assisted strategy in which units are selected using srswor.

In Chapter 3 we stated that it was important that our sampling strategy enabled field-

workers to see as many individuals of the study species as possible, so that they are not

discouraged by constantly returning to areas that have low, or zero, abundance. Assuming

a population generated by a superpopulation model that remains constant through time,

we would expect 53 yp to increase if jip is well-specified when is selected using a
s(«>

7l'f' (t)combined sampling design in which > 0. We would not expect fi\ to be well specified
if 53 is very low. In this case our premise that our strategy is successful in preventing

fieldworkers from returning to areas of low abundance may not hold. Either fieldworkers

see few individuals and continue to do so for several surveys until fif is better specified,
or fieldworkers start by seeing many individuals so that the original problem of sampling

low abundance areas does not exist. In this case will be well-specified and more

individuals are observed in future surveys.

Increasing 53 yf1 through time can be useful even if there are not areas of the survey region
s(0

which are sparsely populated at time t = 1. If the population is decreasing through time,

particularly if the population is decreasing but the relationship between auxiliary variables

and species density remains constant, then fieldworkers may in future surveys spend large

amounts of time surveying areas that are sparsely populated unless a combined sampling

strategy is implemented. For any population, whether it is increasing or decreasing, other

data may be recorded about the individuals observed and so parameters related to char¬

acteristics of individuals of the species can be estimated more precisely by observing more

individuals, particularly if these estimates are obtained within a model-based framework.

We have shown how the combined sampling strategies can be applied to distance sampling

as well as plot sampling to estimate the density and hence total number of individuals in

the survey region. This has been limited to assuming that the probability of detecting
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an individual depends only on the distance of the individual from a transect line. There

is a clear advantage here to increasing 22 as this can increase the precision of /(0),
«(')

the probability of detecting an individual on the transect line. Under combined sampling

we expect the variance of both /(0) and of the encounter rate to decrease compared to

selecting the transects using srswor.

Our sampling strategy is adaptive as it changes the survey design through time based on

previously observed data. In Chapter 3 we described how adaptive cluster sampling could

be implemented through time for a sessile species, although we do not know how to derive

an estimator for r'4' using this sample design. In the first survey, is selected using

srswor and the data used to estimate jn the second survey sample, s'2' consists of
units in the neighbourhood of units in where V? > C and in the third survey sample,
a<3> consists of units in the neighbourhood of units in where y^ > C and so on

Compare this to our combined sampling strategy when the model is constructed using

the data from s'1' and the only auxiliary variables available are latitude and longitude.

One strategy for modelling jPp is to fit a thin-plate spline of latitude and longitude. The
predicted values of pp would only be high for units close to the units i € where j/j
is high. If is selected using then most units in s^2^ will occur close to units in

aW. So the sample selected would closely resemble the adaptive cluster sampling design

through time in which s^2) is obtained by sampling the neighbourhood of the units for

which y\ ' > C. In a combined sampling strategy, where -j*- < 1 then part of the sample
would also be selected using srswor.

A sample obtained using the combined sampling design also resembles samples obtained

using the model-based adaptive sampling strategy of Chao and Thompson (2001). In both

cases a sample sP is selected using srswor or sys and a second sample is sP is selected
where most units occur in areas of high abundance. Chao and Thompson (2001) seek a

selection of units sP that minimise the mean-square prediction error by given a model
constructed using the observed data in sP. Both the data from and sP are used to
estimate f^\ In comparison our model is constructed from the data obtained in survey
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and we do not seek an optimal sample.

The basic components of our strategy indicates a potential sampling design that falls

between the fully design-based adaptive sampling strategy and the optimal adaptive sam¬

pling strategy for estimating t^>. A sub-sample sf1 could be selected using srswor and
the data from this sub-sample used to construct a model and therefore estimate /xj1^.
A second sub-sample s^ would then be selected using The data from both s

and would be used to estimate This estimate may be biased as are the strategies

of Francis (1984) and Jolly and Hampton (1990) in which units in s^ are allocated to

strata based on the observed for i € This proposed strategy demonstrates how

our combined sampling strategy is different to standard adaptive cluster sampling in that

/x-4' can be obtained for all units in U rather than using the observed counts, for units

in sW and is different to model-based optimal sampling designs as the model helps guide

design decisions but is still a probability sample, rather than choosing a sample that

minimises some criterion.

Our form of combined sampling strategy has a different philosophy to other sampling

strategies. The simplest sampling strategies are design-based strategies in which sW is

selected using a probability sampling scheme, that may take account of auxiliary variables,

and is estimated using a design-based estimator such as the Horvitz-Thompson estima¬

tor. This has no formal framework for learning through time. An alternative estimator for

a sample selected using a simple probability sampling scheme is to use a model-assisted es¬

timator. This may incorporate auxiliary information and the estimator can 'learn' through

time as past survey data can be used to model how the yf** change through time. The
sampling units may change through time, but sample selection is carried out indepen¬

dently of the observed data. In the adaptive framework, an initial design-based sample

is selected and the observed yf1 used: to select more units in that sample the adaptive
cluster sampling strategies of Thompson and Seber (1996) or of Francis (1984) and Jolly
and Hampton (1990) to estimate r®; or to select the sample at time t + 1 to estimate

r^+1\ the adaptive strategy of Haines and Pollock (1998) in which some some new units
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are selected and some units in for which yf* > C are returned to. Alternatively within
the adaptive framework an initial probability sample is selected that is used to estimate

PP. From this an optimal sample is selected to obtain a model-based estimate of t^\ i.e.
the strategy of Chao and Thompson (2001), or is used to adapt environmental monitoring
networks such as the work by Wikle and Royle (1999).

In comparison we initially take a probability sample and obtain a design-based estimate

of f^1). At all future times t we use a model from which we estimate pp which are

used to determine the inclusion probabilities wP so that is a probability sample from
which we obtain a design-based estimate of r'<+1b The model informs or guides survey

design and enables it to adapt through time, but all inference is design-based.

9.2 Further Work

There are three sections of further work. The first relates to parts of the thesis where,

for completeness, greater investigation of the issues is required. This work is based on

the combined sampling strategies developed for monitoring a motile population where

individuals behave independently. The second section looks at the application of combined

sampling strategies to different types of population. In the third, extensions or changes

to the basic combined sampling strategy are suggested.

9.2.1 Greater investigation of the issues in this thesis

A heuristic argument in Chapter 4 stated that unless the distribution of the yP were

negatively skewed, and if pp was well-specified we would expect vP to be greater
sh)

„(<)
under a combined sampling strategy in which 0 than under srswor. A more formal

argument, or a simulation exercise is needed to justify this statement.

Population A was not very heterogeneous and so the change in the c.v. of from using
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a combined sampling strategy with ^ = 0 to a combined sampling strategy in which
^ = 0.74. Further testing of the strategies on a much more heterogeneous population
might show a greater change in the c.v.

In several cases, such as the estimation of covariances in Chapter 5 and the calculation

of the model-averaged design variance in Chapter 4 the number of simulations that were
carried out was too small so that the some results were not quite as expected because of

Monte Carlo error. In future work a greater number of simulations must be carried out.

When estimation of jf4''4) is of importance, the combined sampling strategy selected

from Estimation of and <5(4''4) require the covariances cov{f^\f!f>) and

cov(f^'\ f^) to be estimated, as shown in Chapter 5. To estimate when

t',t > 2, four separate covariance terms are required. Only one of these covariance terms

has currently been determined, the other three still need to be specified.

Analytic estimates of covariance only use the data from and sf \ In Chapter 8 we

proposed a bootstrapping strategy for estimating these covariances using all the data in

sW and s^'\ This strategy is yet to be implemented and tested. In addition a greater

understanding of the variability in the empirical estimates of covariance is required.

In Chapter 7 estimators of population density were derived when distance sampling, rather

than plot sampling is employed. We stated that we would expect to see an increase in the

precision of the density when transects were selected using a combined sampling strategy

rather than srswor, and that the precision of /(0) would increase because ^ increases.

This needs to be tested.

The combined sampling strategies have been developed for motile populations where in¬

dividuals behave independently. In Chapter 6 we tested the combined sampling strategies

on population P in which the superpopulation model from which the yf were generated
remained constant through time. Further simulation work is required to investigate ap¬

propriate monitoring strategies when the superpopulation model changes through time,

using the model formulations (2-4) described in section 6.3. By selecting of 81 units
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using sys, was a good estimate of /r-2^ so that there was little improvement in

after the first survey. An investigation of how various monitoring strategies perform when

/tj-1' is not a good estimate of is needed. This could be carried out using population P
where n is smaller than 81, or by omitting one of the auxiliary variables from the model

construction.

The development of suitable monitoring strategies for different populations requires two

distinct investigations. In the first investigation, monitoring strategies can be compared

on populations with known behaviour, this is similar to the work in Chapter 6. In addition
(0

an exploration of more complex monitoring strategies in which changes through time

would be useful, to understand how each survey can contribute to the long-term and short-

term aims of the monitoring programme can be met so that the objective of each survey

may differ. These types of monitoring programme were described in section 6.7.

In the second investigation, we need to mimic what happens in practice; that is the

behaviour of the population is not known and so the choice of the appropriate monitoring

strategy is difficult. For example the degree of model mis-specification will be unknown
„«>

and so the choice of the proportion can be difficult. This may be especially so when

the relationship between auxiliary variables and is semi-parametric and non-linear.

The development of some simple diagnostics could aid the decision-making process. For
n(3)

example, a potential strategy to determine that keeps model mis-specification low,
when the model includes non-parametric functions of auxiliary variables would be useful

as it may be that pp varies rapidly over particular regions of the X-space. Suppose we set
= 0.5. Then we can construct a model using the data from only, the data from

42) only or for some proportion p of data from each sub-sample. In each case we can then
calculate the sum of the prediction errors, PEV, for all the data in s^2\ The proportion,
n(3)

is selected based on the proportion p that minimises the PEV. An additional measure

would be required to indicate the expected precision of f(3\

We have stated that model-assisted strategies are an alternative strategy to use in a moni¬

toring programme. In this thesis we have only compared the model-assisted and combined
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sampling strategies when estimating t^2\ A more detailed comparison is required. Al¬

though simple regression estimators could be used in the model-assisted estimator a more

appropriate strategy would be to develop model-assisted estimators that learn from past

surveys and incorporate auxiliary information. These could build on the estimators of

Fuller and Rao (2001) which take auxiliary information and learn through time and the

estimators of Opsomer et al. (2003) which take into account the type of model in which

log(nf]) = fj(Xij)-

9.2.2 Application of combined sampling strategies to different popula¬
tions

We have limited our work to motile populations that do not occur in clusters. In Chapter

2 we described the considerations for constructing a quadrat superpopulation model £ for

different types of populations, in particular for more clustered or sessile populations. In

these cases it is important to separate out trend, which is caused by auxiliary variables,

and spatial autocovariance, caused by individuals that do not act independently of each

other.

To monitor these types of populations additional issues may need to be considered if we

wish to use the combined sampling strategy described here. For motile populations that

occur in clusters the key problem will be the modelling of p,^ in that until data from
several surveys are available it will be difficult to separate the effect of autocorrelation

and the effect of unknown auxiliary variables, particularly if smoothing splines of latitude

and longitude are included in the model. Hence [if* may be poorly specified and so we

might wish to use a combined sampling strategy in which is low.

When the population is sessile it becomes even more difficult to separate the effects of

spatial correlation and spatial trend and model mis-specification may be large. Consid¬
eration of the extreme case in which € U may indicate possible sources of

bias. For this extreme case it would be useful to explore two different strategies. The
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combined sampling strategy in which s^1) is used to construct C^1) and predict ft-1' and
(2)

sis then selected using npp,[1^= 1 and the outline of the adaptive strategy given
(2)in the discussion. In this second strategy the data from are used to construct the

model and estimate jxf1 and is selected using itpfq . The difference between the
two strategies is in the data that are used to estimate r^2b This exploration may help

in the development of a more general framework that links standard adaptive sampling

with these combined sampling strategies. We note that an important difference is that

the combined sampling strategies are designed to exploit spatial trend, that is variability

in due to variability in auxiliary variables. On the other hand the adaptive strategies

exploit spatial auto-correlation, whether that is spatial trend, or due to auto-covariance

from individuals associating with each other.

9.2.3 Extensions to the combined sampling strategy.

The method of npft,^ sampling is based on the sample selection scheme of Sunter (1977a)
in which some units in U have equal inclusion probabilities, equivalent to being selected

using srswor, even if the fif' are unequal. This strategy was chosen because it was simple
to implement and because units with small pf , which are likely to be poorly estimated and
are not of great interest, are given the same values of 7iq. Under the sample selection scheme

of Chao (1982), nt is proportional to pf^ for all i G U. If the combined sampling strategies
implemented this sampling selection scheme we would expect the approximation of the

unconditional inclusion probabilities to be simpler. In addition it was difficult to apply

the bootstrapping strategy for unequal probability sampling, except when the sampling

fraction was extremely small, as the proportion selected using srswor tended to be very

large. This would not be the case under Chao's sample selection scheme.

Two different strategies for incorporating auxiliary information into the design process

were considered; that of stratification and of sampling with inclusion probability pro¬

portional to size. Ranked set sampling (Patil et al., 1994) is an alternative strategy for

incorporating auxiliary information into the design process. This may be a useful strategy
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for selecting s^ when the model is poorly specified as it only requires an ordering of
the units in U■

In the one-per-stratum sampling strategies of Breidt (1995) the survey region is partitioned

into n strata of contiguous units and one unit from each stratum is selected. Under

systematic sampling it is the unit in the same position in each stratum that is selected.

More complex strategies also exist in which the position of the unit selected in stratum k

is a function of the position of the units selected from adjacent strata, based on Markov

chains. In our sampling design the selection of s^ is from the whole survey region so

that it is units with the highest values of fif1 that have the greatest probability of being
selected. A possible strategy for ensuring better spatial coverage, which also gives units

with relatively higher fi'p a greater probability of being selected, might be based on the
one-per-stratum strategy described above. Some strata could be part of a systematic

design and in other strata a unit is selected with npp,^.

Finally the construction of the model (j'b has been within a frequentist framework. As

we are interested in improving our estimate of fJp through time, as more data becomes
available, a Bayesian framework might be a more natural strategy for model construction.

The posterior distribution of the parameters in ^ from survey t become the priors for

these parameters in survey t + 1. A Bayesian approach has been taken in the construction

of monitoring networks using model-based adaptive sampling strategies such as that of

Wikle et al. (2001).

9.3 Conclusions

The design-based combined monitoring strategies developed in this thesis provide a flexible

framework in which a monitoring programme can adapt its survey design through time.

The strategies have been applied to motile species where individuals behave independently

of each other. These populations are surveyed using plot sampling, although we have also

indicated how the strategies can be applied when the species is surveyed using distance
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sampling. Auxiliary information about the survey region is available and information

about the spatial distribution of the species will increase over time as survey data becomes

available. As information about the spatial distribution of the species increases through

time the precision of f^ and 5^''^ increases. The more that can be learnt from past surveys

the greater the increase in precision. If the system changes rapidly then less can be learnt

from past surveys and so a more cautious monitoring strategy must be employed and so

the less the increase in precision. For most populations the number of individuals that are

observed in a survey is expected to increase using a combined sampling strategy compared

to a sample design in which units are selected using srswor. Further work is required to

understand and develop monitoring strategies that use these combined sampling strategies

under different population models and to enable the selection of the appropriate strategy

in practice.

An additional outcome of this thesis was the development of a bootstrapping strategy

for the estimation of the variance of when samples are selected using an unequal

probability sampling scheme that is more flexible than previous bootstrapping strategies

as the restriction that is integer is not required. Further work is needed to test out

proposed extensions of the strategy for the estimation of the covariance cov(f^'\f^)
when samples are selected using a combined sampling strategy in which some units are

retained from one survey to another.

The general philosophy of the combined monitoring strategies is to use past survey data to

construct a model that describes the expected number of individuals in a sampling unit.

The predicted number of individuals can be found for all units in the survey region and

these predicted values are used in the construction of inclusion probabilities for future

survey design. This use of a model to inform future survey design, whilst retaining all
inference about the parameters, and 8^'^ to a design-based framework is different to

existing sampling strategies. This type of philosophy provides a framework for developing
different forms of sampling strategy for different types of population and can be seen as

a form of adaptive sampling. Within a monitoring context, the flexibility of the sampling
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scheme should enable each survey in a monitoring programme to be tailored to meet both

the short-term objectives of that survey and the long-term objectives of the monitoring

programme.
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Appendix A

Notation

Much of this notation is based on that of Sarndal et al. (1992).

Summation

— 23,g.4 Ci Sum of cj for all elements of i in the set A, which we write i e A
A

EEcij = YlieA 23jeA °i: Sum of c,j where i G A and j € A
A A

23 23°ij = 23ieA 23,GA cn Sum of °ij where i e A and jeA but i ^ j
A A

The survey region
A The survey region

N Number of units in A

i Label of units in A

U = {i i = 1,..., N} The set of units in A indexed i = 1,..., N
t Index of time - each survey increases the increment by 1

yf^ Number of individuals in unit i at time t

xf* Set of covariates for unit i at time t

xfj Value of covariate j for unit i at time t
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A. Notation

r« = Eyf
u

5(t\t) = T(t) _ T(f)

A sample
n

S = {fl, • • • i in}
sc — U — s

Sk

Skc=U - sk

nk

P(-)

p(s)
S

lis — 0 i ^ s
lis = *

lis — 1 i G 5

7T* = Us = T, P(s)
sES s3i

■*ij = E P(S)
s3i,j

P
Ep

Esk

ys = kZvi
s

Ss = ^ T,(yi - ys?
s

Sample Designs
srswor

sys

sirs

The total number of individuals in the survey region at time t

Change in the total number of individuals from time t! to t

We omit the superscript W
Number of sampled units

The set of sampled units

The sample complement

A subset of s

The complement of Sk

Number of units in sub-sample Sk

A sample design

Probability of selecting the sample s

Set of all possible samples obtained using p(s)

Random variable indicating whether unit i G s

Probability that unit i is included in sample s

Probability that units i and j are included in sample s

it')
Probability that unit i € s given sample ' has been selected

Expectation over all samples that can be selected using p(s)

Expectation over all possible samples s^

Sample mean

Sample variance

simple random sampling without replacement

systematic sampling

stratified random sampling
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A. Notation

strs z

nps

combz(2*)
= combz(^)(U, sf})

com6z(^)(4t_1),s(ir1))

QSM

c

yW
i

Mi - ^C[^i(f)]
(jW2 = uarc[r.(<)]
a£t')=coi,c[yi(t),lf')]

Distance sampling
D

n

u>

I

Pa

Uk

Hi

9{u)

/(«)

var(r)

strs where stratification is based on the variable Zi

sampling with inclusion probability proportional to Zi

Combined sampling strategy:

n\ units sampled from U using srswor

and n<2 units from using irpz.

Combined sampling strategy through time:

n\ = n — ri2 units from s^ ^ using srswor

and ri2 units from using irpz.

Quadrat Superpopulation Model

The QSM

Random variable of number of individuals in unit i at time t

Expected number of individuals in unit i at time t

Variance of

Covariance between y}1> and y}' ^1 J

Density of individuals in A

Number of line transects sampled

Half width of line transect

Length of line transect

Proportion of individuals observed in the n line transects

Distance of kth individual from transect line

Number of individuals observed in the ith line transect

Probability that an individual is observed at distance u from the line

Probability density function of the uk

Variability in the encounter rate

(adjusted for probability of selecting transect lines)
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A. Notation

Bootstrapping

u;

sb

y*

Tb = I3j■}* Vi

ppswr(wi = i,iV,s)

ppswrc(wi = i,7V,s)

pspv(y,s, U*)

Pseudo-population

Pseudo-sample

Pseudo-values of yt

Total for pseudo-population U£
Pseudo-values of Zi

Select N units from s by sampling with replacement

with selection probability
a

Retain the sample s

and select N — n units using ppswr(wi — 1 ,N — n,s)

y*. = yk if ij = k for ij e U*, k e s
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Appendix B

Population Simulation

In this thesis, three simulated populations have been used to test out the combined sam¬

pling strategies. This appendix describes how the populations were generated.

In Chapter 2 a quadrat superpopulation model (QSM) is introduced that gives an empirical

description of the pattern of the yf* over the survey region and through time. This does
not describe population processes such as birth and death rates, or dispersal. Instead it

describes how the yf* change through time. Populations A and B were created by defining
a QSM and generating the yf* for t = 1,2 using this QSM.

The yf^ are a count of the number of individuals in unit i at time t. For population P
a model that generates the location of each individual in the survey region is needed and

spatial point processes are used for this purpose. Section B.l describes some basic spatial

point processes. For all three populations the same basic population model is assumed and

this is described in section B.2. The details of each population and how it was simulated

are given in section B.3.

All computing work in this thesis was carried out in the statistical computing programme
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B. Population Simulation

R, available from

http://www.r-proj ect.org

A small set of functions, taken from the WiSP library (for Wildlife survey Simulation

Package) (Zucchini et ai, 2002) were used in the generation of populations described in

section B.3. In addition components of the functions for producing plots of sampled units,

for example figure 6.1 and for taking a systematic sampling were also used. All other
functions for sample selection and estimation were written by the author of this thesis.

B.l Spatial Point Processes

A spatial point process is a stochastic mechanism for generating a countable set of events

in the plane. Cox and Isham (1980) give an introduction to the theory of spatial point

processes and Diggle (1983) describes various processes that have been used to model

spatial point patterns in biology.

The simplest model is the homogeneous planar Poisson process from which more complex

models can develop. There are two key postulates for this process. For a homogeneous

survey region, A, of size |A| let the number of individuals in the population at time t be
r^. Then

1. The random variable the number of individuals in the population at time t has

a Poisson distribution with mean A^ so that

t(t) ~po(aw) (b.l)

2. Given the r'*' individuals form an independent random sample from the

uniform distribution on A.

Hence individuals behave independently of each other and the density at the point £ is

A(t) = a»/|A|V£ G A
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B.J Spatial Point Processes

This is an extremely simple model There are two ways in which complexity is introduced

into the spatial point pattern. Firstly, individuals are not independent of each other.

Secondly the environment is not homogeneous so that the species distribution varies over

the survey region.

Assuming that the environment is homogeneous over A, the Poisson cluster process intro¬

duced by Neyman and Scott (1958) provides a framework for modelling aggregated spatial

patterns. In its simplest form,

1. the number of cluster parents form a Poisson process with intensity T^/r^K

2. Each cluster parent produces a random number of offspring realised indepen¬

dently and identically for each cluster parent according to some probability distri¬

bution r^,7 = 0,1,2,

3. The positions of the offspring relative to the cluster parent are independently and

identically distribution according to a bivariate probability distribution function h(.)

Unless explicitly stated the convention is that the only individuals in the population are

the offspring. Populations exhibiting these characteristics are not used in this thesis.

Suppose now, that the environment is heterogeneous over A. The heterogeneity is sum¬

marised by a suitability index for a particular species. At a particular point, £, in A,

the suitability is a function of Q* variables such as habitat, terrain and climate that

influence the distribution of the species of interest. In the same survey region a different

suitability index would be derived for different species. In general suitability will be a rel¬

atively smooth function over A, although changes in habitat, due to natural or man-made

boundaries, may lead to discontinuities.

As individuals are assumed to behave independently of each other, the individuals

form an independent random sample from the distribution on A with a probability density

function proportional to A^. This is the inhomogeneous Poisson process.
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B. Population Simulation

Returning to the homogeneous planar Poisson process, if A^ represents the population
density at a single point, the expected number within quadrat i, /zj4' with an area A, is

Assuming Aj = Ao for all i, then

(B.3)

and a QSM £ is of the form

y/4) ~Po(M(t)) (B.4)

Under the inhomogeneous Poisson process if we assume that Ac = At for all £ in the unit

Ai = Aq then

B.2 Description of the population

In this thesis, we consider populations of highly motile animals within a heterogeneous

environment. By highly motile we mean that all individuals can easily cover A in a

period much shorter than the interval between surveys. Although we would generally not

recommend plot sampling for surveying highly motile animals we use it to develop our

sampling designs.

We assume that individuals are exchangeable and therefore model the dynamics of the

whole population, rather than modelling individual life histories. The effect of environment

would anyway be small as individuals are highly motile, and so all are affected in the same

way. Although age, sex and other individual characteristics may influence survival this

is ignored for simplicity. The number of individuals in the population at time t, is

assumed to be a random variable generated from a Poisson distribution with a mean A®

(B.5)
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B.2 Description of the population

that changes by a constant proportion r from one period to another. This proportion r is

an intrinsic feature of the population rather than the effect of changing environment.

In fact although the environment is heterogeneous over A we assume that it remains con¬

stant through time, or at least is the same at each survey. The environment is summarised

with respect to the species of interest using a suitability index. At a particular point, £,

in A, suitability is a function of variables such as habitat, terrain and climate that in¬

fluence the distribution of the species of interest. In the same environment a different

suitability index would be derived for different species. In general suitability will be a rel¬

atively smooth function over A although changes in habitat, due to natural or man-made

boundaries may lead to discontinuities. In this thesis we assume the relationship between

fog (suitability) and habitat is linear.

Given suitability it is assumed that the location of an individual is conditionally inde¬

pendent of the locations of all other individuals in A. This is unrealistic, as most species

move around in groups or have territories. However it serves as a baseline scenario, and

we could alternatively think of each "individual" as representing a group of animals. The

aim is then to estimate the number of groups in A.

As individuals are highly motile it is also assumed that the location of an individual at time

t is independent of the location of an individual at time t— 1. From a modelling perspective

only the number of individuals at time t, is required and their locations are generated

using an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity proportional to suitability.

A formal model E of the population and the environment is described below
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B. Population Simulation

1. Population characteristics through time

• has a Poisson distribution with mean for the area A

• The mean, A^ changes by a proportion r, the intrinsic growth rate

so that A® = rA^-1^

2. Suitability
• At location C suitability at time t is A^ so that fA X^dC — A^
• The change in suitability through time is = rA^ ^ = rlX^
• Suitability can be defined as a function of Q* covariates xj,..., xq* so that

A

3. Relationship between suitability and spatial distribution of individuals

• Given 7"W = the individuals form an independent random sample

from the distribution on A with pdf proportional to A^

The QSM is of the form

F.(t) ~Po(rt/i|0))
=> E[Y^] —rtpfS> var[Y^} = r'/i-0' cov\Y^\Y^ °^] = 0

Q

log(p\l)) =YlPixa
j=o

B.3 Population simulation

B.3.1 Simulation of populations A and B

Populations A and B are used in Chapters 4 and 5 to test out the basic combined sam¬

pling strategies, where the focus is how /tj1^ can be used in the design of survey 2. These
populations are also used in Chapter 8 where the focus is variance and covariance esti¬

mation for the combined sampling strategy. Although units in a survey region will be

spatially related, this is not part of the survey design or estimation problem in these three
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B.3 Population simulation

chapters. The essential components that are required from the populations used for these

investigations are a set of N units where for each unit Q auxiliary variables are available.

Then pf^ is a function of these Q auxiliary variables as described in equation B.8 so that

yf^ is generated from a QSM of the form B.6. For populations A and B, N = 1000 and
Q = 3 and we require for t = 1,2.

The auxiliary variables were generated from different distributions:

• xn from a uniform distribution, Unif[0.5,10];

• Xi2 from a normal distribution, N(p = 3,cr = 1);

• Xiz from a normal distribution, N(p = 20, a = 5).

The auxiliary variables are illustrated in figure B.l and the correlation between auxiliary

variables in figure B.2.

Suitability, p^ the expected number of individuals in unit i at time 1, is calculated as

log{pf]) =0.1 + O.lxii + 0.25^2 - 0.05xi3 (B.9)

For population A we use a population model in which A'2) = 1.5AB) so that

log(p^) =0.6 + O.lxa + 0.25xi2 - 0.05xi3 (B.10)

The correlation between y^ and yf^ is 0.28. As tfB.2) is also to be estimated and we expect
the precision of $B'2) to increase when and are highly correlated we generate

population B where y\1' is as described for population A and yj2' is generated so that

^°f(/42)) = _ °-43 + l°9(l^i1*) + Z°3(2/i1}) (B-n)

The correlation between y\l> and y,-2' for population B is 0.71. We note that this does not
follow our usual assumption that cov{Y^\ = 0 Figure B.2 shows the relationship
between the auxiliary variables and p'P and figure B.3 shows the distribution of the yj1
and y-2\ the relationship between yf^ for t = 1,2 and pp and between the y\1 1 and yf2'
for populations A and B.
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B. Population Simulation
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Figure B.l: Auxiliary variables (a) xn, (b) (c) xa and (d) for populations A and B
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B.3 Population simulation
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Figure B.2: Relationship between auxiliary variables (a) xu and xl2, (b) xl2 and xa (c) xl3 and

xti and between /x'1' and (d) xn (e) X{2 (f) xa for populations A and B.
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B. Population Simulation

Survey 1: (a) Survey 1: (b)
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B.3 Population simulation

B.3.2 Simulation of population P

This population is used in Chapter 6 to explore how the combined sampling strategies can

be used within a monitoring programme. Here it is important to represent a generic pop¬

ulation and so the spatial relationship between the units in the survey region is important.

In this case the distribution of the individuals is generated.

The survey region is 36 x 36 in size which is summarised into N = 1296 units each of

size one. To generate individuals, auxiliary data must be defined as a surface over the

survey region before being summarised into quadrat information. Data on Q = 4 auxiliary

variables are created. The basic functions for setting up the survey region, generating basic

density functions, the Al, the spatial point patterns and the summarising of the individual

locations into quadrat counts use functions from the WiSP package.

The auxiliary variable xcj is the sum of Kj variables zcik where zk has a maximum
value with distribution N(hk, &hk) at a randomly located point in the survey region Cok =
{xok,Vok)- The value of zk at a point Ci = (xi? yi) is a function d(y/l(xok-xi)'2+(yok-yi)2))
where d is the Normal density function with mean 0 and variance 0.0625. For each of the

four auxiliary variables the number of hotspots and their parameters are:

• xn K\ = 50 hotspots N(hk, crkk) = N(0,8) ;

• xi2a K2 = 100 hotspots N(hk,crhk) = N(0,2);
• Xi2b K2 = 25 hotspots N(hk,ahk) = N(0,4);
• xi3 K3 — 100 hotspots N(hk,(Jhk) = N(0,2);
• xa = 5 hotspots N(hk,(Jhk) = N(0,4).

Auxiliary variables Xi2a and Xi2b were added together to give auxiliary variable X{2. Aux¬

iliary variable a:,4 is converted into a categorical variable by taking all values of xa > 0.85

as category 1 and units Xi\ < 0.85 as category 2.

Suitability Ac uses auxiliary variables xn ,Xi2 and xa so that

log(Xc) = 1.25xji + 0.bxi2 + 1.25x^4 (B.12)
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B. Population Simulation

Auxiliary variable xa is not included in the definition of Ac so as to mimic the common

scenario in which not all the auxiliary variables that are available to the statistician are

relevant for model construction. The population of individuals at time t are generated

using an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity A£.

This model is retained for all surveys t — 1,..., 10. Data is summarised at quadrat level

so that Xij is the value of each auxiliary variable at the midpoint of each quadrat, and yf*
is the number of individuals within each quadrat in survey t. The spatial point pattern

for t = 1 is shown in figure B.4
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